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Invitationl for IllS 2004
Chabot Space and
Science Center,
Oakland California
Jose Olivarez and Mike Reynolds
Chabot Space & Science Center
10000 Skyline Boulevard
Oakland, California 94619
www.chabotspace.org
reynolds@chabotspace.org
jolivarez@chabotspace.org
Conference Date and Host
Facilities
Proposed Conference date: MidJuly, 2004
Number of days: 4 (Monday through
Thursday) plus optional attendance at the
Astronomical SOCiety of the Pacific's "Universe 2004 Expo" the preceding Saturday
and Sunday.
Host Facilities: Chabot Space and Science
Center and the Oakland Marriott City
Center.
Chabot Space and Science Center is an
80,000 square foot (7,400 square meter)
astronomy-based Science Center dedicated
to teaching the sciences from their astronomical roots. Please visit the Chabot website at www.chabotspace.org for details on its
mission and venues. The Oakland Marriott
City Center (www.MarriotHotels.com) in
downtown Oakland, is a convention hotel
fully equipped to meet the needs of an IPS
conference of 400 delegates or more.

Airports: Oakland International and San
Francisco International. (San Francisco is an
internationally important airport and is easy
to get to from anywhere in the world). Of
course, Oakland is also accessible by car, bus,
or train. During the conference, delegates
will be transported from the Oakland
Marriott to Chabot Space and Science Center
by bus for a full day of activities at CSSe.
Also, a Bay Area Rapid Transit station (BART)
is only one block from the conference hotel.
This will give delegates easy and rapid transit

.

to San Francisco, Berkeley, and many
Area cities.
Accommodations: Single or double bed
rooms at the Oakland Marriott City Center
at the rate of $162.00 per night per room (this
rate may be higher in 2004).
Proposed Registration Cost $300-350. This
will cover the costs of conference rYl':''''Y,nrr
room rentals, breakfast for delegates, two
lunches, the Banquet, some transportation,
and registration for Astronomical Society of
the Pacific's "Universe 2004 Expo". Other
meals are available at the hotel. However,
there are about 40 different restaurants within walking distance of the hotel that the delegates can choose from. Also, the cuisine of
San Francisco is only 12 minutes away from
the hotel by BART.

Other Science Institutions

SU1:T01UflEdiIlt,g

esse: The Exploratorium and the California
Academy of Sciences (featuring the Morrison
Planetarium) in San Francisco; The Lawrence
Hall of Science in Berkeley; UC Berkeley; Lick
Observatory in nearby San Jose; The
University of California-Berkley.

Conference Activities
A Full gamut of normal conference activities will be possible including paper sessions,
poster sessions, guest speakers, workshops,
and a banquet. Also, delegates will be attending lectures by famous astronomers at the
ASP's Universe 2004 Expo. A trip to Lick
Observatory with the ASP is planned and

IPS Conference link with the Astronomical Society of the Pacific in Oakland in
2004: The nationally respected Astronomical
Society of the Pacific (www.aspsky.org) will
meet in Oakland in 2004 for an historic
linked meeting with IPS.
Technical capabilities of the Sites: Both
CSSC and the Oakland Marriott are full y
equipped technically to meet the needs of
Internet access, A/V equipment, etc. The
Chabot planetarium automation system is
by East Coast Control and Carl Zeiss, Inc.
Transportation: Oakland is served by two
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optional excursions to the Morrison Planetarium and the Lawrence Hall of Science will
be added. A post-conference tour to the
Griffith Observatory & Planetarium in Los
Angeles and Mount Wilson Observatory will
also be offered. Other recreational excursions
for the families will be organized. These
optional excursions will include tours to the
famed Monterey Bay Aquarium, a boat
cruise of San Francisco Bay, a trip to the
Napa Valley Wine Country, a sightseeing
tour of San Francisco, or a tour of the USS
Hornet in Alameda (this is the ship that
picked up the Apollo 11 astronauts from the
ocean upon their return from the Moon).

Host City
The City of Oakland, California. Please

visit the Oakland Convention and Visitors
Bureau's website [insert the URL here, please]
for full information on Oakland and its visitor amenities.
The weather is perfect during July. No
rain, and generally warm to cool temperatures. Don't forget to bring a sweater for use
during the cool evenings!

Host Facility
Chabot Space and Science Center is located in the Oakland Hills some 1500 feet (450
meters) above sea level in a park setting from
which can be seen the City of Oakland
below, San Francisco Bay, and the City of San
Francisco towards the west. The dome of
Chabot's 20-inch Brashear refractor can even
by seen from San Francisco in the afternoons

when the sunlight glints off the 45-foot aluminumdome.
CSSe's important venues that will be of
great interest to IPS delegates are the Zeiss
Universarium fiber-optic planetarium (this
planetarium and the Griffith Observatory
Planetarium in Los Angeles are the largest in
California), the domed Mega-Systems film
theater, the Challenger Center, Science Labs,
the "Our Place in the Universe" 3-D Exhibit,
the artistic "Planetary Landscapes" hands-on
exhibits, our professional (16-inch solar
heliostat) solar observatory, collections of
meteorites and antique telescopes, Observatories housing 20-inch and 36-inch telescopes, and for some, the wonderful collection of rare astronomy books housed in our
library. Also special for 2004, Gus Grissom's
Liberty Bell spacecraft will be on display at
CSSC during the conference. There is this
and much more in 2004! Please review the
pictorial materials accompanying this proposal.

Closing Statement
Chabot Space and Science Center is an
ideal site for the IPS Conference in 2004.
First, CSSC is a spectacular site and is a
planetarian's dream come true. It is the
world's first "astronomy-based science center" where the planetarium plays a prominent role and all the science venues in the
center are linked, philosophically, to it! This
is a new and special role for the planetarium
which planetarians can observe first hand at
CSSe. The whole facility is dedicated to the
discovery of the connectedness of the sciences through astronomy. It helps people
find their place in the universe. And it is an
innovative teaching and learning center
serving a diverse population of students,
teachers, and the public.
As to our geographical location on the
west coast, it could not be better culturally
and weather-wise for IPS members. The treasures of San Francisco are just a bridge away
(or a short "BART" ride away), and the weather is great in July (warm in the day and cool
at night). Getting here is easy with our two
International Airports and the Oakland
Marriott City Center Hotel has all the facilities needed to make IPS 2004 a comfortable
and successful conference.
Finally, IPS 2004 at the Chabot Space &
Science Center in Oakland, California would
mark the return of the IPS Conference to US
soil after an absence of 10 years. We are certain that a majority of the IPS membership
would welcome the return.
/i(
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Martin George
launceston Planetarium
Wellington Street
launceston, Tasmania .
Australia
Have you ever thought what it would be
like to be out under the southern stars in
July? Just imagine being under the southern
winter Milky Way, as it splits the sky in two,
and gazing toward Scorpius and Sagittarius
as they climb up toward the zenith. Of
course, the Southern Cross is there, too: it is
high in the south with the inky black Coal
Sack nestled next to it.
You can see all of this by coming 'down
under' to visit us in Australia - but to add to
the fun, we're proposing that we all do it
together at IPS 2004!
Museum Victoria, with the strong support
of the Australasian Planetarium Society
(APS), wishes to propose Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia as the host ci ty for the In ternational Planetarium Society Conference in
2004. An Australian IPS conference would be
the first ever held under the southern skies,
providing a wonderful opportunity to see
the stars from a different point of view - and,
of course, to visit our planetaria and some
world-famous astronomical installations.
The conference would be held at the Melbourne Exhibition and Convention Centre, a
world-class facility that is centrally located
near City hotels, Museum sites and Melbourne's vibrant cultural life. The Centre can
accommodate a variety of simultaneous conference venues including meeting rooms,
theatres and exhibition spaces, and is complete with a full range of AV equipment and
special translation facilities to assist nonEnglish speaking delegates.
The host planetarium would be the new
Melbourne Planetarium, opened in August
1999. Since the establishment of Melbourne's
first planetarium in 1965, the City of Melbourne has been renowned for its interest in
watching the stars while seated under the
dome. Over the years, more than two million
visitors passed through its doors and were
introduced to the wonders of the night sky.
The new facility has a 16-metre (52-foot)
dome, and seating for 145. It is equipped with
a Digistar II (the first in the southern hemisphere), an all-sky projection system, video
and slide projectors and digital surround
sound. The Melbourne Planetarium is an
active planetarium, dedicated to producing
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Tanya II
Melboune
Scienceworks
Spotswood,
Australia 3015

bourne to experience the
for
selves.
We are also well aware that the cost of
travel to an IPS conference in the southern
hemisphere is a
conference delegates, <::"'~J<::UlaH
egates provide their own
Museum Victoria has initiated discussions
with several large travel companies and
obtained the following current estimates
return air fares,
taxes: from
Angeles US$1140,
Vancouver CDN$21l0, London GBP720,
FF9100 and Japan JPY167000. Further
counts may also be available
group fares, which are available once
more people travel
It's also
that you will find that for not much more,
is possible to add side
Melbourne-to-Sydney to work in with
post conference tour or to visit
Australian tourist destinations such as Uluru
(Ayer's Rock) or the Great Barrier
In
addition, once
here,
Australia's exchange rate is very favourable
to international visitors.
Melbourne has been voted the
most livable city and is one of the

informative and entertaining shows for the
Victorian public. This has been a long awaited development, given the city's wide public
interest in astronomy. Home to the largest
amateur astronomical community in Australia and with two dedicated dark sky sites
within easy reach of the city, Melbourne has
seen in terest in this science grow from
strength to strength.
The Melbourne Planetarium is located on
the Yarra River at Scienceworks, 10 minutes
from the city centre. Scienceworks is one of
three major venues operated by Museum
Victoria in the City of Melbourne, which has
strong expertise in hosting international
conferences. Just last year, Museum Victoria
hosted the 18th International
Museums Conference which
was attended by over 1600
delegates from around the
world. Scienceworks itself has
a strong reputation for being a
fun, hands-on and informative museum, with an emphasis on live demonstrations,
stage shows and events that
are especially popular with
families. The other Museum
Victoria venues are Melbourne Museum, the largest in
the Sou thern Hemisphere
(opening October 2000), and
the Immigration and Hellenic
Antiquities Museum, which
opened in 1999.
The proposed IPS 2004,
'Under the Southern Skies',
would be held from July 12-15.
Although it will be winter in
the Southern Hemisphere, the
winter in Melbourne is generally quite mild. It doesn't
snow, and daily temperatures
reach approximately 15C
(60F), falling to about 8C (46F)
at night. We've already mentioned our great winter skies and, during the conference
period, all delegates will have
the opportuni ty to visi t a
cal instrument.
dark sky site outside MelPlanetarian
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A visit to Tasmania will include a trip to the radio observatory near Hobart.

top tourist destinations. You can see more
tourist information on the web by visiting
the website of Tourism Victoria at
http://www.visitvictoria.com/.

Tours
Pre-conference tour
Weare proposing a 3-day pre-conference
tour that will take you even farther south
to Tasmania, Australia's island state. Highlights of the visit will be the city of Launceston, including the Launceston Planetarurn; a visit to Campbell Town, the historic
observation site of the 1874 transit of Venus;
visits to the major optical and radio observatories near Hobart run by the University of
Tasmania; and a tour around the historic
and beautiful city of Hobart, Tasmania's
state capital. Current estimates of the cost of
the tour are approximately AUD$600 per
perso!1 twin share including the return airfare from Melbourne to Tasmania. Typical
maximum temperatures in Launceston and
Hobart are 12°C (54°F), while at night the typical minimum is about 2°C (36°F).

Post-conference tour
Our tempting post-conference tour
through the state of New South Wales takes
in two more of Australia's major planetaria
and several world-famous astronomical sites.
Firstly, we shall fly to Sydney, taking in some
of its sights including the famous Sydney
Observatory. Travelling south to Wollongong, we shall visit the Wollongong Planetarium - Australia's newest - with its associated science centre. Then west to Canberra,
Australia's national capital, where the sights
will include a trip to the Canberra Planetarium and Mount Stromlo Observatory.
There, we shall see such instruments as the
Vol.
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However, we think that you'll be so stunned
by the night sky, you won't feel the cold!
Returning via the New South Wales coast,
our tour will end in Sydney. You may like to
stay there longer, taking one more
across the famous 'coathanger' (the
Harbour Bridge), or to see a perto;rrrlarlCe
the curiously-shaped Sydney
House.
Of course, there's plenty more of Australia to
see if you have the time. And don't
that beautiful New Zealand is
three
hours' flight away ...
We estimate that the post-conference tour
will cost approximately $AUD7S0 per person
twin share. The flight from Melbourne to
Sydney is additional; however, for many delegates, this may be included as a part of their
return trip home, and as such would incur
no extra cost.
We of the APS look forward eagerly to the
possibility of IPS 2004 being held in
Australia. Let's do it.

renowned 74-inch telescope and what is left
Tanya Hill is the Astronomer for the
of the Great Melbourne Telescope. How
Melbourne Planetarium at Scienceworks
much is leff? You'll have to come here and
Museum, Mel bourne. Martin George is
find out!
Curator of the Launceston Planetarium in
Northward then to Parkes, to another
Launceston, Tasmania. Further information
astronomical icon - the 64-metre Parkes
can be obtained from the Australasian PlanRadio Telescope, which is part of the
etarium Society website: www.vicnet.net.a
Australia Telescope network. We shall have
the privilege of moving in for
a close look! Continuing
north, we shall reach Coonabarabran (wouldn't you simply love to stay in a place
with a name like that?). It's
right next to Siding Spring
Mountain in the delightful
Warrumbungles, where we
shall visit the telescopes up on
top including the 3.9-metre
Anglo-Australian Telescope,
famous for - among many
other things - David Malin's
wonderful astrophotography.
Can there be still more? Yes!
At Narrabri, an hour and a
half north of Coonabarabran,
we shall see the 6-dish Compact Array of radio telescopes,
which form a major part of
the Australia Telescope. Quite
close by is one of Australia's
major solar observatories at
Culgoora.
As this tour carries us
inland, you will need to be
prepared for some rather crisp
nights. Canberra's winter
nights often fall to several
degrees below zero Celsius
The 64-metre dish at Parkes in New South Wales is world(around 20-2Y Fahrenheit), so
famous.
do bring some warm clothes.
Planetarian
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Obviously, the PSE system is used not
for theater shows, but for a
of
that require simultaneous translation,
ticular, international conferences .

cia

l'Hemisferic,
Avenida

34-96-3355330
34-96-3355331 fax
acamarasa@cac.es, jcguirado@cac.es
http://www.cac.es
Introduction
La Ciudad de las Artes y las Ciencies (City
of Arts and Sciences, CAC) is one of the greatest cultural projects being developed at present. CAC spreads itself over 350,000 square
meters, a huge project located in the urban
area of densely populated Valencia, that proposes a merging point for scientific cultural
activities. Over the area"of CAC, four main
buildings constitute a unique architectural
piece that harmonizes the sciences, with
I'Hemisferic and the Museu de les Ciencias
Principe Felipe (Science Museum), the arts,
with the Palau de les Arts (Opera Theater),
and the marine world with l'Oceanographic
(Oceanographic Park).
I'Hemisferic is the first reality of CAC,
with more than one million visitors since its
opening in April of 1998.l'Hemisferic is original starting from its own architectural
design. The huge dome with a 32-meter
diameter rises up from a rectangular pond of
24,000 square meters which surrounds it.
This hemisphere is covered by a dome which
rests on two tripods in such a way that
between it and the projection room there is a
free space for promenade and leisure. The
force of the building is evident and it intends
to remind, with the help of its ret1ection in
the ponds, the shape of the eye of wisdom.
The inner part of the dome, the theater,
the heart of I'Hemisferic, is not less impressive. With a capacity of 306 seats, its hemispheric screen (24 meters in diameter tilted
30 degrees) houses alternatively planetarium
sessions, IMAX movies, and laser shows.
Accordingly, I'Hemisferic possesses suitable
technical equipment for these spectacles,
namely, an Imax projector, an Omniscan
laser and high-quality Zeiss Universarium
VIII planetarium projector. These three prin-
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cipal systems are complemented by other
types of audio-visual machinery, among
them, we should stress the importance of the
sound system. A Digital Disc Playback system with ten channels distributes more than
15,000 watts of power across the theater;
plus, l'Hemisferic incorporates the PSE
(Personal Sound Environment) system: The
sound channels of the planetarium sessions
and IMAX movies, separate the sound track
and the narration in such a way that the first
one is emitted through the loudspeakers and
the second one is distributed, via infrared
emitters, by means of parietal headsets to
everyone of the spectators. Narration is
transmitted in four languages (Spanish,
Valencian, English, and French) and every
spectator can select the corresponding one
by means of a button in the headset itself.

I'Hemisferic has been open to the
since April 1998. In 2004, the other
components of CAC will be finished.
then
CAC will be one of the largest
for
education and entertainment, and the complete CAC would be offered to the plcme'tar'iurn community for the IPS Conference.
IPS delegates would have the ,-,n,....",.+11',....;""
enjoy the rich architecture of the LJUUUlll,,~:>
in CAC, the artistic creations within the
Palau de les Arts, the great exhibits of the
Science Museum, the sea world in l'Oceanographic ... everything in the same location,
without need of any
Counting the four buildings, CAC has
toriums and meeting rooms to hold a
conference.
l'Hemisferic
more than 90 special events per year, most of
them international rr.~h,""'~r"'c
together with the Science Museum, both are
becoming
for this
sort of events. Therefore, the IPS Conference
in 2004 would take place
within
CAC but, not to forget, would take
within Valencia, a city worth a visit any
time of the year.
Valencia is a city with a reasonable
a
population of 800,000, that possesses a
history as a financial and cultural Mediterranean capital. Monuments from past
lizations combine with next
leisure and entertainment complexes. On the
shores of the blue Mediterranean, this cos-

L'Hemisferic and the Museu de les Ciencies Principe Felipe (Science Museum; seen in background). Credit: Javier Yaya, CAe.
Planetarian
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the best skies in the Northern Hemisp11ere:
the Canary Islands. In a two-islands
would visit Tenerife and the lAC tel~~SC'OP(::'S
in La Palma. And yes, there will be time to
enjoy the beaches and tourist resorts
Canaries; by that time all the aele,g;att::'s
need it!

Since its opening, I'Hemisferic has become more than a planetarium, even more
than the new Valencia's landmark.
sferic is now the reference for a
wants to enter the new millennium embarked on absolute modernity, without
behind its history and heri tage. The first
message sent by !'Hemisferic to Valencia was
"Es para ti, es para el mundo" (it is for you, it
is for the world). In 2004, I'Hemisferic and
the Ciudad de las Artes y las Ciencias would
be for the IPS delegates. The IPS 2004 in
Valencia could be one of the best conferences ever; the combination of planetarian,
astronomical, and entertainment aspect is
difficult to match in any other place.

Front view ofl'Hemisferic. Credit: Javier Yaya, CAe.
mopolitan city has important tourist offerings that include unique cuisine, magnificent beaches, and natural scenic tours. In
addition, our city has a long tradition in conference organization; with ideal weather,
easy access, and top-technology buildings,
Valencia hosts a large number of international conferences all during the year. Our
city is an excellent representative of the
open Medi terrane an character.

An overview

IPS 2004

We already know where the conference
would be held. We'll try to answer here some
other basic questions as 1) When? The IPS
Conference in Valencia would be held during the summer of 2004. Late June/early July
appears as the most adequate dates to avoid
both academic commitments of the delegates and summer high season in Spain; 2)
How much? Registration cost, in year 2000
rates and without assuming any sponsorship,
would be around 350 EUR for five days of
conference in Valencia, which includes all
meals, transportation within Valencia, and
the proceedings of the conference. Hotel
accommodation is guaranteed for the delegates within walking distance from CAe. Different rates (5 nights, including breakfast),
from college room to a five-star hotel, range
from 200 to 500 EUR; and 3) Tours? During
the five-day conference in Valencia, tours
within the city and nearby places as La
Albufera and Castellon would be scheduled
in the agenda. However, other planetaria in
Spain, like Pamplona, Madrid, Granada, and
Tenerife, will co-host the IPS delegates. These
planetaria are placed in wonderful cities.
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In a pre-conference tour, we would visit
Madrid, the capital of Spain, a large and modern city with a large
and modern planetarium. There, we would
visit the nearby NASA
satellite tracking station, with one of the
world's largest steerable radio telescopes.
Combined in the
same tour, we would
visit Pamplona, a city
with a modern planetari um, numerous
parks and gardens,
well known fiestas,
and hidden corners
full of charm and history.
After the IPS Conference in Valencia, in
a post-conference
tour, we propose to
visit Granada, the city
with the "world's
most beautiful sunset"; visits to the planetarium in the Parque
de las Ciencias, to the
optical and radio observatories in Sierra
Nevada and to the Alhambra, the Muslim
palace, are a perfect
combination of culture and astronomy.
A further post-conferThe internal dome and external coverage of I'Hemisferic. The space
ence tour would take
left between the two constructions is dedicated to special events.
the IPS delegates to
Credit: Javier Yaya, CAe.
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Creati n of
e
1.7 Million Stars
Takayuki Ohira
2-18-25 Minami-Ikuta Tama-ku
Kawasaki Kanagawa
Japan 214-0036

oohira@ja2.so-net.ne.jp

Journey toward Megastar:
Inspiration
When I visited Australia to observe
Halley's Comet in the spring of 1986, I was
overwhelmed by the figure of the Milky
Way laying at full length in the southern sky
and dividing the night sky into two. I had
seen the Milky Way in Japan, but when
observed in the clear dry sky it was completely different from its appearance in the
Japanese sky where we have much humidity.
Near the zenith, I saw Sagittarius and Scorpius, and behind them the star cloud in the
center of the Milky Way was shining
extremely brightly. The belt of the Milky
Way was also rich in light and shade. I could
feel that it was a group of numerous faint
stars scattered around like a group of tiny
particles, and in front of its light, the dark
nebula (the Coal Sack) was focused like a
complicated silhouette, and I felt unearthly
with its vivid appearance.
This experience greatly int1uenced me. I
had been engaged in the production of a
planetarium, and now I came to think that I
would some day create a planetarium that
reproduces such a magnificent scene.
The chief characteristic of an optical
planetarium is the beauty and reality of the
starry sky it projects. It is said that many of
the existing large optical planetariums can
reproduce fixed stars of magnitude 6, which
number approximately 10,000, and project
such a beautiful starry sky as one can see in
the middle of the mountains where the air is
extremely clear.
Though these starry skies are generally
beautiful, I still feel something is missing.
When I look at the starry sky projected by
these existing apparatus, I don't feel like it is
a real sky. The breathtaking feeling that I had
when I looked up at the Milky Way in
Australia is not experienced when I look at
the sky in a planetarium.
Why is this?
I believe the reason is due to a "lack of
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depth" of the starry sky. Through my experiences, the pursuit of depth of the starry sky
has become my theme for the production of
a planetarium projector. The dimmest stars
visible to the naked eye are magnitude 6, but
there are numerous stars between these and
the Milky Way's stars which let one feel that
the universe is a wide space of infinite depth.
In other words, to reproduce the sky I saw in
Australia has become my target.

projection and twilight projection. The next
year, I developed the "model-2" nrl"cr+r,,'
using lithograph film and I presented
the next school festival. It could ,.or,,.,,,rl,,,~,,
star locations and magnitudes more
ly. And yet, I was not satisfied with the scale
of a 3-meter dome and the star
reproduced by a pinhole projector.
After the model-2 was completed, I went
on to college and built a larger Dlcmetarimn
"model-3". I planned that model-3 would
have the same scale and performance as
public planetariums. However, special
technology was needed for the fabrication of
an optical star projector, and most
said that this was impossible for a student. I
bumped into many problems. What type of
lenses should be used? How do I choose the
light source and cooling system? How can
make the star plate? In addition to many
problems, I was short of money and time,
which made me decide to take a year off
school to develop a star projector. Finally, all
the problems were solved and the
star projector" Astroliner," controlled
a
computer, was completed in the autumn of
1991.

journey Toward
Megastar: Early
Models
There was a planetarium in the science museum of Kawasaki city in
my neighborhood, so I
got interested in the
planetarium as a schoolboy. There, in the daytime, I could see a starry
sky like the real one. This
became the reason I
wanted to make my own
planetarium.
When I was in 4th
grade, I built a self-made
star projector. It was like
a luminous painted star
ball or pinhole projector,
and I showed it to my
family and friends. After
I went to high school, I
completed a star projector "model-I" and presented it at the autumn
school festival. It was a
wooden-structured projector for a 3-meter dome.
It could reproduce diurnal and latitudinal
motion by using a 2-axis
rotary mechanism. Moreover, it had special functions such as solar system
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Takayuki Ohira and his Astroliner
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The Astroliner star projector has 32 projection lenses and a 3-axis rotary mechanism.
It is capable of reproducing diurnal, latitudinal, and precessional motions. During the
first presentation of Astroliner some problems came up. I realized I had to improve the
portability and the reality of the projected
sky. Hence I began to plan the "model-4" in
1996.
About the same time, I was able to take a
part in the IPS conference in Osaka during
the summer of 1996, thanks to my friend's
suggestion. At this conference, I was able to
communicate and exchange ideas with
other planetarians for the first time. I was so
stimulated that I planned to complete the
model-4 in time for the IPS conference in
London in 1998. The problem was, I just had
two years left. How could I complete it in
such a short term? Indeed, the biggest problem was time.

The Starry Sky of Megastar and
Design Concept
I wanted the new model-4 projector to
be lighter, more compact, and more portable
than the model-3 Astroliner. My requirements for the model-4 were as follows:
1) Anyone can lift it easily
2) It can be transported in a car without
disassembly
3) Higher performance than Astroliner
(e.g. preciSion, reality of star image)
In considera tion for these, at last I
designed the basic draWings. It was a portable
single baU-type star projector with length
and breadth of 50 cm and a height of 70 cm.
To assemble the mechanisms efficiently,
I tried to calculate and simulate many times
keeping with the accuracy. It would have to
include star projection optics, motion mechanisms, light sources, electronic circuits, and
a computer. I ordered the metal work specially from a manufacturer. I thought it was
important to save time and keep precision.
I pursued the reality of star image as well
as the compactness. In other words, I wanted
to reproduce a depth of the starry sky like
the real night sky. The Milky Way consists of
so many faint stars. I believe the best way to
produce a realistic sky is to show the faint
stars, just as they are on the real sky. I have
materialized this idea on my Megastar. As a
result, I succeeded in reproducing an
extremely realistic sky.
How do I reproduce so many faint stars?
I have developed a high precision star plate
with my unique laser lithograph technology.
I made an original star plate manufacturing
machine. It incorporates the laser head,
optics, XY stage, and other elements. All
functions are controlled by computer. It can
automatically open holes as small as 0.5
Vol. 29, No.4, December 2000

The Megastar star projector
microns (500 nanometers) in diameter.
I thought it necessary to reproduce precisely even the dim light stars invisible to
the naked eye because they exist in the real
starry sky. It is my consistent idea to reproduce as much as pOSSible, regardless of the
magnitude of stars. Here comes a natural
question: if so many stars are projected, will
the sky be full of stars? If originally dim stars
are shown brightly, it will be. However, if
they are shown with their original light, the
projected dim stars are not visible to the
naked eye. Accordingly, the sky will not be
full of stars and it will be unnatural. That
then raises the question "what is the meaning of projecting something invisible?" Faint
stars of 10th magnitude are not visible individually, but when they gather in a group,
they can be clearly seen by the naked eye, as,
for example, the Milky Way. Therefore, the
faint stars should never be neglected from a
naked eye viewpoint.
Megastar reproduces the fixed stars of

Planetarian

the entire
to magnitude 11.5. Fixed star
data is made using all of the latest
Hipparcos star catalog date
ESA (the European Space Agency). Furthermore, around the Milky Way, data were
extracted from actual astronomical
tographs and laid on top of the aforesaid catalog in order to reproduce a more realistic
is
Milky Way. The Milky Way of
reproduced perfectl y as a group of stars.
Accordingly, Megastar does not need a
Way projector. The number of
stars is 1.7 million, which is 100-300 times
more than that of existing planetariums.
Megastar reproduces not only the fixed
stars but also approximately 300
objects brighter than magnitude 8 in the
entire skiy. Among these, in case of dispersed open duster, each star rAlnctit-11ti
the star cluster is included in the
Hipparcos catalog as data, so each star is the
same as in the actual sky. Globular dusters,
nebulae, and external galaxies are aplprC>Xl-

tor has 3 axes of rotation,
latitude, and azimuth. With the ~'--'AHUAH'
motion of 3 axes, it can
al movements and show the starry
observed from planets other than Earth.
projector for planets is controlled
puter individually and can rO'"\T'r,rl,,,-c
location and movement of a
observed
from all locations in the solar system. Moreover, Megastar is equipped with a fixed
ing system using LEDs instead of fluorescent
lamps, and with a bright LED-twilight
tor that can reproduce a beautiful sunset
scene. For details, please refer to the paper
introduced at the IPS Montreal Conference
(see the conference proceedings).

Megastar's sky.
mately reproduced as groups of faint stars.
For example, the Large Magellanic Cloud is
reproduced as a group of about 20,000
fain ter stars.

Megastar is a portable planetarium. It is
also a space simulator that is equipped with a
spherical fixed star projector and a separate
planet projection apparatus. The star projec-
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The Pleiades Star Cluster by Megastar.
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If you observe the starry
with binoculars, you will witness that
Milky Way is countless stars. You can also
experience the observation of numerous
deep sky objects just like you do in the real
sky. Most of the Messier catalog is
Once you start the observation of these
sky objects under the Megastar's
with
binoculars, you will most probably not finish all night long.
The projection test of the
projector, loaded with the improved np,cr:>t"",c
was held at a museum in Tokyo in
1999. We introduced this preview to dozens
of invited guests and sought their comments.
Those who had looked up at the starry
sky on the top of Mt. Mauna Kea in Hawaii
under the best conditions, witnessed that
night
of the preview was the most realistic among the planetariums they had seen
before. They said that the depth of the starry
sky shown at the preview was /,,-..~.~,~t-~,
different from that of other planetariums.
As compared with the other
urns, the most distinctive difference is the
Milky Way. The change of density and the
expression of the delicate pattern of the dark
zone were completely different from those
of the other planetariums. As your eyes got
accustomed to the view, you would start
feeling the depth of the total starry
as if
you were looking at the real sky. This is a
feeling that you can never
with
other planetariums.
It is natural that the starry sky of
is
star is realistic. What is done with
simply to reproduce what exists in the actual
starry sky as realistically as
To
reproduce what exists as it is, and to execute
a matter of course in an honest way. That's
all.

Megastar offer? How do we apply the advantage that the other planetariums don't have?
This point has not been sol ved yet and
should be further developed in the future. As
we operate this Megastar, we will study the
possibilities, listening to the opinions of
other people. It rna y develop to a new
method of application that I can't think of.
However, I would like to state here what I
think at the present moment.
One application is for recreational purposes. This does not always mean any flamboyant attraction or exciting direction. The
starry sky of Megastar penetrates into the
subconsciousness of the human heart and
has the power to make the heart at ease.
Furthermore, the figure of the Milky
Way that is so realistic and magnificent will
enable the viewers to feel the grandeur of the
universe. In the educational field, Megastar
can be utilized more widely than other planetariums. In 1609 Galileo discovered that the
Milky Way was a group of numerous stars,
but the usual planetariums do not show this
directly. Megastar can convey to people the
same feeling that Galileo had when he first
focused on the Milky Way with his small
telescope. And it can also offer the experience to observe numerous deep sky objects.
These new characteristics that the usual

planetariums don't have will open a new
door for the study methods of astronomy.
Megastar reproduces a realistic starry sky
as close as possible to the real starry sky. But,
the purpose of Megastar is not to substitute
for the real starry sky. Through the starry sky
of Megastar, viewers will learn the true beauty and stretch of the real starry sky. The
experience with Megastar is expected to provide an invitation to observe the real starry
sky. This will eventually encourage viewers
to have more interest in space science. Megastar can play an important role by enhancing the interest of people in the real starry
sky.
In the middle of a multimedia era, planetariums are also in the middle of a big renovation period both for hardware and software. At the IPS Montreal Conference held in
July of this year, the technology and application of the digital sky particularly drew the
attention of many people. It made people
feel the rapid flow of digitalization instead of
the usual optical method. The appeal and
possibility of a digital sky was indeed wonderful, as was the realization of the exciting
picture world. This world includes such
examples as flight between fixed stars and
close access to the planets that usual optical
systems could never offer, as well as space-

The Milky Way to magnitude 11.5.
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flight simulation in which one can move
around freely in the galaxy. The
jector is plain in comparison.
Under such circumstances, I wonder how
an optical projector should be. There are two
answers to this question. One is to pursue the
reality of the starry sky that a
can't reproduce. Well then, what kind of
planetarium is it if it can reproduce the real
starry sky? Megastar is one of my solutions
to this question. Another answer is to collabTaking
orate with the digital
and
of both characteristics of a digital
the optical method and by supplementing
each other's flaws, a planetarium can be a
simulator of the universe with the added
value of having the real starry sky and various functions.
At the end of 2000, I intend to introduce
Megastar to the public for the first time in
Japan and thereafter, I will tour various
places and try to improve the system.

[Thanks to Shoichi Itoh for selecting this
article for reproduction in the Plonetarian
and to the Japan Planetarium Society for
supporting the cost of translation from
Japanese to English,]

I often tell others who work in
urn: "I don't do miracles," can do cl./C,nt-._f'lt_
hand and
some rabbits out of

ate
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suspect, some
anyway. Our
in the
field is that we've gotten
of-hand and now some
expect miracles all the time. We are used to rrc,,,+inrr

NASA scientists
ImlPos.slble of the

iam, we are bit different
al classroom teacher. Yes,
teachers may
classroom of eager students.
that we are also tQ~,rh"'rc
should never
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Plan tariu Par ne hi
Planetariums in
H I
Carole Helper
Mark Smith Planetarium
4182 Forsyth Road
Macon, Georgia 31210
CaroleHel@aol.com
Six years ago, during the IPS 1994 Conference in Cocoa Beach, Florida, I heard about
the dire circumstances of planetariums in
other parts of the world, especially in eastern
Europe. There are places where an entire
school shares a single slide projector, or
where it is so expensive to have a slide printed that creating a program with only a few
dozen slides is unimaginable.
I often think of ours as a rather poor planetarium in terms of funding and equipment,
but compared to others, we are wealthy. I see
all the equipment and materials that we
have just sitting around the office and on
shelves in storage: an old slide projector that

their assistance.
Some planetariums and vendors are already making materials available and they
should be commended. For example: Buhl
Planetarium is donating several of their
shows to the only planetarium in Sri Lanka;
shows from the Davis Planetarium (in Baltimore, Maryland) were recently sent to Vietnam; and under a cultural grant from the
Government of japan, Goto Optical Mfg. Co.
has given equipment to Uruguay and Paraguay.julieta Fierro is a member of IAU Commission #46 (Teaching of Astronomy),
which has a program that distributes donated copies of astronomy journals and books

There are places where an entire school shares a single slide projector, or where it is so expensive to have a slide printed that creating a program with only a few dozen slides is unimaginable.
won't accept automation, slides in files we'll
probably never use, perfectly good planetarium shows that we no longer run, and I know
that they could be put to good use if I only
knew where to send them.
I talked about this idea from time to time,
never really doing much about it. Then last
year, IPS President Dale Smith put me in
touch with other like-minded individuals,
all of whom wanted to help planetariums in
less-fortunate circumstances. We met during
the IPS 2000 conference in Montreal, Canada, to discuss ways in which we could make
this a reality. The initial group consisted of
me, Dale Smith, Julieta Fierro (Universidad
Nacional Aut6noma de Mexico, Mexico
City), Shawn Laatsch (Arthur Storer Planetarium, Prince Frederick, Maryland), Kris McCall (Sudekum Planetarium, Nashville, Tennessee), Lisa Beth Moore and Glenn Myer
(Northcountry Planetarium, Plattsburgh,
New York),john Radzilowicz (Henry Buhl,jr.
Planetarium, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania), Loris
Ramponi (Centro Studi e Ricerche Serafino
Zani, Brescia, Italy), and Robin Symonds
(Charles Hayden Planetarium, Boston, Massachusetts). Others have joined since or offered
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to those who need them, but do not have
the means to acquire them. And IPS recently
created the Star Partners fund, which will
provide IPS memberships and services to
those planetarians in the most difficult of
circumstances.
While there are disadvantaged planetariums everywhere, we have decided to concentrate efforts on three regions: Africa,

most welcome.
Perhaps your planetarium has an
tape deck that works but you no
need
since you have gone digital. Do you
need three different editions of the same
astronomy textbook? There is so much that
we consider surplus that could be shared
around the world. I hope that everyone reading this will look amongst their "stuff' and
agree to donate something.
of
I have agreed to act as a
sorts. If you have equipment or material that
you would like to donate, I ask that you contact me first before sending
email addressisCaroleHei@aol.com. or write
to me c/o Mark Smith Planetarium, 4182 Forsyth Road, Macon, Georgia, USA 31210. Don't
send anything just yet. Very
before agreeing to donate slides or show
materials, please look at your
agreement. I have already talked to Richard Cox
at Hansen Planetarium, and it is
to
donate old Hansen Planetarium shows such
as Dawn of Astronomy or Springtime of the
Universe, provided they are shows that were
distributed under national distribution
grants (NSF, NEH, etc.) and Hansen is still
credited by the final user. We hope that
other show producers will support these
efforts.
While one-time giving is nice,
a long-term relationship is better. We would
like to see planetariums in the first world
partner with those in developing nations,
exchanging ideas, information, and resources on a consistent basis. Each
um could share about their facility, their
programs, and their culture, and everyone
would benefit. If your planetarium would
like to establish such a relationship, let me
know. Is there a particular country with
which you would like to bond
tied
to an immigrant community in your area)'?
Are you developing a star show
stories from another culture and need more

There are fellow planetarians out there, dedicated and innovative,
who lack the resources to use their facilities to anywhere near
their potential. With help from the rest of us, we can make their
circumstances a little less challenging.
South America, and Eastern Europe, although we would not neglect anyone in
need. We have already started to identify
possible sources of contact. If you know of a
planetarium in exigent circumstances, please
let me know.
Once contact has been made, items needed and wanted will be determined. Preliminary information is that any type of equipment, posters, slides, books, and planetarium
programs in a variety of languages would be
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information? Do you have the
to
translate information, or will communication have to be in English?
There are fellow planetarians out there,
dedicated and innovative, who lack the
resources to use their facilities to anywhere
near their potential. With help from the rest
of us, we can make their circumstances a little less challenging. And by
worldwide education of astronomy, we all
benefit.
.
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Lasershow Designer

The next-generation system
for the new millennium
I

f your planetarium is in terested in
laser shows, then you probably
know about our Lascrshow Designer.
It's the world's most popu l<lr software
for professionaJ-qlwlity laser shows.
Now, we've mndc so m(lTlY im-

provements that we're introducing
Lasershow Designer 2<XlO, II uses the
all-new QM 2CXX> board, to give you
len times the processing power of our
older LO system .

Fosler speeds for foster scanners
LO 2000 is specially designed to
gct improved graphiCS from new ,
faster scanners. [t can Tun at 120,()(X)
piS / sec, which easily supports ILOA

60,000 pis / sec speeds _. twice as fast
as the 1990's standard.
Twice-as-faSI speeds mean twice
as much detail in your graphics. It 's
like getting a second sct of
for free!

SCilnnCrS

New effects for beffer images

to 2QCX) has new lools for artists. Lines can be feat hered fo r soft

endings. This is perfect for depicti ng
comets and other wispy pheno mena.
With mo re co lors and fas te r
speeds, you can now project long
video sequences. The woman's pictu re
above shows the amazi ngly im proved
photorealism you 'll get usi ng standa rd
laser sca nner projectors.
Compatible with ILOA, Pangolin

LO 2000 is compat ib le wi th
[LOA con nectors, OMX lighti ng, and
Pangolin projectors. Any show created
on the olde r LO for Windows system
will run on LO 2CXX.>.
You can use any standard Windows 95 / 98 or NT /2000 compu te r.
The new QM 2CX)() board fits right
into modern ha lf-size PCI slots - you
probably already have t o -compa tible
equipment in your facility.
LO 2000 retains the best featu res
of the multi-a ward-winning t o system: over 25 free shows, thousands of
clip-art frames, free lifetime upda tes,
and free phone su pport. And you' ll be
completely satisfied, thanks to ou r

uncondi ti o na l 90-da y mo ney-bac k
gua rantee.
50% off for LO clients

If you alrea d y use LO, we have a
speci al ha lf-pri ce o ffe r to help you
move up to LO 2000. [ f you do n't
o wn LO, contact one of o ur many
high-qua lity deale rs such as AudioVisual imag inee ring, East Coast Contro l Sys tem s, La ser Fan tasy, La ser
[mages, Lighting Systems Design, a nd
Lightspeed Design C roup.
Fo r ma rc info rmation call us or
visit Pangolin 's exten sive websit e.
You'll find out wh y LO is the #1 choice
of planetaria ns and o ther laser show
professiona ls.

Pangolin Laser Sysfems Inc.
77 1 S. Kirkman, Orlando, FL 32BJ J
J·BOO-PANGOLIN tof/-free sales line
(407) 299-20BB, fax 299-6066
www.pangolln.com

NE
Atlanta, Georgia
april.whitt@fernbank.edu
Happy millennium, fellow planetarians.
We offer some books for the solstice season:
some to ponder, some to use with students,
some as background for the upcoming rush
of questions from the public. Anyone interested in joining the ranks of reviewers, contact me at the e-mail address above. Ken
Wilson and I wish you a happy holiday from
this column, and many thanks to our loyal
reviewers for December 2000: Robert Hicks,
FrancineJackson, and John Mosley.

Here Be Dragons: The Scientific
Quest for Extraterrestrial Life, by
David Koerner and Simon LeVay, Oxford University Press,
Inc., New York, 2000, ISBN 0-19512852-4, $27.50.
Reviewed by: Robert D. Hicks, PhD., Loxodrome History Consultants, Inc., Richmond,
Virginia, USA.
Any book that purports to examine the
prospects for life beyond the earth faces a
heady task to educate the reader sufficiently
in astronomy, biology, geology, chemistry,
and paleontology before engaging in an
intelligent dialogue on the subject. In fact,
what these subjects say about the plurality
of worlds, about the similarity between prebiotic circumstances in our solar system and
elsewhere constitutes that dialogue. In only
250 pages, authors David Koerner, an astronomy professor, and Simon LeVay, a biologist,
accomplish this task and more, for Here Be
Dragons offers relevant excursions into the
sociology and politiCS of belief as well. In a
style that resembles the science supplement
of the New York Times and which presumes a
like audience of the scientifically literate, the
authors introduce key researchers as personalities, blending interviews with discussions
of their studies, the contexts of these studies,
and their influence. The authors display a
thorough knowledge of the relevant fields of
study and explicate concepts with facility,
instructing the reader onI y as necessary to
draw key conclusions and to make the
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appropriate connections. Each chapter concludes with a short list of suggested readings,
although the endnotes will serve readers
with specialized interests. The book seamlessly presents the findings within the specialist knowledge of each co-author: it is
written with a single voice.
The book begins, uncommonly for a work
on the topiC of extraterrestrial life, with a
visit to the Institute for Creation Research in
California, the leading anti-evolution camp,
and a description of its museum, its exhibits
predicated on a literal interpretation of the
Genesis account of creation. This necessary
visit reminds the reader, importantly, of the
historical quest to define the structure of the
universe, to place human beings within it,
and to speculate about the plurality of
worlds and life. Subsequent discussions of
the physics of the Big Bang, the interpretation of fossils, UFO sightings, and developments in robotics are all therefore linked
through a realization that the cosmos is not
geocentric, that the innumerable island universes known to astronomy lend urgency to
the question of life's uniqueness. Koerner
and LeVay stake their own position as "professional skeptics." They "know of no direct
evidence that a single living organism exists
or has ever existed anywhere in the universe,
outside of Earth ... We must admit the possibility that we are alone forever" (p. 6). That
said, the authors justify the speculation
about life elsewhere and eschew the term
exobiology for this study, which seems to
exclude our terrestrial example, and opt for
cosmic biology, an inquiry for which earthly
Hfe is the founding specimen.

ocean are
or an,aerobic
organisms which thrive near hot vents
submerged volcanoes. This discussion
to speculation on where earl Y Vlj"CUH:l>UA:l>
originated and how
ably taking the reader to Mars,
Martian rocks have in the remote
spewed onto the earth, and because
ditions deemed crucial to the aevelOp,m(:nt
of life on earth existed on Mars. A mE~te()fit:e
discovered in Australia in 1984, del:enniIled
to be of Martian
contained what
might be a fossilized microbe.
From Mars we are taken to the
of
star formation,
to examine inter"a
stellar organic molecules to
more direct connection between the chemistry of life and the chemistry of molecular
clouds. Could those very organic molecules
actually travel from their
[to]
reach newborn planets, there to
ingredients for the first
96). The authors offer provocative
ties in showing the presence of
molecules in the accretion disks of young
stars, predicting the discovery of these
molecules within extrasolar
The
recent discoveries of extrasolar
fact, are cited as among tr.c most
and promising studies that bear on the origin of life. The authors hold that "the
of starbirth has made it 'seem that the
verse is rich in possible abodes for
view that has recently been validated
actual detection of extrasolar
other insight that comes from the
starbirth is the story of how ......,."T';r

The book begins, uncommonly
a work on the topiC of extraterrestrial life, with a visit to the Institute for Creation Research in
California, the leading anti-evolution camp, and a description of its
museum, its exhibits predicated on a literal interpretation of
Genesis account of creation.
Koerner and LeVay move briskly from creationism to a discussion of discoveries in
organiC chemistry and the nature of the prebiotic "soup" out of which life began. Recent
scientific discoveries have disposed of the
idea that life spontaneously arose following
a billion years or so of non-life on earth.
These discoveries have shown that living
organisms may have existed up to almost
four billion years ago and that "they probably had enzyme-catalyzed metabolic pathways not unlike those of organisms existing
today" (p. 28). One of these discoveries is
organisms which survive today under
extreme environmental circumstances.
Endolithic organisms are shown to exist, say,
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pounds are formed in deep space and
migrate into evolving solar systems,
to be deposited on the surface of terrestrial
planets" (p. 238).
Although the authors .
analogies to explicate concepts and terms in
the excursions through biology and
the reader may be led to a conclusion without being quite sure what an amino acid is or
how phenylalanine works. I was reminded of
a much earlier book on the same topic, Intelligent Life in the Universe
I. S. Shklovskii
and Carl Sagan (Holden-Day, Inc., 1966), also
largel y a trea Use on biology,
physics, and astronomy, but ,JUIU"'''''-U
fore the discovery of extrasolar
H H .• H U U .

advances in organic chemistry and the
physics of stellar evolution (the book
receives a citation in the work under review,
noted as influential in the SETI movement,
the search for extraterrestrial intelligence).
Sagan and Shklovskii, in considering the
prevalence of intelligent life, make the
"assumption of mediocrity" by positing that
the earth is an average planet around an
average star, that given "average" conditions,
life might evolve in a percentage of cases,
but they caution that to apply their calculations "to areas where we have little knowledge is essentially an act of faith" (p. 358).
Thirty years on, Koerner and LeVay remove
the assumption of mediocrity in considering
the anthropic principle, which to many
researchers requires that for us to exist, certain chemical and physical circumstances
must occur: there is no "average" about it.
Nevertheless, Koerner and LeVay observe
that "it's hard to know which of all the ideas
we've heard will turn out to be enduring and
important, and which ephemeral" (p. 158),
and, more to the point when discussing
organic chemistry, "Because of our present
state of ignorance, it is very difficult to
decide whether life and non-life are continuous or not" (p.218). Koerner and LeVay suggest, though, that we are coming very close
to knowing what to look for in determining
when life emerges from non-life. The authors
have produced a learned and readable survey
on the origin of life that should be featured
in planetarium shows and shops.

STARLAB Mythology Curriculum Guide, Learning Techn-

ologies, 40 Cameron Avenue,
Somerville, Massachusetts, USA,
$85.00.
Reviewed by Francine Jackson, URI Planetarium, Providence, and Bryant College, Smithfield, Rhode Island, USA.
Those who have purchased a ST ARLAB
from Learning Technologies already know
that part of the kit received is a large manual
containing star lore for the various cylinders
the company sells. But, what many without
portable planetariums may not know is that
the manual can be purchased separately.
Although the price appears rather steep,
there's a lot in this book worth having.
First of all, as it is a complement to the various mythology cylinders offered by LTI,
there are several different sections on star
lore not normally recalled in a planetarium.
For example, the Egyptian legends and their
significance are introduced, then told where
they are with respect to the Greek sky.
The Skies of Ancient China section con-
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sists of two parts: The Four Beasts of the four
seasons - Blue Dragon, Red Bird, White Tiger,
and Black Tortoise; then the palaces, constellations that can be made up of as few as one
star, such as the Great Horn (Arcturus) or
Fomalhaut as the General of the Northern
Countries.

a large (STARLAB) manual
containing star lore ... can
be purchased separately.
Interested in Native American myths? In
that section you will find, among others,
Long Sash, Revolving Woman, the Horned
Rattler, and the famous legend of the Bear
Hunt.
But, if you long for the comfort of the
Greek sky, those tales are also found here.
What sets this book apart from normal
books on myths is the activities sections.
Each culture contains a set of activities related to that area. For example, in the North
American chapter, children learn about
secret star holders while sitting under a simulated campfire. Seasons and geography are
interrelated using the enclosed Chinese map.
We've all heard of the pyramid shafts as star
locators. Egyptian Activity Number 4 investigates the idea's viability.
The book itself comes in a loose-leaf format, easy to handle and easy to copy needed
pages for activities and enclosed handouts.
Because this book was designed for use in
the planetarium environment, LTI asked
people known in the field for their expertise.
Names such as Jeanne Bishop, Alan Gould,
Gloria RaIl, Doris Forror and Murray Barber
were responsible for the varied myths and
their follow-up activities. But don't think
that you need a portable facility, or a planetarium at all, to get the most from this book.
Many of the sections can be easily adapted
for classroom use. You don't teach astronomy in the classroom? Use it in other disciplines. It will make an ideal addition or supplement to your history, geography, general
science, or even art classes.

rune 8, 2004: Venus in Transit,

by Eli Maor, Princeton University Press, 41 William Street,
Princeton, New Jersey, USA,
08540-5237, 2000, ISBN 0-69104874-6, $22.95.
Transit: When Planets Cross the
Sun, by Michael Maunder and

Patrick Moore, Springer-Verlag
Publishing, London, 1999, ISBN
1-85233-621-8, paperback, 39.95.
Planetarian

Reviewed by Francine Jackson, URI Planetarium, Providence, and Bryant
Smithfield, Rhode Island, USA.
The dates are fast approaching when
of the rarest phenomena in science will once
again be visible. In June, 2004, the
Venus, during inferior conjunction, will pass
in front of the Sun's disk, allowing those
looking to be only the sixth set of observers
in recorded history to do so. Al though this
will only be of interest to observers this time,
as no real new advances in science can come
from observing transits of Venus,
previously believed to be of utmost
tance in determining the value of the elusive
astronomical unit.
With such an unusual occurrence approaching, the first of what will probably be
many books on the subject are beginning to
hit the bookstores. And these two are
ones to start with, as each has its own individual focus.
Eli Maor's book concentrates on the history of Venus transits. He begins with
first prediction of a Venus transit for 1631,
although there is no record of anyone actually seeing it (it happened after sunset in
Europe). From there we meet the tragic
Jeremiah Horrox, who, had he lived more
than just two decades, may have been one of
the greatest scientists in history. He appears
to have been one of only four known
observers of the transit of 1639. Then
Edmund Halley takes over, and describes
geometrically the importance of Venus transits as an aid in the determination of the
astronomical unit. Although he didn't live to
see one, Halley's impetus led to ~ALJL'.HLIV.LL.)
around the world in the 18 century, bringimg
to the forefront such individuals as James
Cook, Mason and Dixon, and Joseph Banks,
future president of the Royal SOCiety. Their
results were only fair, not really what scientists were hoping for, as the next set of transits wasn't until the end of the 19th century.
Again the expeditions were mounted,
although not as wholeheartedly as before.
This time, the major force was America's
own Simon Newcomb, who not
led
voyages around the world but also was able
to vindicate the ruined reputation of the 18th
century observer Maximilian HelL
Maor, in addition to letting us know what
is to come in 2004, also takes us on a magical
tour of other transits. Vacationing on Mars?
Get set for a transit of Earth in 2084. Got a lot
of free time? A Uranus transit as seen from
Neptune would take over a day and a half.
In contrast to Maor, Maunder and Moore
concentrate on all transits.
have several chapters on the
Venus transits, they go much more into the
varied kinds of transits, including transits of
lUI.AA'--'U};H
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planetary satellites. They also go into much
more extensive detail about transits on other
bodies, and which of them would result in
total solar eclipses, then venture into the
world of "oddities" to include transits of
Earth satellites, planes, chimneys, and birds.
And then we go to Part 2: a complete manual of transit observing. Included are chap-

With such an unusual occurrence (Venus transits)
approaching, the first of
what will probably be many
books on the subject are
beginning to hit the bookstores. And these two are
good ones to start with, as
they both have their own
individual focus.
ters on safety in viewing the Sun (a chapter
the authors weren't happy about writing - it
begins, "It's a sad retlection on our times that
an author can be held responsible for not
warning readers about common sense matters affecting their own well being!"). They
then have individual chapters on telescope
observing, on the right (and wrong) filters to
use, on rear projecting, photography, and
data collection. This is a true handbook for
the careful observer.
Each book is very well written, carefully
detailed, and packed with information. If
you are looking to observe transits in the
future, or just want to learn fascinating
examples of the scientific method at work,
these books belong on your shelf. Alone,
each is very readable, but, taken together,
they offer a great look at the past, present,
and future of one of astronomy's most
unusual phenomena.

Satellites of the Outer Planets;
Worlds in their Own Right, 2 nd
edition, David Rothery, Oxford
University Press, 1989 Madison
Avenue, New York NY 10016,
paper, 1999, ISBN 0-19-512555-X,
$45.

Now, as the book says, they are "worlds in
their own right."
The book's organization is revealing.
Following three short chapters that deal
with heat sources, that review the Voyager
and Galileo missions, and that discuss atmospheres and ice, the moons are divided into
the categories "dead/' "recently active/' and
"active." A pop quiz: which moons would
you assign to each category? We have come
a long way from "these are Jupiter's moons
and these are Saturn's" to consider what distinguishes each moon and how each compares to others. Dead worlds (they are seldom
called moons) include Callisto, Rhea, and
Iapetus; recently active include Ganymede,
Dione, and Miranda; active include 10,
Europa, Enceladus, and Triton.
We learn about "igneous processes" in ice,
how crater shape correlates with size and viscosity of the lithosphere and asthenosphere,
the longevity of lo's eruption plumes and
hot spots, the structure of Triton's polar cap
(where the atmosphere is merely "polar
material in transit"), the latest thinking on
whether Miranda was disrupted and reaccreted (not necessarily), and much more.

When I first looked at the
moons of Jupiter and Saturn through a telescope, all
that we knew about them
was their diameters and
orbits ... Now, as the book
says, they are "worlds in
their own right."
The book is aimed for someone with a
general background in astronomy and especially geology, and it could be enjoyed by
better-read members of the public. It should
be at the right level for most planetarians descriptive and detailed but without math.
Planetarians often include the major outer
moons in planetarium shows. Griffith, for
example, will feature the "oceans of Europa"
next year. Why not be armed with up-todate information? This is a very useful book
that could replace a thick folder of clippings
from recent science magazines and give
order and understanding to those worlds of
the solar system that orbit others.

Reviewed by John Mosley, Griffith Observatory, Los Angeles, California, USA.
When I first looked at the moons of
Jupiter and Saturn through a telescope, all
that we knew about them was their diameters and orbits. I memorized their order from
their planet and knew pretty much what
there was to know. Much has changed since!
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The Star of Bethlehem: An
Astronomer's View, by Mark Kidger, Princeton University Press,
41 Williams Street, Princeton,
NJ, 1999, ISBN 0-691-05823-7

Reviewed by Francine Jackson, URI Planetar-
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ium, Providence and Bryant College,
field, Rhode Island, USA.
So, what was the Star of Bethlehem? Or,
better yet, was there a Star of Bethlehem?
This question, strange though it may seem
to the a verage reader, actuall y has been
known to create havoc in three separate disCiplines: science, religion, and
Each study has its own reasons for
answer what seems to be a very
lem. Or, is it?
The matter in question comes from the
I-/HUV'JVI-/H

So, what was the Star
Bethlehem'? Or, better
was there a Star of Bethlehem?
following (Matthew 2:1,2): "In the time of
Herod, after Jesus was born in Jerusalem of
Judea, Magi from the East came to Jerusalem,
asking, 'Where is the child who has been
King of the Jews? For we have seen his star at
its rising and have come to pay him
homage.'"
And, that's it! For 2,000 years (or more,
depending on when you choose the birth
date) scholars have taken this essentially offthe-cuff remark to try and pinpoint the actual birthday then attempt to determine what
this "star" could have been (or, is it the other
way around?).
Mark Kidger's The Star of Bethlehem
titled "An Astronomer's View."
could have named this book, "The Case of
the Star of Bethlehem," to paraphrase
Mason (or Nancy Drew, if you so desire).
Each chapter is a carefully thought-out discussion on a particular aspect of the "scene."
Of course, the first question
an
answer is when exactly did this birth take
place? The chapter addreSSing this is, as you
probably could guess, the longest in the
book, introducing not only the normal clues
found in any planetarium show, but also a
brief history of our calendar. From there, we
go on to attempt to understand a
reason for the Star (if, indeed, there really was
one, always a probability). Kidger devotes a
chapter for each astronomical possibility. In
fact, for an astronomy neophyte, this is quite
a good introduction to the subject. Each candidate is clearly explained, then, going to
ancient records, determined whether one
occurred during the critical timeframe, or
whether it could be a write-off. And, according to Kidger, what was the Star? His conclusion takes one of "our" major theories and
adds a bit more - that is, his Star was more a
if
set of sequenced phenomena. Once,
a Star really existed.

The Star of Bethlehem is a good book, easy
to read, clear in its explanations and, quite
objective in the discussion of this rather controversial topic. It is interesting to the newcomer in astronomy, as well as the seasoned
scientist. Oh, and don't just wait until the
holidays to read it - the topiC is worth thinking about aU year long.
Astronomy: A Laboratory Textbook with Internet Exercises, by
John W. Wilson, Contemporary
Publishing Company of Raleigh, Inc., 6001-101 Chapel Hill
Road, Raleigh, NC 27607, 2000,
ISBN 0-89892-202-X (no price
listed)
Reviewed by Francine Jackson, URI Planetarium, Providence, and Bryant College, Smithfield, Rhode Island, USA.
More and more, colleges (and high
schools) are offering astronomy labs as alternatives to the traditional big three - biology,
chemistry, and physics. And, of course, this
means there are more and more choices of
manuals and handbooks to choose from,
ranging from the simple observing exercises

to those meant for just Internet activities. So,
what's an instructor to do?
For a general, nonscience major, a good
book should contain activities simple
enough to understand, but challenging
enough for the student to not feel as if he's
been patronized. It should also introduce as
many topics as pOSSible, more than the
required number of class meetings, to give
the instructor choices as to the subjects to be
studied.
I think I found a good one. Astronomy, by
John Wilson, contains a little bit of everything.lts 31 chapters begin at the very beginning, reviewing the elusive powers of ten
and the always painful measurements of
angles; then, it introduces celestial coordinates. From there, we continue through
some of the "typical" exercises: lenses, the
Moon, Hubble's Law, Period-Luminosity,
etc., etc. But, there are some surprises. First of
aU, several Sky & Telescope reprints have been
included as supplements to some of the
aSSignments. Also, eight chapters are devoted
to outdoor observing, including six involving photography, one of which is about variable stars, a lesson I haven't seen elsewhere.
And, of course, there's a chapter on light pollution.

As with most manuals these
Astronomy does have chapters using the Internet,
where the students wade
nasa.gov
et a1. for information on solar system research, space telescopes and their UHUH.'l'.",
and astronomy and astronomers U".~U'fo."
the ages.
I think my favorite lesson is the one on
eclipse predicting. The manual takes the student through 1999, a year of both two solar
and two lunar eclipses. It explains the
frame needed for each type of
then,
utilizing a table of new and full
has
the student determine the dates and times of
each eclipse, and whose backyard we would
have had to have gone to see it.
Of course, with 31 separate
and
only about 14 weeks in a
semester,
the instructor is free to pick and choose the
lessons at his whim. Also, some, for ex,lmple
the Internet exercises, can be
Finally, Chapter 31, visiting an
is a must, and should be given as an inciependent field trip sometime during the semester.
But, there is something missing: with the
next printing, please add a Chapter 32 Visiting a Planetarium. Then this manual
will be a complete guide to astronomy.
.
UU'UU'lL\J.-U

SHOW KITS AVAILABLE FROM THE

DON'T DUCK, LOOK UP! 20 minutes / 108 slides / $450
A fun, friendly

interactive exploration

of

Slides

Pre-K through 1st graders, this is an ideal first show for primary school

PLEASE SEND ORDER TO:

audiences. Your presenter conducts this program blending live interaction with

Distribution, Davis Planetarium
Maryland Science Center
601 Light Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21230

prerecorded segments.

o

flO

the sky! Designed especially for

UFE BEYOND EARTH 31 minutes / 368 slides / $350
Consider the possibility of life elsewhere in our galaxy and throughout the universe.

I
I

~~-- DESTINATION: UNIVERSE, OUR FUTURE IN SPACE 38

Make check or Purchase
Order
to:

minutes / 321 slides / $350

Journey into the future from a space station out to the stars.

Indicate preferred noise
reduction:
Dolby B, Dolby C,

WORLDS OF WONDER 25 minutes / 314 slides / $350
Investigate some

of the exciting discoveries made about the worlds in our Solar System.

For more
call
the Davis Planetarium at
4 i 0.545.5976

PARTNER .. SHIP .. EARTH 25 minutes / 250 slides / $350
our planet from its violent birth to today and see how its
posslt>le.
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ANSWER: That's easy. Everybody asks about our theme song which
is the classic 'Arabesque # l' by Claude Debussy performed by

,

Tomita on the still available "Snowflakes Are Dancing" album (RCA)

At what times and
'STAR GAZER'i

•

of the week can I see

ANSWER: Most TV stations air 'STAR GAZER' just before nightly
sign-off. However, due to 'STAR GAZER'S' enormous popularity a
number of stations find the show's 5-minute format can fit anywhere during the broadcast day and air the show more fre
quently. Local TV listings seldom include 5-minute shows, so
it's best to call the station for the broadcast schedule.
QUESTION:

If I can't find 'STAR GAZER' on my hometown
PBS station, how can. see it where I live?

ANSWER: 'STAR GAZER' is provided free. of ~ by WPBT, Miami
to all PBS stations. If you can't find it, write or call your local
PBS station and ask if they will air it and remind them that it is.
available free. of ~.
QUESTION:

Is it necessary to get special permission to use 'STAR
for astronomy dub meetings, teaching in the
classroom, science museum or planetarium use?

GAZER'

ANSWER: No. In fact, many astronomy clubs, teachers, science
museums and planetariums have been taping 'STAR GAZER' off
the air and using it regularly as a way to reach their public.
QUESTION:

Is there any way I can get
my local PBS station t

'STAR GAZER'

other than

ANSWER: Yes. A month's worth of 'STAR GAZER' episodes are fed
monthly to a satellite from which all PBS stations take it for their
local programming. Anyone with a satellite dish is welcome to
the satellite feed. Again, no permission is required. For satellite
feed dates and times call Monday through Friday (Eastern time)
305-854-4244. Ask for Ms. Harper or Mr. Dishong.
QUESTION:

• am a teacher planning my curriculum and
would like several ISTAR GAZER' episodes in ad
vance, but I do not have access to a satellite dish.
Is there any .o.tru:.r way I can obtain 4STAR GAZER'?

ANSWER: Any teacher anywhere around the world can obtain
'STAR GAZER' episodes in advance through their NASA e.O.R.E.
Teachers' Resource Center. For details write:NASA e.O.R.E.;
Lorain County Joint Vocational School; 15181 Route 58 South;
Oberlin, OH. 44074. Or visit our website: www.jackstargazer.com
QUESTION:

Why does IS TAR GAZER' always say ItKeep
looking Up!" at the end of each showl

ANSWER: Have you ever tried star gazing looking down?

The world's first and only weekly
on naked-eye

"... one of the few writers who can
translate sophisticated disciplines into
popular language without losing the science. "
Dr. Sidney Fox, Nobel Laureate
"... knows how to come down from
the ivory tower and make ast'ror.lonw
accessible.
Lovi, Astronomer
American Museum/Hayden Planetarium
1/

".. .1 never miss it. As someone totally
involved in science fiction, I'm enthralled
with Jack Horkheimer's science fact. ..
John Nathan Turner,
Executive Producer, 'Dr. Who'

Produced in

I"nr,\nc.I'':IT.nn

Forum
Steve Tidey
Astronomy Educator
Alexander Brest Planetarium
1025 Museum Circle
Jacksonville, Florida 32207
End of year greetings to everybody in
domeland.
First of all, please note my new mailing
address above. Since my last column I have
relocated from Buffalo (nice town, good people) to Jacksonville, Florida, where it's a tad
hotter. I'm going to be saying Aloe to my
friend Vera more than a few times, I can see
already.
But that's by the by. "What about the
Forum topic?" I hear you cry. OK, here it is:

This year the International Planetarium
Society has been celebrating its 30th anniversary. The organization can be proud of
the many services it has brought to the profession in that time, but planetarians today
are facing the most difficult struggle in that
3D-year period just to stay in business. So,
given the IPS' clear strengths, how can it ~t
serve you as an individual and the profession
as a whole over the next three decades?
Christine Shupla has grabbed the microphone, so let's hear her well-chosen words.

It's difficult to foresee what new challenges will face the planetarium field in the
next three decades. I expect we will continue
to face the challenges of overcoming old
misconceptions about what a planetarium is,
and keeping up with new technologies in a
field where some members are barely getting
enough funding to buy opaquing fluid.

We can promote planetarians by increasing the visibility of IPS. As other organizations (science teachers groups, astronomers,
science centers and museums) become aware
of an international professional organization
for planetarians, we gain a new status in their
eyes. IPS can promote communication wi~h
these groups, and with others, to help us In
our dealings with them. This will also help
the public and schools become aware of our
ability to fill specific needs, of our flexibility,
of our uniqueness, and of our diversity.
Hopefully individual planetariums, as members of IPS, will be viewed with new respect
by their communities.
If you would like to assist IPS with this,
please contact me. I'm currently the chair of
the IPS Outreach Committee, and these are
some of our goals.
The second service is to continue to educate us (and assist us in educating our host
institutions) on new technological developments. As new options open for us, we will
need to make decisions about types of star
projectors, video projectors, all-dome video
formats, interactive buttons, new slide projectors (or foregOing them now - will they
become obsolete?), new video formats (or
foregoing them as well for computer systems?) etc. While small domes might think
this will not apply to them, it could; some
members of the technology committee have
suggested that a cheaper single-projector version of all-dome video might arrive in the
next decade. Think of the possibilities such
an item might have for portable planetariums!
Perhaps in addition to articles in the
Planetarian, future special publications could
include guides to the various types of technology used within planetariums, including
notes from members on their positive and
negative aspects.
In spite of the current situation, in which
some planetariums are being closed and
most are feeling a financial pinch, I believe
that the future is bright. We have the ability

... the two greatest services IPS can provide ... are to help promote the diversity and marvels of the modern planetarium, and to
continue educating planetarians (and through them, t~eir host
institutions) about new technological innovations and options.
Therefore, I'd say that the two greatest services IPS can provide to its members are to
help promote the diversity and marve.ls of
the modern planetarium, and to contmue
educating planetarians (and through them,
their host institutions) about new technological innovations and options.
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to evolve! We can be flexible in the modes
we use to educate, as long as the fundamental commitment to that education remains
the same. We need to demonstrate the ability to keep up with our changing view of the
universe.
Christine Shupla
Planetarium Manager

Planetarian

Dorrance Planetarium
Arizona Science Center
600 East Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85004
* * *

IPS at 30. I will comment from the small
planetarium point of view. I am in a school
planetarium with a 20-foot (6-~eter) don:e
and an Apollo III projector. WhIle small In
size I average 10,000 students in the ~AU'U,-".u
ium every year. This school year I will pass
the 250,000 mark. This has taken 22 years to
accomplish. In that 22 years the total
ing, not counting my salary or the bus cost
for bringing the students here, is less than
$3,500! This is about 0.014 cents per student.
My point here is that the program goes on
with very little available in financial support. I think that the school system feels that
I do a good job. There is not very much
money available for upgrading
new and improved ways to present programs, or to modernize. The computer I am
writing this on is a hand-me-down from the
computer lab. I am on the Internet but can't
project the images I can obtain there.
I am converting my taped programs to
MIDI disks (part of the $3,500) but without
automation in the programs. I do have an
older video projector, again without computer interface. Slides are my main source of
visuals, and will always be.
I don't know for sure how many of us "little guys" there are around the world, but I
know the number is large. IPS can
us as
they have in the past.
First: IPS can point out the number of us in
the trenches working on very little
monies. IPS can use its power to help
in the flow without being passed over
big powerhouse planetariums. Their needs
are not our needs. We don't need technoglitz to do our educational programs. I suppose techno-glitz is needed to keep the revenue flowing. The educational institutions
can justify the cost.
Second: IPS can help us with low cost, or
no cost, new programming. I know the cost
of some of the material out there may seem
low to some, but even $600 is not in my budget. Perhaps corporate sponsorship would
help. They did in the past.
Third: IPS can help get low cost materials.
There are great photos of Mars on the Internet. I can't afford to have slides made of
them. Perhaps IPS could arrange for some
slide sets to be made from the
images. Again corporate sp1on:50rsHilp
pay most of the cost.
Fourth: IPS can help with curriculum. Not
just hands-on activities or a curricular
to a show. I mean with state and national
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IPS did these things for me
when I first began as a planetarium director. I think IPS
can do more of the same
again.

guidelines, showing how space science education meets those standards.
IPS did these things for me when I first
began as a planetarium director. I think IPS
can do more of the same again. This time for
those coming on board, as well as helping
some of us old-timers keep up with the new
world beckoning.
Dan Goins
Martinsville High School Planetarium
1360 East Gray Street
Martinsville, Indiana 47859
* * *
As teachers of the stars, we are enthusiastic, positive people. Let's think of the state of
planetaria today that way. Why are we struggling? Yes, many planetaria have had to fight
to stay open. And unfortunately, yes, some
have closed. Still, since 1990, 143 major planetariums worldwide have been opened, or
have had a major renovation. "Major planetarium" is my arbitrary classification for
planetaria that seat at least 100. These results
are from the new directory, courtesy of IPS,
thank you. Sorry smaller planetaria, we
added these numbers up to help Minneapolis
be #144.
Personally, I think these numbers are stunning. I do not have any data to compare
them to, but 143 seems encouraging. You
could thank the economy for these new
planetaria. It has certainly helped. But I like
to think it's because planetariums are still
the coolest place to witness, wonder, and
learn about the stars. We provide access and
connection to an awesome universe - which
leads us to what IPS can do.
In researching new planetaria, I have
found a key component to getting a new
facility built (besides the cash) are endorsements from key astronomical leaders. The
new South Downs Planetarium in Chichester, England, received a glowing, well-written
testimonial from Patrick Moore - England's
Carl Sagan. New York's striking new facility
utilized notable people from the astronomical community in their efforts. We are trying
to do the same here in Minneapolis by
obtaining a letter of support from Minnesota-born astronomer and retired shuttle
astronaut, Pinky Nelson. We hope to do
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more.
It is my hope that IPS can somehow help
in these efforts. When a planetarium needs
to be built, saved, or refurbished, IPS can help
lobby the local powers that astronomy is
neat, noble, and necessary! OK, surely they
won't use those words, but you get the point.
An effective way to convince a key politician or administrator that your planetarium
is essential is to find someone they'll listen
to. They already know you think it's absolutely worthwhile.
So who in IPS knows Neil Armstrong?
Arthur C. Clarke? Dan Goldin from NASA?
Sally Ride? Steven Speilberg? Stephen Hawking? Tom Hanks? Who else? Can these type
of high-profile people write a letter of planetarium support?

IPS can help lobby the local
powers that astronomy is
neat, noble, and necessary!
Make a phone call? Make a personal visit?
Is it even feasible for IPS to help organize this
type of political strategy? If these sensational
names aren't pOSSible, could IPS help organize support from planetarium leaders across
the globe? People willing to write or call
when a planetariums needs a helping hand?
Of course, this proposed strategy is designed to only help with local efforts. Key local
astronomical, educational and political leaders need to be utilized in any planetarium
project. However, a key endorsement(s) from
someone important or famous from outside
the local community might help tip the
scales in your favor.
Robert]. Bonadurer
Director, Minneapolis Planetarium
300 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401
* * *
I would have asked the question differently. I would have asked, "how can we work together to make IPS a more effective organization for the future."
The IPS is not a fully-funded government
agency with unlimited staff and resources; it
is not an abstract body that exists to provide

I would have asked the question differently. I would have
asked, "how can we work together to make IPS a more
effective organization for the
future."

Planetarian

help when asked; nor is the idea of an international planetarium society an abstract
concept. It is a professional
composed of and managed by a group of
dedicated individuals who donate their time
and resources to accomplish goals that benefit each other and the profession. I would ask
how we can help make IPS more effective.
The key word is "volunteer./1 None of the
staff are paid, and all accomplish their IPS
obligations on top of their regular
and all else that they are
for,
including families. Some of us work for
major institutions, but look at the roster of
officers and other volunteers on pages 3 and
4 and notice how many come from very
small facilities. In any case, most of us receive
very little, if any, meaningful help from the
institutions we work for (perhaps
phone, fax, and mail service). We volunteer
because we believe in the profession and in
the organization, and because we understand
that we become better planetarians (and better persons) by participating. Ultimately, we
get through giving.
If you feel that a need is not being addressed, do something constructive to make it
happen. Near the end of his President's Message, which begins on page 43, Dale Smith
lists a slew of opportunities for planetarians
to make meaningful contributions. Browse
the list, become a volunteer, and
make
the IPS the sort of organization you
it
to be.
V'i,><-UUL,U

2800 East Observatory Road
Los Angeles, California 90027

So, there's much food for thought from
our contributors. May I respectfully suggest
that the IPS Council give consideration to
the ideas listed above?
Here is the topiC for the next Forum column:

Is there a
that, as entertainment technOiOJl[leS improve, in the
term some
over complanetarium domes may be
pletely to non-astronomical shows such as
full-dome laser and other eye
tiOn5, thus putting our pr()felSiotD
of being eroded?
I shall be delighted to receive your considered responses by the deadline of January 18.

Mauna
Australian Outback,
The Space Shuttle in Orbit and
A Goto GSS .. Helios Planetarium
What do
these Dla~r:;es
A spectacular

a

Shonandai Culture Center

GSS-Helios

The GSS-Helios (GSX) features 25,000 stars reproducing a sky seen only from space. Digital shutters mean palllOl"anlaS
without stray stars twinkling through the image. Computer-assisted functions give manual mode the ease
without replacing the lecturer. The list of special GOTO features goes on and on. Contact your nearest re]:lre~,entat;lve
find out what your planetarium could be like.

The G 1014si offers Space Simulator functions
GOTO's exclusive automatic lamp
mechanism. No more shows lost to lamp burnout.
With the G 1014si, your spare lamp leaps into
action with a simple touch of a button at the
console. Simple, fast and efficient. That's a GOTO
Planetarium.

GOlD
4-16 Yasaki-cho Fuchu-shi,

JAPAN

G1014si

TEL: IntI No. +81-423-62-5312
FAX: IntI No. +81-423-61-9571
Email: info@goto.co.jp

PIPS

Brought to you by and of interest to:
Powerful Interactive Planetarium Systems

315-433-2671
315-432-4523 fax
sbutton@ocmboces.org

Powerful Interactive Planetarium Systems
(PIPS) meetings continue to be held two or
three times a year in the eastern United
States. Kathy Michaels and I plan to host a
two-day mini-conference that will be held in
early July 200l. We are planning to hold this
meeting in Buffalo, New York. Details will be
announced in the March column. The Portable Planetarium Committee encourages this
kind of get-together of people who work
with small groups of students and primarily
use participatory techniques. People who
work in small stationary domes and mobile
domes are encouraged to attend this type of
meeting and share expertise and/or problems. It is recommended that gatherings of
this type be held in all affiliate regions as a
low cost way to serve the small and itinerant
dome people.

Workshops:
Please Note the New
Address!
With a great deal of difficulty, my institution has been attempting to change my email address. I just received 86 messages from
as far back as November 1999, dome-I included! So there has been a problem for some
time and I was unaware of that. Well, hopefully it is fixed now and my new address is
designed to forward all messages from my
previous address for the time being.

American in Italy Contest:
Serafino Zani Astronomical Observatory
(Lumezzane/Brescia), in collaboration with
the IPS Mobile Planetarium Committee and
with the support of Learning Technologies,
Inc., will again host an American Planetarium Operator who presents lessons in English
with the itinerant planetarium Starlab to
high school students of English. Transportation from the United States will be provided,
along with bed and some meals from
Monday to Sunday.
If you know of a qualified and talented
individual who resides in the USA, works
with Starlab, and would like more details
about how to apply for this special experience in Italy please advise them to write or
call me. The deadline for applications this
year is March IS, 200l.
Raymond Shubinski, from the East Kentucky Center for Science, is our winner for
2000, and he left for Italy on October 18 th !
We look forward to his report which will be
printed in the March column.
During the IPS Conference 2000 interest
was expressed for replication of this kind of
program between other nations. Hopefully
we will here more about this soon.
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Much to my delight, most USA affiliates
already include workshops for portables at
conferences and IPS conferences always feature the mobile domes. Seven high quality
workshops were presented at this year's IPS
conference.
Portable planetarium educators now seem
to ha ve been accepted, welcomed, and
respected at most conferences. They are
encouraged to demonstrate lessons and
shows that are presented in a mobile dome.
This is an effort to serve the community of
mobile dome users. However, many other
educators and planetarians missed these
excellent workshops because they did not
understand that the information provided
applied to all colleagues not just planetarians
using mobile domes. The current practice
tends to put mobile dome professionals in
isolation from other conference attendees
for at least one half day. It is time for all
members to be given the opportunity to
benefit from the expertise of planetarians
who work in portables. The portable planetarium workshop can be reserved for presentations that specifically require the equipment and atmosphere of the portable planetarium. Topics of interest to all planetarians
can be presented in paper sessions and
discussions. Please encourage planetarians
who work in mobile domes to partiCipate at
all levels during conferences. A message to
this effect can be printed in initial conference mailings.
I also feel that in IPS and affiliate conference mailings there should be a call for
that are to be presented by
mobile dome users and others in order to
encourage "new blood." If all workshops are
prearranged, we may miss getting input
from new and interesting sources.
Plane tar ian

This project will be
.,....~rI
end of January 2001 with the
have on hand at that time. Thank
for all of you who contributed ideas
als and enthusiasm for this handbook.
one has a last minute contribution
send it now! Areas of in terest
'
below:
l. Lessons/Shows:
lessons of presentations
about
topiCS such as: Primary Level
Seasons, Moon, Celestial Motion
Planets,
and so o'n.
tributing presenter must include the
ing information
with the
or
script:
Source of lesson
or
from ... )
Goals and Objectives
List of equipment/materials needed
Show a correlation with National or
State science standards
Specialized Vocabulary
Briefly explain sequence of lesson
elements
List of Pre/Post activities that can be used
wi th this lesson
The evaluation form used after the lesson
A signed release form
2. Tips and ideas: how to tra:in tealrners
l A "..' ' ' '.

L,,-,'-'Ul.LU

3. Samples of brochures and other ad,v-erruused to promote your program.

The inquiry method of instruction
volves
students in a way that
them to more thoroughly examine what
they experience. The portable
is
a perfect venue for this method. Students are
issues
able to explore significant
or problems they encounter and are the
principle investigators
for answers.
Students record, assemble and n-,rQrr.,ro+
to construct knowledge. Because the portable planetarium dome is so intimate and
the projector so simple to operate, learners
can cooperate together in
lating the
environment and then get
~mmediate feedback. For example, the proJ~ctor can be set to simulate the passage of
tlme and/or a
in latitude and even to
demonstrate the effects of light
Three
of the inquiry method can be
utilized successfully in accordance
objectives of the instructor and the amount
of time available: open inquiry, student-initiated inquiry and teacher-initiated
Some characteristics of each are
into
lined below. One style can lead
another style that can be being used at a later

time. For example, a more formal student or
teacher initiated inquiry can develop from a
lesson based on open inquiry.
I. Open Inquiry-Students and the teacher
observe, investigate, explore and discover
together as a team. This method requires a
great deal of time.
1. Observations are made.
2. A "Big Idea" is developed and/or a question, issue or problem is encountered that
ignites curiosity.
3. A working hypothesis is formulated
(maybe even two or three are formulated).
4. The class is organized (What will each
person's role be?)
S. Data criteria, terms and procedures are
defined.
6. Data is collected.
7. Data is organized and conclusions drawn.
8. Generalizations are presented.
9. Knowledge is applied and questions tested.
10. Limitations of the investigation are
noted.
II. Student Initiated Inquiry-Students observe
and investigate with the teacher acting as
the facilitator. This method still requires

allowing a substantial amount of time for
students to formulate a hypothesis and a
method for testing that hypothesis.
1. Observations are made.
2. A "Big Idea", question or problem arises
and is clarified.
3. A working hypothesis is formulated.
4. The class is organized. (What will each
student's role be?)
S. Data criteria, terms and procedures are
defined with the teacher as facilitator.
6. Data is collected.
7. Data is organized and conclusions drawn.
8. Generalizations are presented and knowledge applied as a culminating activity.
9. Limitations of the investigation are
noted.
III. Teacher Initiated Inquiry-Students encounter a teacher posed question, issue or
problem. This method requires the least
amount of time and, anecdotally, seems to
be most frequently used for that reason.
1. The teacher defines the relevant terms
and presents a working hypothesis.
2. Data is collected and organized according
to the instructor's procedures.
3. The students analyze data and conclusions are drawn.

4. Students state geJ:lerall:,;:atioTls
edge is applied as a ~~'''UHU~'CH'6
S. Limitations of the
noted.
The inquiry method can promote
order thinking as students work cvl', ....
solve a problem or test a hypolthE'sls.
also struggle to formulate testable questllons,
examine variables, collect data,
the data, observe patterns and draw
sions which can then be u.~I-'U'-U
world"
The
urn affords the
test observations and try to make
tions to previous
while Hnrr • ...,·,,,_
ately getting feedback, thus
learning and
new
Asking students to think, think about
way they think, talk about what
observed,
what
learned to
experiences, and discuss the limitations of
the investigation is important because it
drives them to stretch beyond expecting
immediate "right answer."
ULA'--,
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May you be healthy, productive and prosperous in 20m!
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Many of you, in planetariums worldwide, already know how
easy it is to incorporate a STARLAB into your existing planetarium programs. Because of its versatility, portability, easeof-use, and cost-effectiveness, the STARLAB is considered
an invaluable and exciting multicultural tool for education.
STARLAB can be used in conjunction with a fixed planetarium for:
school outreach
\11 training programs
• multicultural education
workshops
• special events
I)

I)

• community outreach
• hands-on education
4» public relations
4» teacher training
fundraising
\11

Visit our Website at <www.starlab.com>
or contad us for free information about
the STARlAB Portable Planetarium ..
Learning Technologies, Inc., 40 Cameron Ave., Somerville, MA 02
Phone 800-537-8703 or 617-628-1459. Fax 617-628-8606. IE-mail starlab@stall'lab.com
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DAY
On March 18th, 2001, will be held the next issue of the Day of
Planetaria, that has been organised in Italy since 1991, in different
countries since 1995, and that usually takes place on the Sunday
before the spring equinox.
The aim of this initiative is to promote the knowledge and the diffusion of planetaria. The main goals of the "Day" are to promote
international exchanges and collaborations between planetaria of
different countries and to inform the public about the problem of
light pollution.
During this "Day" planetaria organize lessons, shows, exhibitions
and practical sky viewing. During the "Day" in some planetaria the
entrance is free.
The initiative provides a good chance to diffuse knowledge of
planetaria to the large public. The simultaneity in various cities
draws mass media attention to this event.
Suggestions for the planetaria accepting the proposal of collaboration for the "Day of Planetaria" of March 18th, 2001:
1) The "Day of Planetaria" is the annual occasion for each planetarium to inform the public about the distribution and the activities
of planetaria in the world, the initiatives of the International Planetarium Society and the problem of light pollution.
In fact the planetarium is generally the perfect reproduction of
the real sky with all the naked eye celestial bodies that both adults
and children don't have the possibility to know for the strong limitations of the sky of the very populated areas. Some faint constellations and the Milky Way appear for the first time to people that are
visiting the artificial sky. The Planetarium is the only instrument
able to show above the head of onlookers the exact show of the
night sky without the light pollution and at the same time it is the
most powerful tool to make knowledge both of the problem and
of the technical solutions to reduce the diffusion of the artificial
light upwards. The Planetarium is a monument to the night sky as
it had been visible since in the past;
2) During this "Day" the planetaria offer their ordinary program or
organize special events. We suggest to indicate in your monthly,
weekly or daily program that "March 18th, 2001" is the annual
"Day of Planetaria" that is celebrated in different countries. Join in
the celebration of the "Day;" it does not take great effort;
3) In the leaflet that describes your planetarium program or in a specialleaflet printed for the "Day," planetaria are invited to reproduce the logo of the "Day of Planetaria" (available on the Internet
at: http://www.cityline.it/cult/Grup sci/planeta.html, or simply
opening the science pages on Internet .. http://www.cityline.it .. )
that is the result of an international contest.
4) If you decide to print a special leaflet for your public we suggest
you mention the total number of planetaria operating in the world
and in your country (see IPS Directory), the existence of the International Planetarium SOCiety, and the name and reference of your
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regional or national planetarium association.
S) The initiative provides a good chance of diffusing the

I7n.n.uliorlrro

of planetaria to the large public. The simultaneity in different
draws mass media attention to this event. Obviously each l_fA'"'H~L~L
ium is invited to indicate in the "press releases" that March
2001 is the "Day of Planetaria".
6) The programs of the "Day" sent to Italian Planetaria's Friends Association will be also available in the Internet site
(pages of "Science"). We suggest to create a permanent space
your Web site devoted to the "Day". For this reason we inform you
that the proposed date for next "2002 Day" is March 17th. In this
way we can create a permanent link between your site and
..http://www.cityline.it... Communicate to us your Web address
about the "Day".
Programs could be also collected in each country by
of
Planetaria" collaborators. In Slovakia, for example, the programs
are collected by Patricia Lipovska.
7) The "junior" section of "Day of Planetaria" is devoted to astronomical draWings made by children of different countries and is increased each year by new contributions. In fact on the Internet is an
line exhibition of astronomical children's drawings (see science
pages of the Web site: www.cityline.it) that can be shown
the "Day". We suggest that planetaria send us a copy of one of their
best drawings collected in the last years or select the best ,-i"'HA7;n(TC
among the planetarium young visitors of these last months.
required, after using it, we can send you the drawing.
another solution is that you publish in your Web site this nrc,un,nIT
and communicate to us only the Internet address. We like both
solutions.
Therefore we are interested in receiving at least one of the following children's draWings:
- Drawings made by students that have visited your pl,mE~tarium,
preferably, but not necessary, about the topiC listen during the lesson/show under your dome;
- Drawings about sky phenomena (eclipses, comets, meteors and so
on);
- Drawings about new constellations invented by the children
the official star pattern (to compare the imagination of children of
different countries);
- Best astronomical or space drawings collected through a national or
a local contest or among the class works made by the schools in
contact with your planetarium;
- Drawings about the "Star of Bethlehem".
I

For further information or suggestions you can contact us at:
Associazione Amici dei Planetari, c/o Centro Studi e Ricerche Serafino
Zani, via Bosca 24, 25066 Lumezzane (Italy), fax 0039-30-872545.
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Name 0
the Planetarium accept
Planetaria of March 18th, 2001:

this

of collaboration for the Day of

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Phone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Web pages: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Name of the director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diameter dome m ....... .

Seats .........

Opening year .......... .

Public program of March 18th, 2001

Normal opening

or

fic information)

and hours of the Planetarium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Other information or suggestions

(at your choi

) ..................................... .

Are you available to create a permanent space in your Web site devoted to the "
this case communicate to us your Web address about the "

Optional: des
ion of the material that you send us by mail,
astronomical children

PROPOSED DATE FOR 2002

MARCH 17th.

Send your "Day of Planetaria" program to:
Associazione Amici dei Planetari
c/o Centro Studi e Ricerche Serafino Zani
via Bosca 24 - 25066 Lumezzane (I
Fax 30/872545
or to <mailto:info@serafinozani.ithe>info@serafinozani.it
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e one or more

SPITZ,

INC.

P.o. Box 198, Route 1 Chadds Ford. PA 19317 USA

Tel 610.459.5200

Fax 610.459 .3830

www.spitzinc.com

Happy New Millennium, now a matter of
just a few weeks away! The real one, that isnot the faux millennium that the world celebrated last year by blowing up national
monuments with fireworks. I don't expect
nearly the hullabaloo we had last year, since
the party budgets are all spent and nobody
much listens to those of us crying in the calendrical wilderness anyway, but enjoy the
true change-over just the same, with the satisfaction of knowing that you, at least, can
count!
And while you're doing so, be sure to have
a look at all of the wonderful references
available to get you off to a good start, astronomically speaking, for the first of the next
thousand years. Several follow; none of them
are new (they've been around for years), but
every year there's a new edition, so consider

.. " ' ... ""..,..... "".".1

Data for 2001

While you settle on your theme rendition
of Also Sprach for the coming year, consider
obtaining copies of any of the excellent references produced by Roger Mansfield from
Astronomical Data Service, 3922 Leisure
Lane, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80917 USA,
telephone 719-597-4068. As of this writing,
I'm just in receipt of the new 2001 publications for my iatitude/longitude, and they
boast several improvements.
The "Skywatcher's Almanac," a computergenerated local sun and moon reference
(offering times or rising and setting, plus percentage of moon illumination, for every day
of the year, calculated for your Earthly location) now comes side-bound with a plastic
"comb" binding, but is also hole-punched at
the top to allow the publication to be hung
on the wall like a calendar. The publication
also offers a two-page list of astronomical
highlights for the coming year entitled
"Skywatcher's Timetable 2001." Also included are sections on eclipses and occultations
for the year, star maps, bright star information, and the whereabouts of the planets in
the sky for the coming year. Extensive explanations of the contents likewise appear. The
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laser-printed version costs $20 U.S., the dotmatrix-printed version, $18.
Other publications, just to remind you,
include the "Photographer's Almanac of the
Sun and Moon," which includes rise and set
information for your location as does the
"Skywatcher's Almanac," but supplements it
with the time twilight begins and ends
(defined in this case as half-way between
civil and nautical twilight when the sun's
center is nine degrees below the horizon), the
azimuth of the sun and moon at rising and
setting, and the altitude of the sun at local
noon. It sells for $20 U.S.
Another is the "Local Planet Visibility
Report," now laser-printed, with planet coordinate positions and other useful bits (including distance from Earth and sun, phase
angle, apparent diameter, apparent visual
magnitude, and rise/set time) given every
two to five days at morning or evening twilight-again, for your location. A user's guide
is included; the cost is $15 U.S.
The "Comparative Ephemeris 2001" offers
charts which list the daily positions of the
sun, moon, and five naked-eye planets for
easy comparison, including right ascension
and declination and geocentric ecliptic longitude and latitude, plus other data, with full
explanations. The publication also offers tips
on finding planets, setting up an equatorial
telescope, and how to calculate the approximate times of various celestial phenomena.
The cost is $12 U.S.
All four are available individually, or
together as the "Forecaster's Special 2001"
which saves you $7 off the total cost with
the added bonus of north polar, south polar,
and equatorial star charts.
I'm especially fond of the first two publications, but all are excellent and very useful
in both my work and play - and probably
would be for you, too. Contact Roger as
given above (the catalog sales address substitutes P.O. box 26180 for the street address
and the ZIP code changes to 80936) to get a
catalog or to order. Allow three to five
from receipt of payment in order for the
booklets to be custom-produced for your
location.

Calendar 2001
Guy Ottewell's oversized Astronomical Calendar is another of my very favorite annual
references - a treasure trove of sky maps and
sketches and assorted sky information organized by day and month, with generous sections on the major celestial bodies, eclipses,
occultations, conjunctions, asteroids, comets,
meteors, and esoterica - all of it presented in
Guy's literate and expressive style. It's filled
with good things and is one of my constant
companions in seeking out and dispensing
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The United States, as a modern
historical standards,
and venerable national
very
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brate it at most opportunities, and
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up
next few years
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the Missouri River from St. Louis and
the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific Coast
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ney, an example of the human
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the accompanying activities do a good job of
covering concepts of latitude and longitude
and the methods and calculations required
for celestial navigation, and so become an
important accompaniment for the show to
introduce and reinforce those concepts that
are only touched on in the show itself - presumably to keep the show from burgeoning
in length.
Among the strengths of the show are the
location slides, the activities which go indepth on celestial navigation concepts and
techniques, and the music, including two
additional CD albums. One contains modern
presentations of Mandan and Hidatsa
(Native American) music, and the other is a
sizable assemblage of period music ranging
from classical pieces to popular fiddle tunes
of the day to Native American songs. Both
are excellent.
The cost of the show is $579 U.S. including
postage. And Eileen indicates that, this being
the labor of love for her that it was, sales will
cover production and distribution costs and
any profits will go toward upgrading her
planetarium. Contact Eileen as given above
for further information.

ry using the sun, moon, stars and assorted
navigational tools to try to fix their position
on the globe and figure out where the heck
they were.
And Eileen Starr (perfect name for a planetarianJ at Valley City State University, Valley
City, North Dakota, telephone 701-845-7522,
e-mail Eileen starr@mail.vcsu.nodak.edu,
has produced a program called "Navigating
with Lewis and Clark" to offer planetariums
a stake in the coming commemoration of
the journey.
The show kit, which I've had an opportunity to review, offers the 30-minute soundtrack on audio tape or CD along with a set of
227 slides (about a quarter of which are
Kodalith-likeJ, two additional albums of period music, and a booklet containing script,
slide list as arranged for four projectors,
black-and-white thumbnails of the slides, a
set of Kodalith masters for the quarter of the
set aforementioned, and seventeen activities
to reinforce the concepts touched on in the
program.
The narration is straightforward and wellvoiced, the period music behind it - early
American and Native American - very
appropriate, and the visuals criSp and including many images of sites painstakingly accumulated by Eileen on her trips along the
Lewis and Clark trail, and which give the
show a nice sense of place. The show focuses
on a brief, beginning explanation of the
tools used and the sorts of measurements
Lewis & Clark made along the trail, and then
follows that trail in a spare travelogue
accomplished in the half-hour time frame,
stopping along the way to refer to assorted
measurements made and how close or how
far off the travelers were in their calculated
positions. The show also has a versatility in
that it is such - and the visuals exhaustive
enough - that it could be performed outside
of a planetarium if you needed or wanted to
run it that way.
I do have a few quibbles. Early on, an
eclipse of the sun is used as an example of a
celestial event occurring at the same time for
everybody and therefore suitable for longitude calculation, when in fact, solar eclipses
do not occur simultaneously for all Earth
observers, but depend on when the moon's
shadow sweeps over one's location. Better to
have used an eclipse of the moon.
And I would have liked to have had more
in-depth explanations of the measurement
and calculation methods used, perhaps
developing some of the specific measurement episodes cited as illustrative examples.
I'm not sure it will be clear to the uninitiated, for example, how measuring the angular
distance between the moon and Altair leads
to a determination of longitude. However,

At recent fall conferences, I've encountered a number of other shows available of
acquisition, many with watery themes or
island locations.
At both the Western Alliance conference
in Texas and the GLPA conference in Chicago, delegates saw the second in Bishop
Museum's Explorer series of planetarium
programs, this one entitled "Explorers of
Mauna Kea." It features the telescopes on the
big extinct volcano on the Big Island of
Hawaii and what they're showing us, with a
couple of live bits dividing the taped bits.
Nicely done. Contact Mike Shanahan at
Bishop Museum, 1525 Bernice St., P.O. Box
19000A, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817 USA, telephone 808-847-8234, fax 808-848-4155, e-mail
mikes@bishopmuseum.org. I understand
that Bishop has a limited quantity of free
show kits for this project.
Another show seen in Texas was the Loch
Ness production of "Oceans in Space," ably
narrated by Avery Brooks of Star Trek: Deep
Space Nine and nicely realized audiovisually.
The program, now available for purchase,
focuses on just what its title says, with Earth,
Mars, and Europa playing large roles. It's a
good, solid astronomy show, and I enjoyed it.
For pricing and other information, contact
the Nessies at Loch Ness Productions, P.O.
Box 1159, Groton, Massachusetts, 01450 USA,
telephone 978-448-3666 (toll-free number
within the U.S.: 888-4-NESSIE), fax 978-4483799, e-mail mark@lochness.com. web site
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Watery Shows

www.lochness.com.
Another watery presentation viewed in
Chicago was the Joe Hopkins "-'H.F.H>'-'-~U.'F.
wide-ranging production "Stars to Starfish,"
an interesting romp from the far reaches of
the universe to your local coral reef, from
colorful cosmic all-skies to underwater video
footage. For more information and
contact Joe Hopkins Engineering, 4301
Street West, C-1, Bradenton, Florida 34205
USA, telephone 941-758-6686 (toll-free number: 800-543-5960), fax 941-753-1482, web site
www.jhe.com.
A non-watery show, seen also in "-'u,,,,UF.v,
was an interesting Sudekum Planetarium
production called "Night Lights," eX1JlOnrlg
light pollution and how things can be made
better. Again, for prices and more information, contact Sudekum Planetarium, Cumberland Science Museum, 800 Fort
Boulevard, Nashville, Tennessee 37203 USA,
telephone 615-401-5077, fax 615-862-5178,
web site www.csmisfun.com.

Dome
One thing we can be certain of in the new
millennium is that it will be ever more technological than the last. Of course, for many
planetariums, the big question is how to
afford some of the new, 21 st-century technology with nineteenth-century budgets. Leave
it to the "free-market" economy to come up
with answers ...
Those of us visiting John French's
tarium facility in Corsicana, Texas,
the Western Alliance planetarium conference witnessed a lesson in same when Bill
Gutsch of Great Ideas, 11 the
Smoke Rise, Kinnelon, New
07405
USA, telephone 973-492-8165, fax 973-4921836, e-mail 102417.2073@compuserve.com.
demonstrated a prototype version of a new,
compact video technology presently under
development by Great Ideas, Dave Oxenreider of SinguJari ty Arts, Inc. in
Spring, Pennsylvania USA, and Isshi Tabe of
Libra Corporation in Kanagawa, Japan. The
demo invol ved the projection of a very large
image of the zooming and rotating Saturn
from Sky-Skan, Incorporated's laser disk #4
(used with Sky-Skan's permission),
Bill said, because it was an image with which
people are familiar and therefore useful as a
comparison with the video they project on
their own domes. Bill added that the system
was capable of three times the resolution
seen in CorSicana, and as a single unit, could
project partial pans as a result of the unit's
ability to span 150 degrees of the springline
(and extend past the dome zenith, I
add).
I thoughttheirnagelooked
good. Bill indicated that a single unit should

cost no more than $15,000 U.s. for projector
plus software, except, perhaps, for the largest
domes, and that an all-dome system (probably comprising three such units) would cost
significantly less than other all-dome video
systems currently available.
This could bring the prospect of all-dome
video projection within the capital budgets
of even small-domed facilities. The technology is still a work in progress, Bill says, but
what I saw in Corsicana looked very promising. And that's the nice thing about new
technologies. Think of how expensive personal computers used to be, and how they've
become more affordable as time has passed
and technology has developed. If the same
continues to prove true with technologies
adaptable to the planetarium - such as alldome (or lots-of-dome) video - then we all
may be able to envision having great, new,
affordable tools at our disposal for accomplishing our missions.
Based on what I saw, this one could go
somewhere. Stay tuned!

in a Bottle
Looking for that certain something for the
space nut you love? Cheap? Consider the
"space shuttle in a bottle" offered by Science
Specialties, 1330 W. Industrial Avenue, Suite
103, Boynton Beach, Florida 33426 USA, telephone 561-374-5586, fax 561-374-5535. Earlier
this year, I received a sample of the sort currently being produced by the company for
the Smithsonian Institution in Washington,
o.c. USA. It's comprised of a tiny three-quarter-inch (2-cm) pewter shuttle orbiter inside
a small, clear glass bottle about two inches (Scm) tall. Anything, including your facility's
logo, can be printed thereupon.
T'would make a lovely stocking stuffer if
you can order a quantity for your gift shop
in time. A quantity of 288 costs (wholesale,
I'm assuming) $1.50 U.S. each, with larger
numbers costing a little less apiece. There's a

one-time $55 U.S. setup and screen
a customizing imprint upon the
It's cute. It's spacey. It's Christmas.
ested, contact Robbin Goldstein
above.

That's all for now. Remember that
umn runs on the
that many of you
send my way, in addition to what
scratch up on my own. So
those
and letters coming. It really
And as you
to pop that
of Millennium Champagne
been saving all this time, please accept my best
es for a Happy New Millennium, and
happy (if widely-spaced) returns of
for good old Planet Earth!
whatever the millennium
And, as
... what's new?

SPACE
Do you have room in your workplace or
domestic budget for one more magazine subscri ption? If so, consider the recen tl ylaunched "Space Illustrated," a product of
space.com, a multimedia company dedicated
to popularizing space, featuring Lou Dobbs
as its CEO and former astronaut Sally Ride as
its preSident, and which, among other recent
acquisitions, now owns the software company that produced the popular software program "Starry Night."
If the premier issue, edited by Andrew
Chaikin (author of A Man on the Moon), is
any indication, the magazine will be a goodlooker, slick and colorful and filled with current NASA imagery and timely articles. My
copy features a lot of space program and
Mars articles, including pieces by Chaikin on
rookie astronaut Jeff William's first mission
in space, Michael Milstein on the new case
for a juicy Mars, Ray Bradbury on his love
affair with Mars and why we must go there,
and Leonard David on keeping track of those
potential Earth-banging little asteroids, plus
Hubble pictures and other assorted interesting shorts.
The individual issue cost looks to be $2.50
U.S., or you can get a six-issue introductory
subscription for a mere $9.98.
To learn more about the magazine or
space.com, Inc., you can find the company at
120 W. 45th Street, 35 th Floor, New York, New
York 10036, telephone 212-703-5800, fax 212703-5900, e-mail info@space.com. web site
www.space.com.
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There are sad news from the Nordic Planetarium Association: one of our founding parents, Franck Pettersen, passed away this summer. He will be missed and remembered by
many.
IPS Secretary Lee Ann Hennig has reported
that IPS council has voted in favor of a new
IPS Affiliation, the Indian Planetarium
Society with Professor R. Subramanian as
President. This is our twentieth Affiliation,
and you are very welcome. The In ternational News editor is looking forward to
news also from India in the future!
The International News column depends
entirely on contributions from IPS Affiliate
Associations all over the world. Many thanks
to Bart Benjamin, Ignacio Castro, Kevin
Conod, john Dickenson, jon Elvert, Paul
England, jean-Michel Faidit, john Hare,
Shoichi Itoh, and Loris Ramponi for your
contributions. You are welcome back with
new reports, and I look forward to reports
from other Associations as well. Upcoming
deadlines are 1 january for Planetarian 1/01
and 1 April for 2/01.

Association
Planetariums
The latest edition of Planetariums magazine has a list of live and registered French
language Planetariums shows during 20th
century. It is established from a survey with
contributions from the planetariums of Paris
(Palais de la Decouverte and Cite des
Sciences), Capelle-la-Grande, Nanc;ay, Nantes,
Pleumeur-Bodou, Poi tiers, Reims, SaintEtienne, Strasbourg, Toulouse, Vaulx-enVelin, and Villeneuve d' Ascq for France, and
Bruxelles (Belgium), Lucerne (Switzerland),
Tunis (Tunisia) and Montreal (Quebec) for
francophone countries.
The list of shows is not exhaustive, but,
with a total of 330 titles, it give the possibili-
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ty to stand up a snapshot of themes most frequently treated
the last three decades.
The 330 titles include 228 live seances and
102 shows. A
of the live seances
comes from Montreal Planetarium (138), and
the
of registered shows come from
French planetaria (62). The biggest producer
of such shows is the Planetarium de Lucerne
with 24 titles.
The 25 most fi'e<lUellt
1. General initiation: 21
2. Constellations: 19
3. Young Public: 18
Theories of Universe:18
S. Solar
17
6. Eclipse: 16
7. Life in Universe: 14
8. Space Conquest: 13
9. Mythology: 12
Christmas Star: 12
11. Moon:11
Galaxies: 11
History of Astronomy: 11
14. Sun: 10
Seasons: 10
16. Mars: 9
Comets / Meteors: 9
18. Earth movements/Precession: 7
Earth planet: 7
AstroloQ'v: 7
Time: 7
22. Planet Dance: 6
Instruments: 6
24. Asteroids / Cosmic Catastrophes: 5
5

Statistics of live seances and shows can distingue themes relative to direct utilization of
plametaI'iUlm instruments and themes with
and
effects for im,agina-

These statistics need a finest ~~,~~,,~~h
the pOint of view of cnrOlnolO{:fv

canned.
Themes like
recurren t, and
events. Like that,
news shows.
we include
For the young
ries
written for this aUUH::ULC.
shows for scholars are included
themes.

may be more
the Universe or Solar
in that
In fact, in relation with the
of technical effects, the proportion
tered shows is
rrrrHAT1IYHT

nineties
For more information about
tics contact Dr jean-Michel

worlds.
.com>.
1.

3.
4.
S.
6.

General initiation: 18
Constellations: 18
Solar System: 14
Theories of Universe: 13
Eclipses: 12
11

8.

Life Universe: 9
Shows:
1. Young Public: 15
2. Christmas Star: 7
Mars: 7
4. Sun:6
Stars and stellar evolution: 6
6. Galaxies: 5
Theories of Universe: 5
Life in Universe: 5
9. Moon:4
Eclipses: 4
Earth Movements / Precession: 4
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Associations of Planetari-

urns
Gill Russell of Aberdeen has received a
grant from COPUS (Public Understanding of
Science) to produce planetarium shows
which integrate astronomy, music and poetry. The grant is to enable her to make the
developed material available to other domes
and wider audiences.
Peter and Amanda Bassett are doing Public
Planetarium Shows in the Park with their 7meter mobile dome in a marquee. This has
evolved over 3 years. This is sponsored by
various city authorities and has generated a
good number of schools and society booking
from each venue.
Ray Worthy is now producing a negative
pressure inflatable dome to go on a trailer
and a 7-meter negative pressure some for a
local Astro SOCiety.
At the Island Planetarium, three different
shows running consecutively throughout
the day has been tried for a week. It has been
successful and will be a feature of the daily
schedule next year. They have to compete
with the new multiplex cinema which has
just opened nearby.

Science
Centres
Big news from Canada is of course the IPS
2000 Conference in Montreal. There will be
a comprehensive conference report in an
issue of the Planetarian, so it will not be commented further here except to note that this
is the second time an IPS conference has
been held in Canada, the first being in 1982
at the H. R. MacMillan Planetarium in Vancouver. CongratulatiOns and thanks to Pierre
Lacombe and his staff for an excellent and
productive conference.
One session at the conference which may
have particular interest for Canadian planetarians was a panel discussion on Keys to
Success. The largely Canadian panel included
John Dickenson, Tom Clarke, Ian McLennan,
Bill Chomik, David Leverton, and Gary
Sampson, and looked from a variety of perspectives on the keys to successful operation
and development of a variety of pl~metari
urn "models", large and small, public and
school based, large market and small market.
The panelists perspectives will be published
later this year in the IPS 2000 Conference
Proceedings.
The CCSC recently signed a Memorandum
of Understanding with the Canadian Space
Agency (CSA). The memorandum provides
for initiatives to improve communication
between CSA and CCSC members, and the
development of products and programs
which are of common interest, particularly
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in the areas of public awareness of Canada's
space program, youth outreach programs,
and the development of learning resources
for teachers and students. The CSA Grants
and Contributions program can provide
funding to projects which fall within these
areas in the range of $5,000 to $25,000. Please
contact the CSA Communications Directorate for further details of the program.
A meeting of the Western Science Centre
Collaborative (WSCC) was held 2-3 June in
Edmonton, Alberta. The meeting was attended by representatives of seven western science centers, planetariums and science foundations. Five of the facilities represented
include planetariums, and so it was not surprising that several of the sessions focussed
on issues of interest to the planetarium community. These included sessions on program
and production collaboration, staff develop~ent, resource development, and the operatIOnal challenges facing planetariums. Next
meeting of the WSCC is scheduled for 17-18
November in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Great
tion
Illinois. On 11-14 October, The Adler
Planetarium & Astronomy Museum in
Chicago hosted GLP A Conference 2000, the
36th annual conference of the Great Lakes
Planetarium Association. Though the last
GLPA meeting of this millennium, this
conference at Adler looked ahead to the
excitement of astronomy and of the planetarium field in the coming millennium!
In the last week of July, Adler Planetarium
debuted its latest sky show, "Spirits from the
Sky, Thunder on the Land." This show
explores the cosmology of the Skidi Pawnee
a tribal band of the Pawnee Nation. Narrated
by Pulitzer prize-winning author N. Scott
Momaday and the Skidi themselves, the
show relates the story of the Pawnee
from the tribe's earliest days. The
show
will be available as a show kit later this year.
a
The ISU Planetarium will soon be
new addition - a full-time assistant director.
This position has been created to assist the
director, Carl Wenning, who also directs the
University's physics teacher education program. The ISU Planetarium web site
won a Links2Go Key Resource Award. Their
web site ranked 17th out of the top 50 pages
selected for the topic of Planetaria.
The William M. Staerkel Planetarium at
Parkland College in Champaign recently
rolled out the red ... er, Zeiss blue carpet for
Waylena McCully, their new Production
DeSigner. McCully arrived via the Sudekum
Planetarium in Nashville. A telescope buyer's
seminar was jointly offered with their local
astronomical society in October. The Zeiss
Planetarian

M1015
received its 1/20,000
change" in late June thanks to
Jena,
The Lakeview Museum Planetarium
Peoria's
Ride took off
12-13

tered, and 50
for
Sunday. A film crew from San Francisco
taped the
ride
solar system, as part of a PBS series What's
In the Universe which will be released
2001.
0. The Koch Science
Planetarium in Evansville ,.n,n,",~4-~
Michael Smith of
~I-'...,'-'UH'-'J Science Educator.
succeeds Richard Valentine, who has been
with the
since 1995
the
world of stars,
and
to
student teach and then look for work
the
school arena.
as
Keith Turner has taken a new
the director of the Carmel
School
Planetarium. Turner came to Carmel from
the
of the Marion
School
Planetarium.
Motes of the Muncie '>~'AH.UH"U'
Schools Planetarium attended a
at
].P.L. this summer. This fall, all of the elementary studen ts from twel ve
schools in Muncie, Indiana
for the
in
board
Shuttle Mission STS-92.
Alan Pareis rc>r'o-n-l-h,
(at three hours per
Summer Skies community education
the
of St. Francis in
The A4
Schouweiler Planetarium was wonderful, but the real
from
the roof of the science
didn't cooperate a bit! In addition to the
the U. St. Francis has a great
area
on the roof of the 3rd floor of the science
with
...... , ..... <& ......

show,
and
The Peter F. Hurst Planetarium Jackson
from
Planetariran liThe
um this fall.
Planetarium in Flint
has comr)ie1ted renovations to their
The renovations included reIJaintin2"
dome interior, new seats, and new r .... '·-nn ... ;~.~
and wall r ....'''c''·; .....
The Cranbrook Institute of Science Planerr

tarium in Bloomfield Hills nr.:>n1,H"-Ar1 their
new show The Secrets of the Sun in September. This in-house production features live
and taped segments as well as a new internet
segment which will show patrons and students how to find out more about astronomy using their computers. This new show
coincides with the Institute's new travelling
exhibit Electric
Boits, Jolts, and Volts
the Sun. Cranbrook's observatory is
now open every
night, weather perThe staff is eager to use their new
real-time video system on
the sun, moon,
and stars! In addition,
Cranbrook astronomers will once again be
L'-C<l~LLlHh a Master of Science Education
astronomy course at Lawrence Technological
Abrams Planetarium in East Lansing was
closed to the public this summer to comthe first significant remodeling of their
and exhibit area in over 30 years.
Besides
a major facetift, the space is
now more convenient to visitors and staff.
The Exhibit Museum Planetarium in Ann
Arbor
A-4 console this
'JL~JL'-"'HL'''-<' They
the console to integrate it with their East Coast Con trot
automation system and also installed video. In addition, they are in discussions with the University of Michigan
re~~aflcllrlg the building of a new planetarium.
No time line has as yet been established.
Ohio. Jay Ryan has completed a new chilWith its story about
dren's book,
a little
and his father who discover how
to observe the phases of the moon, the book
teaches about those phases and shows that
adults and children can enjoy sk'vw'ab:::hiln2"
~""_ ... _.. In a
from
regular
cartoon line art, Moonfinder's illustrations are
colorful acrylic paintings. Jay is currently
a publisher.
returned to DayA well-known
ton in August, astronaut Dr.
He had been a
at the first Apollo
Rendezvous (an annual amateur astronomers conference) while
to become
an astronaut. Now, many orbits later, he returned to
at the 30th Apollo Rendezvous. Also in Dayton, Dawn Mulliss, formerly at Toledo's Ritter Planetarium, has
redesigned her former home's web page,
which can be found at <www.rpbo.astro
.utoledo.edu>.
Jeff Potter has returned home to Toledo
after a stint at the Brest Planetarium in Jacksonville. He has
a (brand new!) staff
position as Planetarium Education Specialist.
He'll be
with Alex Mak. There are
news from the Toledo
area, as Tony Pisano reports from Lourdes
Planetarium has
College that the
conbeen closed since January due to

straints. The entrance and lobby of this
etarium are graced by wonderful artwork
and the facility itself was the vision of
Mother
Adelaide, builder and educator
of Lourdes College and leader among the college's founders.
Wisconsin/Minnesota. In Hibbing, Minnesota, Marc Rouleau has started a Scouts Sleepover program. Dave Weinrich at Moorhead
State University Planetarium has hosted a
couple of Star Parties on the Prairie. The crew
in Minneapolis delighted crowds with the
original production of Journey to the Stars.
They hope that a 7 November referendum
will pass, thereby securing the construction
of a brand new state-of-the-art planetarium.
The Barlow Planetarium co-hosted the
Digistar Users Group in August and presented their own Keeping Time, featuring cellist
music and original art. In Waukesha, Dave
DeRemer presented his jOintly produced
(with Minneapolis) Journey to the Stars.

came to
interested
ipating in the 2001 Week can
entries to Susan
Internet pages of Serafino Zani

Milan and Lumezzane, and near
Garda, on 5-7 May.

TheJPS annual conference will be
November at Gifu Science Center.
planetarians are
usual.
Planetariums of all over

Planetaria's Friends Assodation
In Italy several initiatives are
against the problem of light pollution, like a
National
(each year in October), and
during the IPS Conference in Montreal has
been presented an Italian project (Planetarium: Museum of constellations) devoted
to the planetarium as a monument to real
Saving the Night, a planetarium program
to promote dark skies produced by Southeastern Planetarium Association (SEPA) was
presented during the last National Meeting
of Italian Planetaria (Ravenna, October
2000).
The planetarium and astronomical observatory of Treviso (north-eastern
situated in a school, is managed by the local association of amateur astronomers and ~~r,~~;r,~
several activities for schools, teachers and
the general public. The director is the astronomer Giuliano Romano. The 2000-2001 calendar contains four conferences about the
latest research in astrophysics and an opening lecture about archaeoastronomy in
South America. The program includes also
Sunday planetarium programs for the public
and planetarium meetings for amateur
astronomers.
Each year since 1995, Serafino Zani Astronomical Observatory has organized the initiative A week in Italy for an American planetarium operator in collaboration with
Learning Technology Inc. During the week,
secondary students follow a lesson in the
American language under a Starlab dome
that is held by a U.S. teacher selected among
the candidates. Last October, Raymond Shubinski, director of the East Kentucky Center
for Science, Mathematics & Technology,
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in'ves;ti,Q~at:ion was
basic data for discussion,
Minolta Planetarium Co.
their new full color
pronamed
system for small
Mega~~lobe. Then it was shown to the
at the booth of National Astronomical
{)rICQnT"tr,ru in Yume (Dream)-Tech
sition, Tokyo, from 21July to 7

Michaels and Steve

Theater in Rochester, New York. More
hundred friends, family, and
attended and
tribute to Fran,
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ied interests and talents across a broad spectrum made him, said one speaker, "a A,-',HAll"'Renaissance Man".
In lighter news, Noreen Grice (Charles
Hayden Planetarium, Boston) hosted a threepart children's TV series, called Mission Mars.
This interactive program was produced
MCET and Museum of Science, Boston and
was broadcast nationally into classrooms.
Mission Mars won a New England Emmy in
President-Elect Amie Gallagher has left
the Hayden Planetarium to become a 5th
grade science teacher. Chuck Wilcox
(Charles Hayden Planetarium, Boston) was
the winner of the IPS Constellation ShootOut and reports that the Charles Hayden
Planetarium has received a NASA Outreach
Grant to develop a new program called Galileo's Odyssey. Kathy Michaels (Maryvale
Schools Planetarium, Buffalo, New York) also
received a Toshiba grant for the use of earth
science Starlab cylinders in a fixed dome
planetarium.
A free exhibition of Dr. David Malin's
spectacular astrophotography will be on
view at the Newark Museum (Newark, NJ)
through 25 February 2001. On loan from the
National Academy of Sciences in Washington DC, this series of large-scale photographs
captures views of star clusters, nebulae and
galaxies that reveal brilliant coloration, fantastical shapes and our Universe's haunting
beauty. These unique works may be interpreted and appreciated as scientific records,
artistic creations, and photographic wonders.
Visit <http://www.newarkmuseum.org/planetarium> or call Kevin Conod at 973-5966529 for more information.
The MAPS 2001 Conference will be hosted
the Buhl Planetari um in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania,9-12
The conference will
celebrate planetaria both large and small.
The Pittsburgh area is home to about twenty
school planetariums and some visits to some
of these are planned. Participants can also
Science
look forward to visiting the
Center and some of the other Carnegie
Museums. For more details check out the
Buhl's web site at: <www.buhlplanetarium
.org> or call 412-237-3348.

recall Franck's
as
Brahe.
In addition to his involvement with teach-

using his
to enhance his teaching efforts. Over the years he welcomed a
number of planetarium
to his
home in Troms0 where one could
ence the midnight sun or
auroral
displays depending on the season. He had an
adventuresome nature and was
making new friends in far-flung parts of the
globe. The planetarium community has lost
a very dear friend.
Should NSCF and NPA join forces? Both
the Nordic Science Center Association NSCF
and the Nordic Planetarium Association
NPA are rather small organizations with limited resources. Science centers and planetariums are however growing in importance
in our countries. Our activities are of a kind
that doesn't generate high revenues, so we
are usually depending on support from public sources, on legal status (are we museums?)
etc. We might be stronger united than separated! Thus, during its
meeting in
Sodertalje and Stockholm 27-29
this issue was discussed for the first time.
NPA was represented by its
Hans
Lundstrom, who will report from the meeting in a coming International News Column.
The new Space and Astronomy exhibition
at National Museum of Natural
in
Stockholm, opened 14 October. The exhibition, which was created by Mariana Back, is
complementing the museum's Cosmonova
Theater and includes a Starlab
tarium among its several exhibits.
A new one-semester course, Communicating science, will start next year at University
of Dalarna. The course will be
(Swedish and English) and students will be
able to, among other tasks, create both
planetarium show and an interactive
tion. Since Swedish universities (at least for
the time being) are tuition-free also for students from abroad, spending half a year in
Sweden could be very worthwhile for young
aspiring planetarians. Course coordinator
Lars Broman, <LBR@du.se>, can be contacted
for more information.

dents on:
* the solar system
* each

Association
Franck Pettersen from Troms0, Norway,
died of a heart attack Friday 28 July while
visiting family in California. Franck was the
first director of the Northern Lights Planetarium in Troms0 and continued to be
acti ve in the Nordic Planetari um Association. Most recently Franck was involved
in teaching astronomy and physics at the
school level and often utilized a portable planetarium in his classes. For those in
attendance at IPS'90 in Borlange, you may
No.4, December

Lawrence Hall of Science (LHS) has made a
nifty planisphere available by dowrllo~ading
from the web for free. It's Uncle AI's Star
Wheels at the LHS-On Universe home page
at <http://hou.lbl.gov I>.
Take a look at Project ASTRO & Andrew
Fraknoi: A list
the Solar
This is an annotated
list for
ners who want to learn more about our solar
Planetarian
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Creating a new planetarium for the
next century was easy. It only took the
best of the world's most advanced multimedia
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MINOLTA

Whether it is the drama of space exploration, the mysteries of quasars and black holes or the magic
of the night sky, Minolta planetariums have the greatest audience impact. Long recognized for its
advanced optical and mechanical craftsmanship, Minolta is now the world leader in integrating the
latest imaging and presentation technologies. Today, Minolta offers full-dome laser projected
graphics, all-sky computer imagery, giant-screen motion pictures, and the most accurate and
realistic recreation of the night sky. By pioneering the integration of these "cyber-dome"
technologies, Minolta has redefined the planetarium for the 21 st Century. If you are planning a new
space theatre or updating an existing facility, please contact your nearest Minolta representative today.

North America:
MEGAsystems, Inc. 435 Devon Park Drive, The 500 Building,Wayne, PA 19087, U.SATel: +1-610-225-7200 Fax:+1-610-225-7258 Web site< http://www.870.com)
Minolta Planetarium U.S.Office101 Williams Drive Ramsey, NJ 07446, U.S.A. Tel:+1-201-934-5347 Fax:+1-201-818-0498

Southeast Asia:
Minolla Malaysia Sdn. Bhd./ Planetarium Division No.12, Jalan SS 8/2, Sungai Way, 47300, Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia, Tel:+60-3-7761133, 7756541 Fax: +60-3-7761767

Minolta Planetarium Co., ltd.
2-30, Toyotsu cho, Suita, Osaka 564-0051, Japan Tel: +81-6-6386-2050 Fax: +81-6-6386-2027

FROM THE MIND OF MINOLTA

President.s
Message
Dr. Dale W. Smith
BGSU Planetarium
Dept. of Physics &:
Astronomy
Bowling Green State
University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
USA
419-372-8666 voice

urn's exhibit areas. The exhibits include
pieces of a 4000-year old iron meteorite and
a colorful collection of astronomical paintings donated by Argentine artists, the legacy
of a series of artistic exhibitions staged over
the years by the planetarium. The capital
city planetarium serves about 200,000 visitors annually, equally divided among school
children and the general public.
Though its look-alike planet circles the
Sun in a stable 29 years, the BA planetarium
enjoyed an even longer period of stability

under the leadership of Prof. Antonio Cornejo, who guided the facility for 33 years from
its opening in 1967 until his retirement a few
weeks ago. Prior to navigating his planetarium through three uncertain decades in
Argentina, Prof. Cornejo taught celestial navigation and the ways of the southern Sun to
Argentine military men bound for duty at
the nation's bases in the Antarctic Peninsula.
But on this sunny winter day in August
2000, the BA dome was filled with two hundred Argentine first graders immersed in the

419-372-9938 fax

dsm ith@newton.bgsu.edu
Pieces of eight
You and I have almost made it. Each IPS
president has the privilege of writing eight of
these messages. I've enjoyed my turn at it
and hope that you have too. I've tried to
offer reports from planetariums around the
world, to underscore our role as astronomy
educators and the central place of the sky in
our work, to report on Society business of
course, and to include some things that I
thought were interesting or fun to read or
might be helpful in some way. If you've read
the other seven messages in their entirety
and make it to the end of this the eighth,
you'll have read about 63,000 words. Congratulations. Let's get started for the final
time.

MuniCipal Planetarium, Buenos Aires, Argentina

South America
Three weeks after the close of IPS2000 in
Montreal, IPS One (aka Continental flight 33)
traded summer for winter as I crossed the
equator for a visit to planetariums in Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil. My goal was to
underscore the place of our South American
colleagues in IPS and to trigger steps toward
the formation of a South American regional
affiliate.

Argentina
My first stop was in Buenos Aires for a
very pleasant day at the Planetario de la Cuidad de Buenos Aires "Galileo Galilei." Designed to evoke the planet Saturn, Argentina's
first planetarium floats its dome on a wellhidden series of struts and surrounds that
dome with a "ring" housing the planetari-
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Dr. Pedro Saizar and Prof. Antonio Cornejo
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Argentina (see below) and now at work with
web-based education in Buenos Aires.
Argentine planetariums include large domes
in BA and Rosario, as well as numerous Starlabs in metropolitan BA and museum-based
or itinerant Goto EX-3 facilities in several
locations throughout the country. Under
Pedro's leadership, the first national meeting
of Argentine planetariums is planned for late
October and will bring together leaders from
both small and large domes. I think we can
look forward to exciting developments from
this inaugural meeting.
Uruguay

Argentine planetarians at LIADA conference: Juan Marcelo Zanettini (Mendoza), Juan Pablo
Buceta (Mar del Plata), Claudia Perez Ferrer (Mar del Plata), Amanda Gulino (USA), Nicolas
Gulino (USA), Andrea Schindrig (Cordoba), Raul Roberto Melia (Cordoba), Walter Lotranco
(Parana), Gustavo Castelli (Mar del Plata).

sights and sounds of "Planet Rap." Led by
teacher-actress Sandra Costa, this high energy interactive show barely needed translation to steal the heart of this northern visitor. An engaging mixture of live segments,
pans, video clips, and upbeat music took the
young skywatchers to the Moon, planets,
and stars. We learned that you'd better have
a spacesuit if you go to the Moon, that the
Sun traps the planets into paths around it,
and that the stars come in different colors.
The planets came alive with the soft touch
of puppets and so did the stars, whose puppets were red, yellow, and blue. Like an Argentine tango, the show reverberated with
energy and the kids were engaged from
beginning to end. And so was I.
Soon thereafter, I was airborne for San
Rafael, a small city set in the foothills of the
Andes in western Argentina. The occasion
was a conference of the Argentine section of
LIADA (Liga Ibero-Americana de Astronomia, http://cosmos.cifus.uson.mx/liada
.htm#top), a Latin American scientific-educational association that brings together professional and amateur astronomers and educators. One of LIADA's leaders is astronomer
Dr. Jaime Garcia, who I met at the ASP's 1999
conference in Toronto, and who invited me
to address the 2000 meeting of LIADA.
Among the meeting's nearly one hundred
delegates were many telescope makers and
variable star observers, as well as several
Argentine planetarians. In my remarks, I
introduced the conferees to IPS and its work
and set forth the educational role of plane-
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tariums small and large. Nicolas Gulino, who
works with Jon Elvert in Eugene, Oregon,
was also present and ably translated my
remarks into Spanish, and together we introduced the idea of an Argentine and South
American planetarium association.
The work of bringing Argentine planetariums together has been especially spearheaded since August by Dr. Pedro Saizar, formerly
director of the planetarium in Rio Grande,

This meeting will also include delegates
from the Uruguay's national planetarium in
Montevideo, which I was able to visit on a
day trip from Buenos Aires, thanks to a contact made for me by IPS member Juan Carlos
Zabalgoitia. Though small, Uruguay has a
strong tradition of support for arts and culture and for a good educational system.
Today, it is one of the few nations in the
world to require astronomy as part of its
school curriculum. Perhaps because of this
tradition of support for astronomy, Uruguay
was the first nation in South America to construct a planetarium. Built in 1955, the attractive "Barbato" planetarium features an 18meter, 320-seat dome and houses the world's
only Spitz B star projector still in operation.
The star projector is joined by a number of
slide projectors and by a video system funded through a recent grant from the Japan,
though unfortunately there is no automation system. A small astronomy and science
museum in the planetarium's basement level

Michel Hakkes, Oscar Mendez, and Andrea Sanchez o(the Montevideo Planetarium.
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Municipal Planetarium, Montevideo, Uruguay
is filled with interactive exhibits; visitors can
discover the nature of spectra, the working
of ellipses, the 3D nature of constellations,
and much more. Besides public and school
shows, the planetarium also offers a variety
of astronomy courses for visitors whose
interest is captured by the planetarium
shows and who want to learn more. If you
speak Spanish, you can learn more about this
planetarium and its work at www.montevideo.gub.uy /planetario.
One of the real strengths of the Montevideo planetarium is the close working relationship among the planetarium staff, the
astronomers at Uruguay's national university, and Montevideo's amateur astronomers.
My exuberant hosts for the day were two
university astronomers, Oscar Mendez and
Andrea Sanchez; their passion for bringing
astronomy to the public flowed through all
our conversations and they have enlisted
many enthusiastic volunteers to help with
shows, exhibits, and telescope sessions. A
small observatory on the planetarium
grounds houses a beautifully restored 19 th century Brashear refractor; this optical gem
is used by the local amateur astronomers
who also conduct public observing sessions
after many planetarium shows.

Brazil
Stretching north from Argentina and Uruguay to the equator, Brazil holds half of
South America's planetariums. The flagship
of Brazil's planetariums is the spectacular
23m Planetario do Museu Espa<;:o Universo
in Rio de Janeiro, the 1998 successor to an
earlier 12m dome on the same site. Brainchild in many ways of Astronomy Director
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and IPS member Ormis Rossi, the new facility retained the earlier dome, which is still
used for the younger school groups, while
the newer dome is used for older school
groups and public shows. The new dome is
surrounded by extensive exhibit space and
by several classrooms that are used for the
many public courses the Museum offers. One
such classroom is placed to receive a realtime solar image from a rooftop heliostat
that regularly sees its target in sunny Rio,
and students can track the Sun's rotation,
watch the waxing and waning of sunspots,

and record other evidence of solar activity.
You can learn more about the planetarium
at its web site www.rio.rj.gov.br/pJanetario.
which is easier to browse if you read Portuguese but accessible even if you don't.
A spectacular southern sky sparkles across
the tilted dome, thanks to the Zeiss Universarium VIII and its fiber optiCS. This
was
the star in the public show "Contemplando
o cosmos," an energetic outbound trip from
the Earth to the Universe that conveys Ormis Rossi's paSSion for and commitment to
astronomy education. Though I couldn't
translate the Portuguese narration, the visuals really told the story and one of the most
striking images came near the end of the
show. It was not the Hubble Deep Field, but
rather an image of the Moon with a superimposed outline of the Deep Field's (angular)
field of view-less than 1% the area of the
Moon. For me, this simple image drove
home how small an area the Deep Field image covered and made its gaggle of galaxies
seem all the more impressive.
IPS member Luiz Sampaio of Omnis Lux
joined Ormis in hosting my day at the Planetarium, and the next
I was the guest of
astronomer Marcomede Rangel Nunes at
Brazil's National Observatory whose treelined campus occupies a hilltop north of
downtown Rio. Ormis, Luiz, and Marcomede
have all been active in the Associa<;:ao Brasileira de Planetarios, which was formed in
1996 and meets annually in October. You can
check out the ABP web site at www.
abplanetarios.cjb.net.

Museum of the Universe & Planetarium, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Planetarian
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Jose Luis Hormaechea (director), Carlos Ferrer, and Gerardo Connon with Goto EX-3 star projector in the EARG planetarium.

EARG Planetarium (world's southernmost) in Rio Grande, Argentina.

Steps toward a South American affiliate
I have asked this small but active Brazilian
group and the neighboring Argentines to
work together in forming a continent-wide
planetarium association with internal working groups, such as the existing one in Brazil
and the emerging one in Argentina. This
larger association would be a potential IPS
regional affiliate, much like the Europe-wide
European-Mediterranean Planetarium Association that formed in 1978 and whose terri-
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tory has gradually filled in with national
associations as the number of European planetaria has grown in the intervening years.

Southernmost and northernmost
While in Argentina, I took advantage of
the opportunity to visit the world's southernmost planetarium. This most austral of
our domes is anchored 54° south of the equator in Rio Grande, Argentina, a full 10° of lati-
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tude south of its nearest "competitor" in
Christchurch, New Zealand and more than
1000 km south of its nearest Argentine
neighbor in Esquel. Rio Grande clings to the
east coast of Tierra del Fuego, the continenthugging archipelago that forms the southern
tip of South America.
The planetarium is under the auspices of
the Estaci6n Astronomica Rio Grande, a geophysical station led by Jose Luis Hormaechea, who happens to be-you guessed itthe southernmost IPS member in the world.
EARG enjoys a unique location: if you examine a globe, you'll soon notice that there is
no other land in the world located at its latitude, and for this reason EARG has been involved in a variety of interesting basic
research programs.
One of them involved contributing accurate measurements of positions of southern
hemisphere stars. The 20 th century astrolabe
that made these measurements was the product of the French optical designer Danion
and bears no resemblance to the medieval
devices that share its name. This program
began in 1979 and has made valuable contributions to the accuracy of southern star catalogs, though that work has recently been
superseded by the Hipparcos satellite. These
measurements also contribute to tracking
the wandering of the Earth's poles. The terrestrial poles wander in a circle of 9m radius
with a period of about 14 months, a motion
known as the Chandler wobble.
The other research programs are also geophysical in nature. One involves using GPS
satellites to determine tectonic motion in
Tierra del Fuego. Another combines GPS, leveling, and gravity measurements in order to
study the geoid in the EARG region. (Think
of the geoid as the true sea level surfacehigher in some places, lower in others, due to
gravity anomalies-spread over the whole
Earth. On continents it would roughly correspond to the water surface in a network of
sea level canals,) Finally, EARG completes its
geophysical "panorama" by operating a seismic station 40 km west of Rio Grande.
If you can read Spanish, check out the
EARG web site (\vww.earg.gov.ar) for more
information about these programs. The
homepage shows the EARG facilities on a
snowy day in windswept Tierra del Fuego.
Research and outreach are partners at
EARG. Their planetarium is located nearby
in the Facultad Regional Rio Grande, a multilevel educational center that serves Rio
Grande with elementary, middle, and high
school facilities and a small college (Argentina's and the world's southernmost, of
course). An attractive shelter animated with
astronomical paintings houses a Goto EX-3
which serves up the southern sky to school
classes and occasional public groups which
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have been visiting since the facility opened
in 1996.
Earlier this year, EARG published a fascinating small book Astronomia Infantil, a colorful guide for teachers bringing their classes
to the planetarium. This guide is not the traditional list of programs; rather, it explains
the necessary astronomy to the teachers and
includes some fascinating interviews with 4
and 5 year old children that reveal their conceptions and misconceptions about the sky
and what's in it. The photos and drawings
are rather illuminating even if you can't read
Spanish. If you can read Spanish, by all
means contact Jose Luis at jlhor@earg.gov.ar
for a copy.
Seeing the real winter sky from Rio
Grande was a treat for this northerner who
was now 95° south of home. A glance toward
the southern sky spotted Canopus, that
southern beacon used as a guide star by the
Apollo astronauts. Perched at a declination
of 53° south, Canopus won't appear in my
home skies of Ohio for a few thousand years
until precession does its work, but in Rio
Grande you can already see it all night.
Think about that-Canopus circumpolar!and half of us can't even see it at all from
home.
While contemplating this twist of latitude, I decided to look for Scorpius. Look to
the south, right? True enough if you live
north of the Tropic of Capricorn. But not
here. Look toward the zenith? True enough
if you live in Australia, South Africa, or the
middle of South America. But not here.
Finally, I twisted my neck far, far back and
looked to the north (before getting smart
and turning around). And there it was, not
just Antares but tail and all, north of the
zenith. A powerful reminder of just how profoundly our latitude on this round planet
affects our view of the sky. And the mythology we devise to explain it.
Far to the north of Rio Grande-123° north
to be precise-the world's northernmost
planetarium sits on an arctic hilltop in
Troms0, Norway 69° north of the equator.
Opened in 1989, this facility was the inspiration of astronomer Jan-Erik Solheim at the
University of Troms0 and specializes in programs about the aurora, though its roster
also includes other show topiCS as well. The
Nordlysplanetariet was directed for several
years by the late Franck Pettersen and you
can find a fascinating and comprehensive
article by Franck about the aurora on the
planetarium's web site <www.uit.no/
planetarium>. Veteran members of GLPA
may recall that Franck showed a sampler of
this film at the 1989 GLPA conference. This
screening had its effect on at least one delegate: it inspired me to visit both Troms0 and
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Spitsbergen a year later following the 1990
IPS conference in Borlange, Sweden.

Toward a truly global IPS
Since the day it was founded, IPS has had
the vision of becoming a truly global society.
President after president has espoused this
goal and worked toward it. We are not there
yet, but we have made significant progress.
IPS regional affiliates serve most of the planetarium world, and we are at work on the rest.

Conference sites go global
Let's take a brief look at the progress, first
in terms of conference sites:
1970 East Lansing, Michigan, USA
1972 Cupertino, California, USA
1974 Atlanta, Georgia, USA
1976 Boulder, Colorado, USA
1978 Washington, D. c., USA
1980 Chicago, Illinois, USA
1982 Vancouver, B. c., Canada
1984 Monterrey, Mexico
1986 Tucson, Arizona, USA
1988 Richmond, Virginia, USA
1990 Borlange, Sweden
1992 Salt Lake City, USA
1994 Cocoa, Florida, USA
1996 Osaka,Japan
1998 London, England, UK
2000 Montreal, Quebec, Canada
2002 Morelia, Mexico
After the organizational meeting in 1970
at which IPS was born (as ISPE), conference
sites remained in the US for a decade. Sites
expanded to Canada and Mexico in the

1980s and became intercontinental in
1990s. This process continues today, and for
2004, we have proposals from sites on three
continents, a diversity we now accept as a
matter of course.
It's obvious too that as conference sites become more intercontinental, travel to reach
them becomes more expensive for many of
us. But I think it's also an opportunity for all
of us to think more globally and a
that
our SOCiety is achieving a long-held
Travel to a faraway conference isn't
easy, but the rewards are immense.
Just as our calendar needs a "global" unitthe year-it also needs more "local" units
such as weeks and months. Likewise our
planetarium world needs both a global unit
-IPS-and more "local" units-the
affilia tes.

Affiliates: North America
So next let's look at our globalization in
terms of regional affiliates. The creation of
regional associations predates IPS and
in the US with the founding of GLPA in 1965.
Associations in other regiOns of the US soon
followed and by the time of the first full IPS
(then ISPE) conference in 1972, there were
seven US affiliates:
Great Lakes Planetarium Association
(GLPA)
Great Plains Planetarium Association
(GPPA)
Middle Atlantic Planetarium
(MAPS)
Pacific Planetarium Association cPr A)

Nordlysplanetariet (world's northernmost) in Troms0, Norway.
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Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association (RMPA)
Southeastern Planetarium Association
(SEPA)
Southwestern Association of Planetariums(SWAP)
The US map shows where these regions are
located and gives the number of planetariums and the number of current IPS members
(in circles) in each region. About two-thirds
of all IPS members live in the US. The many
school-based planetariums in Pennsylvania,
home state of Spitz, contribute to the large
total number of planetariums in the MAPS
region.
(A note on the numbers of planetariums,
as taken from information in the 2000 IPS
Directory. I've included fixed planetariums,
for which our database is relatively complete, and excluded portable planetariums,
for which our database is less complete in a
variable way from region to region. This
method of counting gives a relatively uniform set of numbers worldwide.)
Canadian and Mexican affiliates followed
the US ones, as shown on the map of North
and South America:
1972
Planetarium Association of Canada (PAC) [reconstituted in 1996 as
part of the Canadian Council of
Science Centres (CCSC)]
1984 Association of Mexican Planetariums(AMPAC)
In these early years, international in practice meant North American. It was a beginning, and the foundation was in place.

Affiliates: Europe
The formation of European regional affiliates and the integration of Europe into IPS
began with the creation of the EuropeanMediterranean Planetarium Association in
1978 under the leadership of Dennis Simopoulos. EMPA's domain initially included all
of Europe; now, as surely envisioned, most
(but yet not all) of Europe is served by national or regional associations which have
affiliated with IPS as follows:
1978 European/Mediterranean Planetarium Association (EMPA)
1984 British Association of Planetariums
(BAP)
1984 Association of French-Speaking
Planetariums (APLF)
1985 Nordic Planetarium Association
(NPA)
1992 Italian Planetaria's Friends Association (IPFA)
1994 Council of German Planetari ums
(RDP)
1994 Russian Planetariums Association
(RPA)
1994 Ukrainian Planetariums Association
(UPA)
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Planetariums and IPS members in USA.
The Europe map
shows where these regions are, again listing
the number of planetariums and IPS members in each region. For
areas that are part of
regional affiliates the
number of IPS members is circled, and for
areas that are not yet
part of a regional affiliate, the number of IPS
members is boxed.

Affiliates: Asia and
Australia
By the early 1990s,
international in practice meant trans-North
Atlantic, but the stage
was set to expand that
meaning with a conference in Asia and three
new affiliates far from
the Atlantic corridor,
as shown on the AsiaAfrica-Australia map:
1993 Japan Planetarium Society
UPS)
1999 Australasian
Planetari um
Society (APS)
2000 Indian Planetarium Society
(PSI)
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I am delighted to report that Council has
voted to accept the application of the Indian
Planetarium Society (PSI) to affiliate with IPS.
We welcome PSI as the 20 th regional affiliate
and the second one in Asia. For leading the
organizing work in India, I thank Prof. R.
Subramanian, who is also the current president of IPDC (the International Planetarium
Director's Congress) and a member of the IPS
Education Committee.
(Let me also add parenthetically that I am
personall y glad to see an Indian affiliate
accepted during my term of office, as it closes a circle in a way. You may recall my first
president's message in March 1999 opened by
describing skywatching from Nepal, where
I'd gone after a group tour to India, and it
was India on whose soil I had stood moongazing at the hour this office passed into my
hands.)

Future affiliates: the rest of the world
What's next?
Spain: Spanish planetarians have been
meeting annually for each of the past four
years. At their April 2000 meeting, they held
first discussions toward creating a formal
society and previewed the proposed constitution. Work has continued since then, and
as I write, a November 2000 meeting is
planned to formally constitute the society,
and we expect an application for affiliation
with IPS very soon thereafter.
South America: Take a look at the map of
this continent, which shows the number of
planetariums and the number (in boxes) of
IPS members country by country. Brazil has
about half the continent's planetariums,
commensurate with its population; that contingent is growing and is organized in the
ABP (Associac;ao Brasileira de Planetarios) as
reported above. Likewise, the first Argentine
planetarium meeting (including Uruguay)
will have been held by the time you read
this. As described above, I've asked our South
American colleagues to work together
toward forming a continent-wide association that could apply for affiliation with IPS,
and am optimistic that we can expect to see
resul ts soon.
Mideast/Arabic nations: North Africa and
the Mideast sport a few planetariums in each
country, and that small number is groWing,
with, for example, the opening of a 21m
dome in Tunisia in 1996, the re-opening of
the Kuwait National Planetarium this
November, and the prospective opening
next year of the Biblotheca Alexandria's
planetarium in Egypt. I hope we might see
an IPS affiliate in this region within a few
years and have made initial contacts with
our Kuwaiti colleagues who were at the
Montreal conference.
Vol. 29, No.4, December 2000

Planetariums and IPS members in Europe.

and Australia.
Eastern Europe: Eastern Europe has many
planetariums, but as yet only limited connection with IPS. With IPS affiliates now (or
very soon to be) serving all of western
Europe, a major goal of the creation of EMP A
has been fulfilled. Earlier this year, I
approached EMPA founder Dennis Simopoulos with the idea of recasting EMPA into
an association for planetariums in Eastern
Europe, and he agreed. This work is now just
in the idea stage, but I hope it will ultimately
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lead to an affiliate and beneficial IPS ties for
our
in these countries
considerable economic cnallE:ng;es.
China: Few countries have more than
hundred planetariums and China is one of
them, with flagship
in
Hong Kong, and soon
yet connections with IPS have been limited. We have
learned about some of their work
the
papers of Beijing Director Cui Shi-Zhu at the
Osaka and Montreal conferences and in my

paper in the September 1998 Planetarian. I've
maintained contact with Prof. Cui to encourage, ultimately, the formation of a Chinese
IPS affiliate.
Southeast and eastern Asia: I've had the
pleasure this year of reporting to you from
Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur, and Colombo. Our
colleagues in this part of the world who
attend IPS conferences usually have a very
long trip, yet two of them made it to
IPS2000, T. C. Samaranayaka from Sri Lanka
and Mohd Zamri Mastor from Malaysia. The
number of planetariums in this region is
growing, with two new openings in Thailand and one in Vietnam in the current year
and several each in South Korea and Taiwan
in the 1990s. I've spoken to some of our
southeast Asian members about establishing
more intra-region ties as a first step toward a
long-term goal of developing an IPS affiliate;
such a society surely lies many years away,
but I hope that we will see it some day.
So as we cross the cusp of a millennium a
mere thirty years after IPS was founded, we
can record real progress toward our goal of
becoming truly global. Though much
remains, I think the prospects are good, and I
hope that by 2010 whoever is writing these
columns can report that IPS affiliates truly
cover the whole planetarium world, whether
in the form I have described here, or in some
other better form that develops. It would be
even better if this goal were achieved by
2006, when the person we are now choosing
for president-elect will finish his term as
past-president. It has been one of the highlights of my presidency to have played a
small part in this work.
The establishment of regional societies
and their affiliation with IPS is just a structural step toward a greater goal. Yet I think it
bears great symbolic value in underscoring
the global nature of our profession, as a
glance at the maps will indicate. That greater
goal of course is simply to work together and
be better planetarians. With a world of thriving regional associations linked together
through IPS, we'll have the foundation for
working together in the best possible way. A
visitor from another planet would conclude
that we had done it right. And so would we.

regularl y in previous messages and the
vignettes here continue that emphasis.
The sky, I believe, is the heart and soul of
what we do, and without it, we'd have no
reason to exist as a profession. (On Venus we
might need an HSP-Hubble Space Planetarium-as well as an HST!) As we move forward with so many exciting new tools to
teach the cosmos, let us remember to keep
the sky-the starfield-as a vital part of what
we show. We alone have the sky, and if we
let it be clouded out by all our other tools in
our arsenal, we'll have lost our uniqueness
and become no different from the places
that compete with us. We have much more
to show, of course, and dazzling tools to do it
with, from immersive video to the magiC of
the human voice. But let's also keep the sky,
where it all begins. And let's remember too
to watch that sky ourselves.

Stromatolites
Stop and take a deep breath. Pause for a
moment and think about those 10 20 molecules of oxygen you just inhaled. Then spare
a moment's thought for the stromatolites.
Huh?
The next time you are driving up the west
coast of Australia, plan to spend an hour at
Shark Bay's Hamelin Pool to see the stromatolites. At first glance, they might look like a
field of rocks scattered about in the shallow
waters. But rocks they are not. Rather, they
are laminated structures buH t up ever so
slowly by cyanobacteria, which are more
commonly but less correctly known as bluegreen algae. Each stromatolite is home to a

colony of cyanobacteria packed as densely as
3 billion per square meter. The bacteria preCipitate or trap and bind tiny filaments of
sediment barely a hundredth of a millimeter
across. Thus is the stromatolite built.
Stromatolites thrive in warm saline environments, and at twice the salinity of the
sea, the Hamelin Pool is an especially fruitful
site. Here, you can walk among the stromatolites, guided along boardwalks which protect
them from you. This is a rare place and pro bably the best example of living stromatolites
in the world. Inland, the ancient rocks of
Western Australia shelter dozens of fossilized
stromatolite sites, most between one and
two billion years old, and one recently found
site dates from 3.45 billion years back.
So what is the connection with oxygen
and us? For two billion years, long before the
Cambrian era, cyanobacteria were the dominant life form on Earth. Many are photosynthetic, and it was likely these oxygen-making cyanobacteria that transformed the
Earth's atmosphere into the oxygen-rich
mixture we breathe today. In other words,
no cyanobacteria, no us.
Now the Hamelin Pool is in a remote
place, and this isolation protects it from
hordes of visitors. When I arrived at dusk, I
was alone with the stromatolites and the
southern sky. In the growing darkness, I
stepped out along the boardwalk, conscious
of the ancient, precious life below me and of
the ancient, pristine sky above me.
Venus and Mars floated in the western sky
as the last embers of twilight faded. They
would have been there long ago when

Watching the sky ourselves
We spend time teaching the sky and
exhorting others to go watch it. If you're like
me, you frequently feel you spend too much
time in front of a computer screen or in the
dome and not enough time seeing the real
sky. Yet we all know that the real sky is the
raison d'etre for planetariums, and by keeping
close to the real sky, we can find our own
inspiration and keep our own enthusiasm
fresh. Skywatching is a theme I've addressed
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Stromatolites at Hamelin Pool, Shark Bay, Australia
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cyanobacteria began to oxygenate the atmosphere. The Southern Cross hung suspended
in the southern sky, but three of its stars are
B stars, and they are not so ancient: the
cyanobacteria came first. A first quarter
moon lit the southwestern sky. When the
cyanobacteria began their work, that moon
would have been nearer and bigger, the
month would have passed in fewer days, and
the lavas that paved the lunar maria would
barely have had time to cool. I lingered long
with my thoughts, so strong is the bond
between us, the Earth, and the sky, and then
slowly returned to my car and drove north
into the trillionth night since the oxygenation began.

The sky is my lesson plan
A couple nights before the last equinox, I
left my office a bit later than usual. Tired,
and tired of staring at dots on a computer
screen, I turned by eyes skyward. It was
about 4 am, Orion had already risen, and the
Winter Ring (as we can call it in the North)
was adorned with two planets and a third
quarter moon. The whole story of astronomy was spread out before me!
First my eyes went around the ring, with
spectral classes in mind. What's that phrase?
Over Beautiful And Faraway Galaxies Kids
Marvel. There they all were before me, and
even in order:
Alnitak, at the left of Orion's belt, the onein-a-million a star.
Rigel, in brilliant blue, the B star.
Sirius, scintillating, the A star.
Procyon, in the pup, the F star.
Capella, mother goat, the G star.
Aldebaran, the bull's red eye, for K.
Betelgeuse, however you say it, the M star.

Then I roamed around the turf again, this
time to spy out the story of starlife we've all
told using this marvelous part of the
Orion's Nebula, for star birth
Hyades and Pleiades: stars are born in clusters
Sirius and Procyon: main sequence stars
Betelgeuse and Rigel: familiar giants
Aldebaran: an image of the giant Sun
Sirius: its white dwarf an image of the Sun
collapsed
But there was more:
The Moon: the best accident that ever
happened?
Jupiter and Saturn: planets so different
from the one I stood on.
The Moon in motion: last night it was on
the other side of those planets.
And now its light pointed the way toward
the Sun and reminded me to hasten home
before that Sun came up.

Can you see the Earth turn?
Four years earlier, I'd stood in our campus
observatory at about that same hour of the
night with Michael Kreutzfeldt, a guest student from Denmark who was producing a
planetarium show on the Earth's polar
regions. We were taking advantage of a break
in the clouds to have a look at the Moon
through the observatory's half-meter telescope. I noticed that Mic was

Who said that spectral classes were
obscure?
Then my eyes went around the ring again,
this time with distance (as light time) in
mind, though not in the eye:
The Moon, a second away.
The planets, about an hour.
Sirius, light from the northern fall of '96,
when Steve Mitch called me after the
election to say, liMy condolences, you
won."
Procyon, a decade away, the first IPS conference in Europe.
Pollux, about three decades, when IPS was
founded.
Capella, about four decades, when we set
our sights for the Moon.
Aldebaran, six decades and a half, when
the first Hayden was built in New York.
Rigel, centuries away, when the sky at
night was truly dark.
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telesc:oDle westward to
Moon in the field of view and
in our haste to open, I'd
uU'~n'HF.' "Do you want me
on?," I asked. "No," came the nl'l"n-nyt
HT-:.+rl,in"T the Earth turn!" We

Passing the
Three decades still earlier, I'd stood on a
in rural New York state a few
east of home.
mother and I had driven
up there in the
hours to
look for a comet. Neither of us
knew
much about comets, but I'd read a bit about
them and she knew the
to watch
from. We saw the comet and we both took
the dark country
that still
It was a
she'd grown up
under and learned from her father, a farmer.
And then
the torch and
a
seed. So can we all.

before the last turn of a century,
Hale set out to build the
teles(:orle in the world. He had

The 200-inch (S.2m) Hale Telescope at Mt. Palomar.

Observatory, crowned by the 40-inch refractor, which saw first light in 1897 and has
reigned as the world's largest refractor ever
since.
Though reflectors won the size contest
within a decade, the 40-inch has been a hale
and hearty research instrument throughout
its first century and remains so today.
Among its projects for decades was a parallax
program superseded only by the Hipparcos
satellite in the 1990s! Today's continuing
project is a classic study of proper motions.
Stars change position only ever so slowly,
and by comparing current photographs with
those taken nearly a century ago (with the
same instrument!), this stellar creep can be
measured more precisely than anywhere else
in the world.
But Hale was not done with telescopemaking. Lured to the clear skies of southern
California, he secured funding and oversaw
construction of two more record telescopes,
the Mt. Wilson 60-inch n.5m) in 1908 and
the Mt. Wilson 100-inch (2.6m) in 1917. With
these telescopes, respectively, Shapley first
measured the size of the Milky Way Galaxy
and Hubble discovered the expansion of the
Universe.
Discovery is driven by technology and
with each advance in telescope size and
instrumentation, unexpected discoveries
have poured forth, and these discoveries are
what we explain to our visitors, whether
they be in a class or at a public show. As we
exult over the latest image from the bevy of
today's giant telescopes, we would do well to
remember the foundations laid by these
early giants that began work before the first
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planetarium lit up.
But Hale was still not done with making
telescopes. Within a decade after opening the
100-inch telescope, Hale found funding for
an even larger one. After toying with the
idea of a 300-inch (7.8m) telescope, he concluded that a 200-inch (5.2m) mirror lay at
the limit of current technology and two
decades of work began. Though Hale died in
1938 while the mirror was being ground at
Caltech, when the telescope was dedicated in
1948 atop Palomar Mountain, it was named
in his honor. Edwin Hubble took the first
photograph in January 1949 and the telescope began full-time work later that year.
The Hale Telescope reigned as the world's
largest for nearly half a century. Its aperture
was surpassed only in 1993 when Keck I went
into operation and no larger single working
mirror was built until ESO's VL T 1 (8.2m)
took first light in 1998, a full 50 years after
the Hale first turned skyward. Today, with
the rush of new large telescopes coming on
line, the Hale ranks 14th in aperture and will
slip to 19th by 2004.
A night at the Hale

Yet this classic telescope retains a sentimental hold on me, for it was the one I used
for my dissertation work in the mid-1970s.
The project involved measuring the light
curves of Jupiter's Galilean satellites as they
went into eclipse in Jupiter's shadow. As the
satellite enters eclipse, it is illuminated by
sunlight that has passed at grazing incidence
through Jupiter's atmosphere. This light is
especially susceptible to absorption by any
particulate haze above the cloudtops, haze
Planetarian

too optically thin to be readily detected
top-down measurements. By comparing the
measured light curves with those expected
for an atmosphere free of haze, the amount
of light absorbed by any aerosol haze could
be calculated and in turn interpreted to
determine the quantity and size of the haze
particles. In other words, how dusty was
Jupiter's atmosphere?
Only the 200-inch had the requisite aperture and instrument to make simultaneous
observations in thirty bandpasses in the
visual and near infrared with adequate time
resolution. My advisor and I secured about a
dozen one-hour time slots over a 4-year span
so we could probe a variety of places in the
Jovian atmosphere, including various belts,
zones, and the Red Spot.
Even in the midst of busy preparations for
observing or while sitting in the comfort of
the control room, the thrill and awe of using
what was then the world's largest telescope
was never far away. The observatory is in a
park-like setting a couple hours' drive from
the San Diego or Los Angeles airports. You
eat and sleep in a building appropriately
called the Monastery which serves good sitdown meals and packs a tasty night lunch.
After dinner, you walk over to the 200-inch
dome to prepare for the night's observing. Of
course you aren't allowed to run the telescope itself-the night assistant does thatbut you make sure the spectrometer is
packed with dry ice to keep it cool. You
review your observing procedure and make
sure you understand the commands that run
the spectrometer: even in the archaic 1970s
this was done from a computer screen, but
then like now the eclipse won't wait, and
you'd better be ready on time. One of us, fortunately my advisor, rode the chair in the
Cassegrain cage to keep an eye on the spectrometer. That legendary chair twists you
around like an astronaut in training, and to
get in and out you have to move the telescope to vertical and trust your colleague to
roll the ladder over to the telescope. No 44ounce drinks at dinner!
Yet you were at Mecca and knew you were
a privileged guest in the presence of the Hale.
The great telescope loomed unseen, a massive Presence in the darkened dome. The telescope could catch light from the most
remote galaxies, but we were borrowing it
for an hour to examine our own backyard.
You could hear the dome turn as it followed
the telescope, but the Telescope itself moved
so quietly you could barely hear it, even if
you stood silent on the open floor within
the dome.
But there was little time for reverie. The
satellite was moving toward the unseen
shadow and we set the spectrometer to work.
Soon the steady photon count began to drop
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as our satellite-mirror entered eclipse and
slipped away from sunlight. Within minutes,
the satellite was lost from our sight and
blended into the bright sky of scattered light
surrounding the planet whose shadow had
swallowed it up. Our work done, we turned
the telescope over to the next observer and
retrieved our data tape and printouts.
Months of decoding lay ahead, but within
this treasure-trove lay fresh secrets from the
largest planet, captured by the largest telescope. If we were resourceful enough, we
could ferret out those secrets and contribute
another small step toward understanding a
part of our wondrous universe.

First to bring the night inside
Exactly midway in time between the opening of Yerkes in 1897 and the commencement of scientific work by the Hale in 1949,
someone thought to bring the night inside.
In jena, Germany, about as far north of
Yerkes as Yerkes is north of Palomar, Walter
Bauersfeld of Zeiss unfurled a planetarium in
1923.
It was the first, and it set our profession in
motion. Planetariums followed to North
America in 1930, to South America in 1955, to

Walter Bauersfeld's star projector, 1923.
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IPS Past-president Thomas Kraupe and Bernd Warmuth in the Forum der Teclmik
Planetarium, Munich, Germany.
Asia in 1957, to Africa in 1960, and to
Australia in 1967. Today we span the globe
with new generations of
planetarium on all six
inhabited continents, in
90 countries, and in nearly every time zone.
W,hen you visit Munich, Germany, by all
means go see the wonderful Deutsches Museum
and the Forum der Technik planetarium. But
don't forget to stop on
the Museum's third floor
and pause at the unassuming kiosk just outside
the astronomy area. Bauersfeld's projector resides
within, and with it our
work began.

First in the New World
When planetari urns
came to America, they
came to Chicago. To that
magnificent place called
Adler. Adler recen tl y
completed a renovation,
as lucky participants saw
in the Chicago pre-tour
before IPS2000. In the
renovation, Adler restored its classic edifice, built
magnificent new exhibit
space, added a DigistarStarRider® theater, and
maintained its star thePlane tar ian

ater with the Zeiss and auxiliaries that still
deliver a great show.
In October GLPA assembled here
the Spt~aKers

David's talk, "From Generation
era tion: Astronomical Men tors 1 Have
Known," was a passionate evocation of the
mentors who have
him. Both of
these our mentors saw
parts of
elephant, and to me, almost the same part,
pv,,,\,·,,.ccc.ri in different ways. I can't say it as
well as they did, but
put, it was this:
however we do it, in all the
ways we
can do it, we must engage our
and a

to

that

need to have

it and we need to convey it. Remember that,
my friends, and there is a
time
we do a show or teach a class!
We know that passion is what
us
engaged too, both when we're excited and
when we're
It's what has
Jim
turning out his "What's New" column 46
times and counting. It's what kept David at
the eyepiece 700 hours before he found his
each of us
first comet. And it's what
going day after
every

First there was CRAP
Okay, do I have your attention? Now I'll
admit that Bauersfeld came before it and
Adler came before it, and even Yerkes and
Hale came before it, but

ably much like the ones represented in this
inelegantly named group. Many of these
planetarians are invisible to our bigger societies: we don't always see them at affiliate or
IPS meetings or even on our membership
lists. But they are out there and they are a
vital part of our profession.
The members of CRAP have had a profound influence in shaping my understanding of planetariums, and thus in shaping the
views I've carried into this office. Not far
from my desk is a small globe given to me by
(former IPS President and CRAP member)
Jeanne and Allan Bishop. It reminds me that
we are all together in a big wide world, as
they expected it should, but it also reminds
me of the importance of small local groups
in this big picture, and especially of the wonderful group called CRAP.

What's New at IPS?
Georgia Net/; Dayle Brown, Susan ReYllolds, and Jeanlle Bishop at Adler Planetarium ..
important. At least to me it's important.
CRAP is the Cleveland Regional Association
of Planetariums. (Yes, they do tell me that
choice of name was no accident.) CRAP is a
very special group of people-it's the planetarium folk in the Cleveland, Ohio area who
get together a bou t once a mon th to tal k
about planetariums. A couple of us are from
colleges, a couple are from museums, but
most are from schools-a 9m dome and an
A3P is typical. What's remarkable is there is

no organizational structure to this group: no
officers, no constitution, no overhead. Just
planetarians getting together, learning
together, sharing ideas and resources, and
enjoying each other's company. Doing what
we also do in our bigger societies like the
affiliates and IPS where the size requires
more structure.
If you look at the entries in the IPS
Directory, you'll find that the majority of
planetariums are school planetariums, prob-

Any president's goals evolve with the
experience of holding office, and I suspect
that mine have too. But four of my steady
goals as IPS President have been to make the
Society more international, to bring IPS closer to individual planetarians, to enhance
member services, and to strengthen our governance documents. These efforts all build
on the work of earlier presidents and take
the time and dedication of a host of people.
IPS, like all its regional affiliates, is a volunteer organization, and its success depends on
the work of many willing volunteers.
What's New-globalization

I've described this topic at length above, so
will only add here that my active support for
the special 2001 conference "Sri Lankan Skies
and Sir Arthur: a 2001 Odyssey" to be held
next March in Sri Lanka is a part of this globalization effort. This conference will be especially accessible to Asian planetariums for
whom IPS conferences are very distant and
generally inaccessible events. It will also provide a unique opportunity for planetarians
from developed and developing nations to
meet.
What's New-d.rawing closer together

Roy Kaelin (conference host) and Jim Manning (Armand Spitz Lecturer) at the 2000 GLPA
conference, Adler Planetarium
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We planetarians are found on all six
inhabited continents and I've had the great
pleasure to visit them all during the past two
years. My goal, traveling as a kind of IPS
ambassador, has been to help us all draw a
bit closer together, and I hope we've made
some progress in that direction.
Just for the record, the conference list has
included all US regional conferences in 1999
and 2000; the French, Nordic, and IPDC conferences in 1999; Spanish, Argentine/LIADA,
and (of course) IPS conferences in 2000; ASP
in 1999; parts of AAS meetings in 1999 and
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members-only area. Check it out!
beginning in the next round after
2001
Resource Directory is
to co-publish the Directories in a
volume with both "white" and
pages and to make them available on
ROM as well as in print.

IPS Slide Service
This service,
in 1995, distributes
and JPL slides to subscri
members.
Beginning with the year 2000, IPS (with
support of Bowen Productions)
service directly to subscribing members in
the US, Canada, and Japan; the first service
period is in progress. Members elsewhere
may subscribe to the central IPS service or
obtain the service
their
affiliate's media representative.

Cleveland Regional Association of Planetariums (CRAP) meets at the Bowling Green
Planetarium. Left to right: Sally Orloff, Vince Rug~iero, Leda Lil1der/nal1l1, feanne Bishop, Tudd
Lil1dermann, Bud Lindennanl1, Dan Fral1cetic, Gene Zajac, fan Marshall, Wes Orluft: Mary
Schindewolf, Dori Al1derson, Doris Farrar, Bob Sledz, Ingrid Sledz, and Bah Gardner.
2000; IPS Council (of course) in 1999 and
2000; and pre-meeting tri ps to the 1999
Council and 2000 IPS conference sites.
Besides conference locations, individual
planetariums in twelve countries on all continents except Antarctica have been on the
destination list, as have all three sites proposing to host the 2004 IPS conference and the
UN Outer Space Office in Vienna.
fA private note to the penguins: I've not
forgotten you, either. I'll see you on Macquarie Island on New Year's Eve en route to
Antarctica for a real vacation that comes 100
boarding passes and 200,000 flight miles
since 1-1-99.1
I am grateful to the many IPS members
who were such cordial and welcoming hosts
in recent years and who screened excellent
planetarium shows in Chinese, Danish,
Dutch, Finnish, I;rench, German, Japanese,
Portuguese, Spanish, and Thai, and in many
accents of English besides my own
(Australian, British, Canadian, South African,
and Sri Lankan). What a great sign of how
global we are!

What's New-enhanced member services
The biennial conference is a central IPS
service, but we now offer many other benefits to members, and these benefits are
increasingly important in adding value to
membership. There's a lot of new material
here, so read carefully!
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Planetarim1
This quarterly journal is our central member benefit and the publication that ties us
all together, thanks to the faithful work of
John Mosley and his associate editors.
We've begun the exchange of translated
abstracts and articles with regional publications in languages beyond English. This issue
of the Plal1etarian contains the first article
translated from the Japanese journal Twilight
and third annual set of abstracts translated
from the French journal Pia 11 eta riUl n5, which
also prints abstracts from the Plal1etari!lf1.
Look for more as these efforts expand.
Directories
We have put the publication of directories
on track. Earlier this year, you received the
2000 edition of the IPS Directury of the
World's Planetariums. It lists a record number
of facilities, people, web sites, email addresses, and other information, and was been
extensively updated and verified from the
previous edition in 1998.
We are at work on the second edition of
the IPS Resource Directory, our worldwide
"yellow pages" of vendors and organizations
with products or services of interest to planetarians. Look for your copy in mid-20m.
Also:
• update forms for both directories are now
available on the IPS web site. Please use
them!
EO
a trial on-line version of the Directory is
now available on the IPS web site in the
Planetarian

IPS Video Sen'ice
This service was inaugurated in
Some copies of the first laser disk
72 minutes of video clips from ESA are still
available. See the web site for details.
The second disk containing a wealth of
Mars material from JPL will be released in
2001. A specific announcement will follow
in a future issue of the PllHletilrillll and on
dome-I and the IPS web site as soon as we are
ready to take orders.
Con(crcllcc Proceedings
At its Flagstaff meeting in October 1999,
IPS Council voted to provide
of
IPS conferences to all members as a benefit
of membership.
of the IPS 2000
conference held in Montreal in July are now
in advanced preparation and will be distributed (primarily in electronic form)
in 2001.
Puh/icatiol7s
Several publications are in progress as I
write, some very near
They
include:
an international collection of astronomical mythology, with contributions from
every continent. Release in
200L
an international collection of astronomical songs. Release in early 2001.
an international handbook for small and
portable planeta ri urns. Con tri but ions
being accepted until the end of December.
Contact Susan Button at sbutton@ocmboces.org at once if you have
Will be released on CD-ROM in 2001.
a career
for aspiring
Probable release in 2001.
the IPS Guide to Building (/nd Renul'Clting
PlmletnriullIs. Editor Ken Wilson (kwilson
can still use authors. Planned
for release in 2002.

Website
We've added a lot of new features to the
IPS web site www.ips-planetarium.org. Take a
look! They include:
a revised and comprehensive list of links
to more than 770 planetarium web sites
around the world, as prepared from the
current Directory.
links to all vendor web sites listed in the
Resource Directory.
a roster of current planetarium job openings (replacing the old method using selfaddressed stamped envelopes) (also in
preparation, a separate list of internships).
• a members-only area has been set up.
Currently it contains the on-line version
of the Directory, and more items will follow. To access the members-only area, you
will need to provide the following information to the dialog box that appears
when you try to enter: USER ID--CAPE70,
PASSWORD-ISPE2ips. Case is important,
so use upper and lower case letters exactly
as they appear here.
a "news and views" section with abstracts
of and links to press releases and newspaper articles written by planetarians.
web pages for every IPS committee. We
expect to develop these as means for committees to share their work, so check on
them from time to time.
ED
in preparation, Astronomy Link, the list of
research astronomers willing to answer
email questions from IPS members. This
will be in the members-only area. It originally appeared in the September 1997 issue
of the Planetarian.
in preparation, pages in languages beyond
English. Initially they will contain the
membership brochure. Later we
to
add other material,
if the software translator currently under evaluation proves adequate.
• an expanded history section, including a
narrative (in preparation) and lists of past
presidents and conference sites (done).
QI

those with non-convertible currencies,
work under very challenging economic circumstances. IPS is
two modest
programs to
them:
ED Star Partners, a cash fund used to underwri te the cost of IPS
and services to planetarians in NCC countries
(being organized
the IPS Officers).
Watch for details in your next membership renewal.
a
program, to facilitate '-A'_lHH1l';'of materials between planetariums in
developed and developing countries. See
the article by Carole Helper elsewhere in
this issue .

Further projects
A number of other projects are underway
that don't fall in the categories above. Some
of these are:
active outreach to related societies,
ning with a visible IPS presence at the
October 2000
of the Division of
111::l.n",T::lr'" Sciences of the AAS.
at ways to make IPS conferences
more accessible to members who
fluent in
including annual
in the Planetarian and rI"'""'i.nn,,rHT
report format for this purpose
defining and
the corporate
membership category
writing an educational article on star naming
developing criteria for a technical
'" creating an
email
to
facilitate more
from the officers to the
$

publications to Genk and
Japanese
at
Sci. Ctr.

What's

Education Committee
This new committee created in 2000 is at
work on several tasks:
ED
restoring the "Focus on Education" column to the Planetarian.
• developing an on-line bank of planetarium lesson plans to appear on the IPS web
site
• expanding the annotated list of (astronomical) educational web sites that
already appears on the IPS web site.
Please contribute to all of these efforts (see
the "What Can I Do?/I inset box for details).
It's the only way they'll work.
Helping our colleagues
Planetarians in ae'VNOnm2" countries, espe-
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improving many of the
ments of IPS. While this is not
(or even always exciting) work, it is the basis
for keeping our
in order. These
efforts, some done and some in progress,
include:
.,. creation of a membership
(in preparation)
• creation of an information
for
prospective candidates for IPS office
(done)
creation of a modern conference planning
(in advanced
and formation of an IPS conference committee to
work with the local host
of the IPS

can

~

~

Contribute:
an article to the Planetarian.
John
material to Focus on Education.
Ian
<ianm@rom.on.ca>
a lesson
to the on-line-bank.
Brock Schroeder <BSchroed@olivet.edu>
to the IPS
bank.
a
an item to the news and views section
Sharon Shanks < .,"-",
a web site to the annotated web list.
Jon Elvert
H.HH"J'=I...I....

some hard-earned dollars to the Star
Partners Fund.
more hard-earned dollars to the Armand
Fund.

Ken Wilson < VUTlI"".,-,(,ilcYY'''
for the Outreach Comm. if you attend
another conference IPS should be represented at.
Christine
@

for the Language Comm. if
is
your native
and you read

Italian or Chinese.
Chris Janssen ..-nl OIr' ot-" ,.U~" 1~,,~
to serve on any IPS committee.
see list of chairs and emails on web site
Do:
send in your
when
in your planetarium's entry
~''''''Hf,'-J. You wouldn't believe how
ful this simple act is to Shawn and me!
Use the form on the web site, or
Shawn Laatsch <102424.1032@compuserve.com>
send job announcements to the job roster.
Steve Fentress
suggest new projects & then volunteer to
do them.
contact any officer
Don't:
suggest new projects & not volunteer to
do them
tell the new IPS president how
you
are when he asks for your
he'll be
too busy to hear
ignore this box!

thanks!

true turnover
Green
The land my home city of
built on used to be a swamp. It is still so flat
that bike riders notice a 1%
and the
roads outside of town are surrounded
ditches so
can swallow your car.
Within the
reside
some
you don't know, but to
whom I and IPS owe much thanks, and
are my fellow astronomers in the
and Astronomy
at
Green State
These fine fellowsPhil Martell,
Ptak, and Ron Stoner(well, I think it was cheerfulcovered my classes
the
two
months total I have missed since ho,-n...-..... i.,.,,~
my best efforts to
schedule travel in weeks between classes
whenever
Three have now lefttwo to retirement, one to plcp")·h01'l,,-_H-,r.,,..,h
for reasons unrelated to the IPS
officer among them. I'm also grateful to Dr.
Robert
who was
chair for most of this time and who cheerfully tolerated an astronomer who was not
gone a lot, but who was
rather
........ ,.UIJ''-U with IPS work when he was in
town,
the last two years.
Grateful thanks to you alL

We all know that the real millennium
turnover will come on
1, 2001, the
rest of the world notwithstanding. The rest
of the world may also not care too much
about turnover in IPS offices. But we care, for
each turnover of the offices
in new
with fresh ideas to make our Society
better. And on the true first
of the
"third" millennium, Martin Ratcliffe will
become the
president of IPS. We know
that
brings wonderful talents to the
office and we look forward to great progress
during his term.
Martin will be supported
a team of four
other officers: the winner of the recent election for
(who will in turn
become
in 2003),
Lee Ann
Hennig and Shawn Laatsch (..-. ... C>(".,~:;~~
win their uncontested election to return as
Executive
and Treasurer, respecand
me as past-president.
will leave the officer team
Thomas
as his term as past-president concludes, but
he will remain busy in his service to IPS as
Chair of the Media Committee that manages
the slide and video distribution services. We
to Thomas for this continuing
are
commitment to the work of IPS.
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Now let me close with some
You'll find here

tiny world, the third

with wonders more than we can
for us alL We can

H'-U L.,. .,,,::

can make our
a
brings the awe and wonder of this cosmos to
its humans.
We know that we are HuunlH",
that the atoms of our bodies, our "'r."h,~~
our homes, of all we own and share,
even of our
were made in the distant
stars. We can make our plametal'iUlm
that
to women and men, to parents
and children, the marvels of this
that gave them birth.
We know that this Universe is more
just a distant wonder: it surrounds us
is
the starry
This
mental treasure-that can be shared
and hoarded
none. We can
a
that shows and
this common treasure.
in every
We know that
reached for the stars and the
ment and
and
We can make our plame'tar'iUlTI
to preserve this
to
nation, and to tell the ancient stories
the modern science.
We can make our
a
where
and science engage. We can
teach the wonders of the Universe and
of the
We can
etscapes and starscapes down to Earth. We
can
a mind to soar
from Earth. We can show that science
human
and
sense of how it works. We can
a new generation of astronomers,
we were
ourselves, and we can
find .
to show the world what
We may be at a museum or science center,
we may be at a
or
we

be at a school or park or zoo. We may be at a
large planetarium that seats hundreds or we
may be at a small one that barely holds thirty. We may be at a large facility that's widely
known or we may be the whole staff of one.
Whichever, we know that the planetarium's
most valuable resource is our own educa-

tionai vision. As diverse as all our visions are.
We know that in the years ahead we face
both challenges and opportunities. We all
know the challenges of resources and time.
Yet we have what we know to be incredible
subject material. We have wonderful technology and human insight to help us teach

it. We see the joyful spark of learning among
our audiences and students.
And we know that we are part of a dedicated community of planetarians. For me, it
is a privilege to be a member of that community and to have been entrusted to serve it
for a while.

Abstracts and titles from the 2000 issue of Planetariums
published by the APLF (Association des Planetariums de langue

'ancai~
~

Dr. Jean-Michel Faidit, Editor-in-Chief
Planetarium de Montpellier, BP 1088, 34007 Montpellier, France
faiditmontpellier@yahooJr
Translation by Dennis]. Cowles
Freeman Astronomy Center and Planetarium
New Orleans, Louisiana USA
IPS European Meeting for Itinerant and Small Planetaria (in
English.)
Susan Reynolds Button, OCM BOCES Planetarium, New York,
Chair, IPS Portable Planetarium Committee.
After Brescia, Italy in 1995, the second European meeting of small
planetaria was held in France, conjointly with the annual meeting
of the APLF. Full account.
The Stars of Genk
Giuseppe Canonaco, Europlanetarium.
The Europlanetarium has added an Omniscan laser system and is
developing traveling exhibits.
The Eclipse of 11 August 1999 and the Partnership with National
Education
Stephane Colsenet, Director of the Palais de l'Univers.
Relates actions leading up to the eclipse.
A Solar &lipse at Midnight
Stephane Colsenet, Director of the Palais de l'Univers.
To extend the 1999 eclipse, the Palais de l'Univers and the Ypres
Observatory propose a voyage of scientific discovery to Greenland
during the eclipse of 31July 2000.

The Cappelle Planetarium and the Ypres Observatory. A Project of
European Development and Cross-Border Synergy
Stephane Colsenet, Director of the Palais de l'Univers.
European financing allows the change to cross-border works. The
presentation of French-Belgian complementarity.
Training session for the improvement for astronomy coordinators
Marie-France Duval, Marseille Observatory.
Training Commission for the Association of French-Speaking
Planetaria (APLF). Under the responsibility of the APLF, a training
session ran from the 1st through the 7th of November 1999, at the
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Astronomy Center of the Saint-Michel Observatory, with 31 participants and three outside speakers.

Sky Library
Philippe Dagneaux, Science writer.
Book reviews.
The Sky on Computer
Phihppe Dagneaux, Science writer.
Software review.
The Sociological Effects of the &lipse of 11 August 1999
Nathan Fabien, Strasbourg Planetarium.
A sociological approach to a celestial phenomenon that was long
known to be corning but whose exceptional character served to
create a media and commercial frenzy without precedent. With different approaches toward the eclipse, scientific institutions, journalists, and the business community tried to reap maximum profits
from the event.
Toward a Planetarium Without a Central Projector
Claude Ganter, Director, Bretagne Planetarium.
The technology of combining PCs and video projection has grown
continuously and will soon permit planetariums to be equipped
with complete projection systems that are more reliable and less
costly than classic solutions.
A Sky of Galaxies at the Planetarium of Vaulx-en-Velin
WaIter Guyot and Maxime Piquel, Vaulx-en-Velin Planetarium.
Since September 1999, the Vaulx-en-Velin Planetarium (in collaboration with CRAL, the Center for Astronomical Research in Lyon)
has presented a preview in the new show "Remote Galaxies" a 3-D
model of the LEDA (Lyon-Meudon Extragalactic Database) database
with the Digistar 2. This reproduction of the local Universe permits
the observer to see the distribution of galaxies up to a distance of
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200 megaparsecs, or roughly 650 million light years.

Electric Heating of the Solar Corona
Jean Heyvaerts, Professor at Universite Louis Pasteur de Strasbourg.
The solar corona, which was observed during the eclipse of 11
August 1999, is the upper part of the solar atmosphere and perhaps
the most mysterious part as well.
The Promotion of a Planetarium Show
Philippe Huyard, Saint-Etienne Planetarium.
On the occasion of the opening of a new show, the Saint-Etienne
Planetarium asked for the help of an advertising agency to create
the image and the fundamental message for the promotion. This
article presents the context, the objective, and the steps of this controversial process.
The Shape of the Universe
Jean-Pierre Luminet, Astrophysicist at the Paris-Meudon Observatory, CNRS Research Director.
The question of the form of the Universe is no longer dealt with
only in terms of the curvature of space, a function of its density.
Some recent developments in topology, a branch of mathematics
that treats the classification of geometric space, allow us to consider
"crumpled" Universes.
Space News 2000
Jean-Yves Marchal, Strasbourg Planetarium.
Total eclipse of the Sun on 11 August, total success in Ariane 4
launches, commercialization of the heavy launcher Ariane V, success in the XMM program to observe the heavens in X-ray,
encounter of the NEAR spacecraft with the asteroid Eros, first
assembly of ISS components, a successful Hubble servicing mission,
the progressive abandonment of the Russian Mir space station, failure of American Mars missions ... , happy or tragic, space news,
diverse and varied, marked the end of the 1000s and the beginning
of 2000s! But let us not forget that we are not in the third millennium yet, despite numerous allegations. We have a few more months
before we open the door to the 21st century, and we can then fully
live out our own "20Gl, A Space Odyssey!" Here we will survey some
projects and facts marking these pivotal years.
A New Space Hall for the Museum of Bourget
Pierre-Fran<;:ois Mouriaux and Edgar Renault, Museum of Air and
Space, Le Bourget.
After a closure of two years, Le Bourget re-opened with a renovated
Space Hall. The museum is now waiting for the opening of the new
planetarium.

Camille Flammarion at the be~~innirlg
tury, the sundial at the Place de la Concorde was just nnJSriea
part of the festivities for the year 2000.

The
Philippe Simonnet, Director, Reims Planetarium.
1999, the planetarium
From the first of July 1998 to 11
of Reims increased public awareness of the
it to almost 50,000 visitors. The
team learned to anticipate the event in order to face the
demand which
Iy exceeded the capacity of this small six-meter dome.

APLF and IPS '99 me«~tin,gs
List of participants, and a list of papers
AstroIllOITty in French school prc~1ffiS
of astronomy learning
for each academic

of Planetarium Shows
A compendium of programs

in French

Listing of current astronomical events.

Planetarium
Current news, meetings, exhibitions, events.
Planetarium Statistics
Summary of planetarium visitation in France.

organizations, vendors,
resources, etc.

Photographs of previous meetings, and a list of past APLF meetings.
Small Planetaria
News from small fixed domes and mobile
country. Diverse

across the

fixed or portable, welcome 150,000 visiof these visitors are school chilof five planetaria combined, such as
Nantes, Reims, Saint-Etienne, and UU~JL''-'U''h'
The first gallery features twenty fixed
i-h,'ACLIll,o>r+",rc

Small and portable Planetariums, Italy: a case study (in English.)
Loris Ramponi, President, Italian Planetaria Friend's Association.
France and Italy are two European countries where portable planetaria have known spectacular development for two decades.
Approach to the Italian case.
General .Assembly of the APLF, Strasbourg, Conseil de l'
1999
Gilles Roussel, Director of the Nantes Planetarium.
Notes of the APLF 1999 meeting, submitted by the APLF Secretary.

The Total
A note from the editor about the
des
the

The Sundial at the Place de la Concorde in Paris
Denis Savoie, Planetarium, Palais de la Decouverte.
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Minutes of
Council Meeting
July
2000
Montreal, Quebec
Canada
11

indicates action items

In attendance:
President Dale Smith
President-Elect Martin Ratcliffe
Past President Thomas W. Kraupe
Treasurer Shawn Laatsch
Secretary Lee Ann Hennig
Affiliate Represen tatives:
Association of French Speaking Planetariums
(APLF)- Marc Moutin for Agnes Acker
Association of Mexican Planetariums
(AMPAC) - Gabriel R. Munoz for Ignacio
Castro Pinal
Australasian Planetarium Society (APS)Martin George for Glen Moore
British Association of Planetaria (BAP)Undine Concannon for Paul England
Canadian Council of Science Centres (CCSC)John Dickenson
Council of German Planetariums (RDP)Holger Haug
European/Mediterranean Planetarium Association (EMPA)-Thomas Kraupe for Dionysios Simopoulos
Great Lakes Planetarium Association (GLPA)Susan Reynolds Button
Great Plains Planetarium Association (GPPA)
-Jack Dunn
Italian Planetaria's Friends Association (lPFA)
- Loris Ramponi
Japan Planetarium Society OPS)- Shoichi Itoh
Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society (MAPS)Alan Davenport for Don Knapp
Nordic Planetarium Association (NPA)Marie Radboe for Lars Broman
Pacific Planetarium Association (PPA)- Jon
Elvert
Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association
(RMPA)- Christine Shupla
Southeastern Planetarium Association (SEPA)
-John Hare
Southwestern Association of Planetariums
(SWAP)- Mark Sonntag
Affiliates not in attendance:
Russian Planetarium Association (RPA)
Ukrainian Planetarium Association (UP A)
Guests:
Pierre Lacombe- IPS 2000 Conference Host
Gabriel Munoz- IPS 2002 Conference Host
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Jose Olivarez- IPS 2004 Conference Candidate, Oakland, California
Antonio Camarasa and Jose Carlos GuiradoIPS 2004 Conference Candidate, Valencia,
Spain
Martin George- IPS 2004 Conference Candidate, Melbourne, Australia
Dr. Ramanatha Subramanian- Birla Planetarium, Calcutta, India
Jeanne Bishop- IPS Consumer Affairs/ Astrology Committee Chair
Susan Reynolds Button- IPS Portable Planetarium Committee Chair
Alan Davenport- IPS Script Contest Committee Chair
Jack Dunn- IPS Lasers in Planetarium Committee Chair
John Hare- IPS Historian
David Menke-IPS Professional Services Committee Chair, and IPDC Representative
Steve Mitch- IPS Elections Committee Chair
Phyllis Pitluga- IPS Awards Committee Chair
Gary Sampson- IPS Education Committee
Chair
Kevin Scott- IPS Technology Committee
Chair
John Schroer- IPS Web Subcommittee
Member
Ken Wilson- IPS Planetarium Development
Group
The meeting was called to order at 8:40 a.m.
by President Dale Smith. Dale welcomed
Council to the Saint-Maurice Room of the
Queen Elizabeth Hotel in historic Montreal.
A slight change in the agenda was made to
allow Conference Host Pierre Lacombe to
report on the IPS 2000 Conference. Pierre
reviewed the week's agenda as well as pre
and post conference plans. Christine Shupla
asked for Pierre's suggestions, based on his
experiences, in helping future conferences
run smoother. Pierre replied that participants need to apply for relevant visas well in
advance and to follow directions regarding
deadlines for hotel reservations and registration applications. These three issues are the
responsibility of the participants and should
be completed in a timely manner. Council
congratulated Pierre and his staff and colleagues for a well organized and promising
Conference.
The SecretarYs Report on the Minutes of
the Flagstaff Meeting had been previously
published in the March 2000 Planetarian. 11
John Dickenson requested an addition to the
Minutes regarding the Publications Committee Report in the second paragraph: "...
After much discussion, Council agreed to go
through one more print cycle of both
Directories, but to develop an electronic version prototype based on a suggestion by
Dennis Simopoulos, and subject to Officers'
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" Undine Concannon moved to
accept the Minutes with the addition,
onded by Susan Button, and Clr"",..n.H""
Shawn Laatsch presented the Trl~asurE~s
Council reviewed and discussed
specifics of the 1999 Financial Report
mid-year 2000
Shawn CllILJlIQ:'>ILI::U
that steps would be taken to insure that
advertising accounts would be invoiced and
processed in a more
manner.
tarian printing and
form the
membership expenses. Treasurer Shawn
Laatsch emphasized that
President
Dale Smith has traveled <:;AlCl"l:>l
behalf of IPS, it is all at his own expense.
Updates on
Shde
and Laser Disk Service, were discussed.
Martin Ratcliffe presented a review of costs
and production of the Laser Disk Project.
Finance Committee will take into account
Council suggestions made
reevaluating the cost and sale price of the next
generation of disks. The
2001
Budget was reviewed. As
Chair,
Shawn gave an update on IPS mE~mlbershi"D
655 members as of this date. A global representation of membership numbers was presented to visually show the distribution of
Shawn
an
membership more
insert regarding IPS membership for Affiliates to include in their newsletters/journals.
President-Elect Martin Ratcliffe errmtlaslze'd
that as regional affiliates, we need to inform
and remind our members of the benefits
membership in IPS as a professional
zation. John Dickenson moved to approve
the report, seconded by Christine
and approved
Council.
Dale Smi th presented the J:'r~eSlaentVs
a reflection on the past 18 months
and what remains to be
in the
next 6 months. Dale set forth his
at the
Council Meeting in Flagstaff.
1. Making IPS seem less distant to its members. The President, at his own expense,
has attended all U.S. affiliate conferences, many international affiliate conferences and planetaria, and visited each
of the potential IPS 2004 Conference
host facilities. By the end of the year he
will have visited planetaria on 6 continents.
2. Providing support and visibility to our
colleagues in economically ~U'~AA'_"".'-,",
facilities.
3. Reviewing and enhancing IPS
documents and directories
4. Creating and supporting regionals while
keeping the global view of IPS.
S. Working on the structure of our
zation and keeping member services on
task: slide and video services, directories,
special projects and conferences
ITrYUAlrn;n,,"

6. Remembering our roots as planetarium
astronomy educators - the creation of
the IPS Education Committee goes to
the heart of what IPS is about.
7. Transitioning from print media to electronic formats.
The President feels that we are meeting
the challenge to make IPS an effective organization. The Presiden t, the Officers, the
Council and the Committee Chairs working
as a team of volunteers requires dedication
and commitment. Dale also pointed out that
the support from an officer's institution for
his/her efforts on behalf of IPS can be a major
influence on officer effectiveness. Christine
Shupla, speaking for Council, expressed gratitude for the President's hard work and efforts
on behalf of IPS, seconded by John Hare and
approved by Council.
President Dale Smith introduced Web
Committee member John Schroer who has
been working on setting up an on-line link
system for the 770 web sites related to IPS
Directory listings. John gave a demonstration of the system to date with some of the
applications and future improvements. John
and Council discussed the design and set-up
concepts including the following:
a. Global map for click-on access
b. Affiliate Listings
c. Language friendly design
d. Links on E-Mail
e. Affiliate maps with locations of planetaria
Council thanked John for his work and
progress on the project and looks forward to
seeing his labor on-line before the end of the
year.

Written Mfiliate
were reviewed.
In Affiliate News from the floor:
APLF Representative Marc Moutin announced to members that the APLF publication Planetariums would be available to
them later in the week. Discussion concerning language issues at conferences resulted in
suggestions on how to meet the needs of participants who are not fluent in English. 11
Thomas Kraupe suggested that the LaJtlg1~~e
Committee be
with 10()King into
this issue and
the
of
accommodating
President Dale Smith appointed Marc Moutin, as
a member of the Language Committee, to
take the lead in this effort and to report back
to the officers by January 1, 2001. Several suggestions by Council members centered on
student volunteers for translating, simultaneous translation (as in the Osaka Conference), multiple language translations of
papers/presentations. Ken Wilson suggested
that on the IPS Membership Forms/renewals
that a line be added requesting native lan-
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guage information.
BAP
Undine Concannon
reported on the death of former nl::ln"'~::lrl::ln
Martin Suggett of the Liverpool Museum.
The third Spitz planetarium in Britain will be
opening in Bristol at a Science Center.
John Dickenson of CCSC reported that
several planetaria in Canada were at risk of
being closed or not renovated. The issue is
that capital funds for planetarium renovations is near the bottom of the priority list.
Discussion followed on how to promote
planetaria as useful ventures or partners in
the museum experience. Ken Wilson suggested that perhaps an award presented by IPS to
parent institutions of planetaria would
increase the profile or encourage support of
the planetarium. 11 President Dale Smith
charged President-Elect Martin Ratcliffe and
Planetarium
Chair Ken

Loris Ramponi brought up the issue of
printing the annual Affiliate Reports for all
members' benefits. Suggestions included
having them published in the
or
the Planetarian. John Dickenson r".'".,-",<:c>"
that an annual article on the Affiliates would
be a useful source of information for the
membership. '* President Dale Smith charged
the Officers to
for a more
structured format for Mfiliate
suitable for an annual report article and present
the
for review to Council. Other suggestions included maps showing regionals
and their planetaria (which should also be
on the Web) as well as a calendar of events
for Affiliates.
President Dale Smith reported on efforts to
establish an affiliate in Spain and Portugal.
The President also presented an update on
efforts to create affiliates in India, South
America, and Southeast Asia.
Shawn Laatsch moved to accept all
Affiliate Reports, seconded by John Hare and
approved by Council.

~tandi~ Committee
were presented,
reviewed and discussed.
Treasurer/Membership Committee Chair
Shawn Laatsch presented the Me~mlDershjlp
during the Treasurer's Report. '* President Dale Smith reported that the IPS Information Packets will be restructured and
will include a
Dickenson will ae,;rel(]In

IPS Information Packet will be placed on the
IPS Web Site.
In response to a Council charge in 1999, "...
to
a mechanism for
accesplalne'tariluDls in
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countries of n011-C{)nv'emlble currenlces
President Dale Smith

rlrf""\n'.... con

and estalblbih alJprcJpr:iate melcha,nis.m
Concannon and '>n,,,.-r,,,,:>rl
In other matters related to
President Dale Smith su~~gestE>d

rlrrn-,nincr

The slate is the final result of open nominations from the IPS
Steve
that five individuals
nominated for the office of IPS "rC)CH~QT'T
Elect, of which, three 'Clrr'or>t-",rl
follows:
For the
Jon Elvert
Lane E.SD. Planetarium
Lane Education Service District
2300 Leo Harris P'>"·VHr'>"
USA
Martin
Launceston Planetari urn
Queen Victoria Museum
~"'Ur,C'"'U Street
Launceston, Tasmania Australia
Patrick McQuillan
Alexander Brest Planetarium
Museum of Science and History
1025 Museum Circle
Jacksonville, Florida USA
For the IPS office of Executive Secret:ny:
Lee Ann A.
Thomas Jefferson
Technology
Planetarium
6560 Braddock Rd.
Alexandria,
For the IPS office

School for Science &

USA

Shawn Laatsch
Arthur Storer Planetarium
600 Dares Beach Rd.
Prince Frederick, Maryland USA
During the Business Meeting on Monday,
additional nominations may be made from
the floor. Ballots will be mailed to the membership later in the year. Council discussed
the Officer Job Description Packet initiated
by the Elections Committee and rewritten
by John Dickenson. John added that with
the potential for By-Law changes regarding
the status of the Past-President, the Officer
Job
Packet would need to be
modified accordingly. III Council agreed that
John should make the addition to the
packet. The objective of the document is to
provide potential candidates with a guideline of what the officer positions encompass.
The document presents not only the By-Law
descriptions of each pOSition, but also a personal perspective of the demands of the
commitment based on the experience of
past officers. Council discussed the work
load and time required for carrying out the
officer duties. President Dale Smith will
appoint a committee to study the structure
of the workload among the officers and
committee chairs and to. recommend
changes or alternatives which would benefit
the organization.
The Publications Committee Report was
presented on behalf of Chair April Whitt.
The IPS Directory of the World's Planetariums
is being printed and bound. The second edition of the IPS Resource Directory is due
December 2000. 2001 will mark the first year
of the combined Directory/Resource publication. Geoff Holt is working on the CD-ROM
version of the publication. The publication
will be available to members in either format. An on-line version for members only
will be available on the web-site. Other publications in progress include:
a. A songbook will be available on the IPS
Web Site for members only - October
2000
b. International Mythology Book - multilingual- IPS Web Site for members only
c. The Portable Planetarium User's Handbook. - CD-ROM medium
With this conference, we begin publication of mandated proceedings as an IPS publication and that will go out as an electronic
version.

The Web team is expanding and its close
relationship with the Publications Committee should continue. Dale will be mt::etJmg
with the Web Committee members Geoff
Holt and John Schroer later this week to discuss the goals and objectives of the
restructured committee. Work is still progressing on individual pages and services online, such as: Chat Room capabilities, autoresponding mailboxes, On-line Directory,
Astronomy Link, Press Releases - What's New
Page, Web Sites of Planetaria, Vendor Web
Sites, Areas in Languages other than English,
List of Internships. Thomas Kraupe suggestto inform
ed that we have Committee
memolefSJllip of what
do and/or developments beneficial to the mE~mbersl1Lip.
Committee Chairs should work closely with
the Web Committee in developing these
pages. Council discussed several other issues
related to the Web Site. John Dickenson suggested that instructions or
for
posting material on the Web should be available in the Planetarian and on-line. Ken
Wilson commented that announcements
should be published in the Planetarian
whenever a new posting on the Web is initiated. John Dickenson suggested that an article or Web column be included in the Planetarian. Dale suggested that this
be
more appropriate in 6-9 months when the
new pages and services are more fully in
place. It was also pOinted out that e-mail
links be added by all names on the Web
pages. Concern was also
about the
fact that not all members have e-mail and
web access.
Ethics Committee: vacant
was inThe Finance Committee
cluded in the Treasurer's Report.

* President Dale Smith proposed that the
Web Subcommittee become a full committee. With the growth of the Web Site and the
evolving role that it plays in our Society, the
Committee's structure needs to be revised.

President Dale Smith announced the formation of the IPS Education
and
introduced Gary Sampson as the Chair.
and his Committee have identified several
goals to pursue:
a. To produce a Focus on Education column in the Planetarian.
b. To create a lesson bank on-line which
would include lesson plans or links to
lesson plans stored elsewhere.
c. To expand the annotated list of education web sites that exist on the IPS Web
Site.
The Committee will meet several times
this week to work on ideas and objectives.
Thomas Kraupe suggested that Chair Gary
Sampson contact the European Association
for Astronomy Education as a resource.
Thomas emphasized that each committee
should present a session at the IPS Conferences.
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President Dale
we do in
education, and that it goes to
what we do.
The Larl.gUage Colnn:litiE"!e

chair
appointed after the conference.
a
restructuring the committee, the
steps are in
a. To enable more effective translation
of
material, there
be a
langu,lge: both In(]I1Ul,rlll~''<'

a translation
to Council on

service to IPS in accessing
outreach comrni1tments
from NASA, ESA, and STScI.
slides, videos, disks, and other
under this committee's purview. Jack
mentioned that there are
""r",,-h,,,rr

planetaria in the formats in use.
Dale Smith said, "We need to stay
the curve, but not leave
behind."
Chair Susan
Button nr~)"Alntc,rI
the !Jn1F+~hlll> PllanletaJriUln Commi1ttee

tatives (to be reTnirlted
hIH'':lhIAn medium for
this handbook will be CD-ROM. Latest news

Network".
Chair Jack Dunn
of the
Jack l''''r\At''~ArI

rorv... "jcnri

involved in a panel discussion of the current
status and future of lasers in planetaria. The
session is modeled on the successful on-line
discussions and presentations at the Desert
Skies '99 Conference regarding issues related
to lasers in the planetarium. Chair Jack Dunn
and other committee members are developing a handout explaining the difference
between an ILDA standard projector and
other kinds of laser projectors. Jack will also
have a contribution regarding lasers in the
new planetarium design and renovation
guidebook being developed by the IPS
Planetarium Development Group Committee. The Lasers Committee will continue to
provide communications regarding the utilization of lasers in planetarium facilities and
will develop further on-line chats on laser
topics for the IPS Web Site.
The IPS History Committee
was
delivered by Historian John Hare. The organization and documentation of IPS archival
material continue. John is making more of
the items available on the IPS Web Site. John
requests that anyone having IPS materials
which may be of historical interest to please
forward them to him.
Chair Dave Menke of the IPS Professional
Services Committee reported that the Career
Guide should be completed by October 1,
2000. The preferred format for publication
will be the web and perhaps CD-ROM .. Chair
Steve Fentress of the Job Information Service
reports that this service is now on-line and
the mail-in format has been phased out.
Since the web-based Service was initiated,
about three dozen jobs have been posted,
almost all of them in the U.S.
Chair Kevin Scott reported on the progress
of the IPS
Committee. The Committee has gone to great lengths to remain
unbiased in reviewing various technologies.
Council discussed the issue of standards in
the planetarium field and Kevin reiterated
that his committee's concern with "standards" was with the area of "standardization". That is developing standards or guidelines useful for planetariums in terms of collaboration in programming or interoperability. The lines of communication among
planetarians and vendors in terms of sharing
information and views on technology provides a rich base for this issue. The mission of
the Technology Committee is " to facilitate
the effective integration of various presentation technOlogies and improve technical
production competence through information exchange and standardization". President Dale Smith complimented the Chair
and his committee on behalf of the Council
for the profeSSionalism and effort expended
for the membership.
The IPS Planetarium De've1loprnellt
chaired by Ken Wilson is making progress on
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the planetarium design and renovation
guidebook. Of the seventeen proposed chapters for the book, nine have authors and all
have three peer reviewers. Ken could still use
volunteers for authors interested in the following topics: Special Effects; MultiImage/Slide Projectors; Sound Systems &
Sound Studios; Interior Domes; Wide Angle
Film Systems; Support Areas; Laser Projection
Systems; Renovating a Planetarium; and,
Appendices. Chair Ken is hopeful that the
document will be complete by the end of
2001. President Dale Smith reminded
Council that the predecessor, So You Want to
Build a Planetarium, is available on the IPS
Web Site, and Ken mentioned that he still
receives correspondence relating to that document as an indicator of interest in the topic.
Outreach Committee- no report.
The IPS Consumer
Committee Report was presented by Chair Jeanne
Bishop. Chair Jeanne expressed her gratitude
to Barbara Baber for her work on reviewing
astronomical toys/experimental devices
which appear in the Planetarian. Jeanne
asked for guidance from Council in
with correspondence relating to companies
selling stars. * It was Council's advice to
Chair Jeanne that she should refer reCluests

for information
those matters to
various articles
(either in
or web-based). Various articles or statements are available regarding this issue:
International Astronomical
&
Union and IPS. * It was also suggested that
Chair Jeanne author an article
how

stars, celestial

surface features are

named and have that published in the Planetarian and The Universe in the Classroom.
Distinctions should be made
fundraising projects in naming celestial
objects and scientific protocol in the actual
naming process.

The IPS Mars MilleImium
Contest
Coordinator Jeanne Bishop announced the
winning submission. The project submitted
by twelfth graders Vijay Paradkhar and
Robert Thompson of Thomas Jefferson High
School for Science & Technology, students
of Lee Ann A. Hennig, was the
entry. Certificates for the students will be
presented to Lee Ann at the business meeting
and she will pass the award and certificates
to the students when she returns to Virginia.
Planetarium Partnerships is a concept
designed in response to the Council's charge
to provide more accessibility of IPS services
and benefits to planetaria in countries with
non-convertible currencies. President Dale
Smith announced that a meeting of several
planetarians interested in spearheading a
partnership movement would convene
Planetarian

a framework for the Planetarium tJarTnt~rSI11p
Project and report back to Council.
Alan
Chair of

Contest COlffiJffiilttee,

n"DCDn·~orl

Eugemcles Foundation
Contest Award. Council discussed
posed guidelines and made '-'H.U~t''-J.
by Shawn Laatsch to

::'>tanamg Rules.
President Dale Smith gave an
the SEPA
Skies
IPS
have
to make the program available
to IPS members for $55.00 and non-rnemt)ers
for $85.00. The
includes:
1. annotated
2.63 slides (masks included for aP))ro,priate
slides)
3. CD ROM with
credits, Quicktime
movies
The eleven minute program was written
and narrated
David
and
composed
Serrie.
Chair of the

recipients of the IPS Service Award
conference. Jane is honored for her contributions to
since its
words,
"This article is the human element
our
association and the one that
us connected across the span of time between conferences." John has been the
and Photo-Archivist for more than a decade.

which would focus on innovation
in the
field
Dr. Subramanian of the Birla Planetarium
in Calcutta, India and IPDC President, gave a
report on the state of planetaria in India. Dr.
Subramanian also updated Council on
of affiliation with IPS. Council looks forward
to receiving the
before the end
of the year and
the Indian
taria community as an affiliate.

Gabriel Munoz, Director of the Morelia
Planetarium, reported on the
for the
IPS 2002

Convenciones de Morelia in
Mexico. Pre- and post-conference tours will
focus on colonial cities and Mayan archaeological sites. Gabriel announced that Morelia
is the home of the campus of the National
Institutes of Astronomy and during the IPS
2002 Conference the astronomy lectures
would be open to the public as well as IPS
members. This will be an excellent opportunity for interaction between the astronomical and planetarium communities. Watch
for details relating to the Conference in the
Planetarian and on the IPS Web Site.
President Dale Smith announced that we
have three proposals for hosting the IPS 2004
Conference. Representatives from each of
the sites were introduced and answered
Council's questions regarding plans and facilities in their conference proposals.
1. Jose Olivarez, Director of Astronomy,
Chabot Planetarium in Oakland, California USA
2. Dr. Jose Carlos Guirado, Astronomer,
and Antonio Camarasa, Director,
L'Hemisferic, Valencia, Spain
3. Martin George, representing Melbourne
Planetarium, Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia
Formal presentations to the IPS Membership will be made during the business
meeting on Monday. Information about
each of the proposals will be available in the
December Planetarian and on the IPS Web
Site. '#I Motion by Christine Shupla to accept
the three bids, seconded by Susan Button
and approved by Council. President Dale
Smith commented on the significance of IPS
Conferences: As we've heard the plans for
this year's conference, and as we remember
the wonderful conference in London two
years ago, and as we look forward to Morelia
in 2002, and to one of three extraordinary
sites in 2004, I think we're reminded of how
important conferences are to IPS with the
high quality to which all the conference
hosts aspire and the great service they provide to IPS. Although I'm sure that each conference host thinks we've forgotten their
conference soon after we've left, the benefits
of each conference stays with us both in our
memories of the conference and in how
we've grown professionall y in operating our
own planetaria and in the personal contacts
we've made. We benefit from past conferences and will grow with each future conference. The fact that we have so many excellent potential hosts is a real sign of strength
for our SOCiety."
President Dale Smith gave a report on
behalf of Mr. T. C. Samaranayaka of Sri
Lanka. Details of the "Sri Lankan Skies and
Sir Arthur: a 2001 Odyssey" to be held in
Colombo, Sri Lanka in March 2001 were

printed in the President's Message,June 2000
Planetarian. Mr. Samaranayaka will address
the membership at the business meeting.
Jose Carlos Guirado spoke to Council regarding the progress of forming a Spanish
affiliate. Work is progressing on a constitution and by-laws and the official application
for affiliation should be ready within the
year.
Dave Menke reported on the International
Planetarium Directors Conference (lPDC)
and the 2002 meeting in Mannheim. IPDC
membership is by invitation only and is limited to 100 members. IPDC meets every three
years. Dr. Subramanian is the IPDC President.
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Section 3. A
oriented group
ifldi c iduall may affiliate with the
presentation of written
ing a statement of support of the nhiprh",pc
of the
and approval
the Council.
Ul-'fJ1H.,ULlVU

(rationale: this section
to
eUes. Individuals join as members,
ates!
Section 4. [MCfflbcfS, PatfOflsl
and Institutional Members shall be entitled
to one vote in person,
[ORFAXllasmaybeaDt)r01Jri'lte-~

President Dale Smith reviewed proposed
revisions to the By-Laws and Standing Rules.
Discussion and suggestions by Council
resulted in changes to the revisions as presented. "'Motion by John Dickenson to
accept the
as amended, seconded by
Martin Ratcliffe and approved by Council.
Council further recommended that the ByLaws amendments be presented in its entirety for vote by the Membership. The proposed amendments and rationale will be presented to the membership on the Elections
Ballot which will be mailed to the membership in October.

any question pertaining to the
stitutional Members must deSignate the person who is authorized to exercise the vote.)

{rationales (in order):
reworded to be consistent with
Section 1

in

a Signed paper ballot can be sent
as by mail-fax did not exist when
were written
grammatical correction}
ARTICLE IV - Officers

ARTICLE III- Members
Section 1. Persons may become members of
the SOCiety as ITAN1I:

/I

Vol.

{rationale: corrects a grammatical mistake!

A. [INDNIDUALll Member

Section 1. The officers of the Society shall
a President, President-Elect, [PAST-PRESIDENT,ll Executive
and Treasurer.
These officers shall perform the duties prescribed by these By-Laws and by the
mentaryauthority
the

{rationale: the Past-President is

tE:j [B.ll

Corporate Member

fB:1 [Cll InstitutionallIMEMBERTI

{rationale: The Patron category has not been
used for many years, if ever. Therefore, it may
be eliminated to conform to current practice.
Individuals who wish to donate extra money
can contribute to the special
considered recommending elimination of the Corporate member category, which is also currently
unused, but decided instead it would be better
to keep and activate it.!!
Section 2. Membership fte+ [JJN]] the Society
shall be gained by applying in writing to the
Chair of the Membership Committee of the
SOCiety for admission and by payment of
dues.
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treat him/her as equivalent to an
respects.
this position should be listed
as one of the officers to bring
into
agreement with current (and many years of)

Section 3. The terms of office for officers
shall be for two (2) consecutive years

OR

tke 31st of DeccfflbCf of e i Cfl flllfflbcrcd

[BEGINNING ON JANUARY I,
ODD-NUMBERED YEARS.ll

{rationale:officer list is no longer necessary if
Past-President is listed as an officel~' term
office is traditionally measured from the
ning of the term- not the end; hence re-worded
for clarity}

Section 4. The Council shall appoint an
Elections Committee consisting of a Chair
and at least three (3) additional committee
members selected from the list of the members of the
1st of
even-numbered years. The committee
shall not tee.! [[INCLUDEll current officers.

{rationale: partly to correct gra m mar. Also,
existing
tries to say that the
rent officers may not also constitute the whole
election committee. This strengthens it to prohibit any current officer
on the
committee and to
practice that current
committee.}
Section S. The Elections Committee shall present the slate of officers to the
Committee for ratification and for distribution to the
at least four
(4) months before expiration of the term of
of the
bienoffice or at the
whichever
nial meeting of the
occurs first. f'J2R€ ballots "Rail be mailed ditflin si){ (6) Vi celts of tRe call.l The
shall
be by
mailed ballot. H-i''W''-'~~~H'T+
shaH be t" 0 months after the call for the
1\/lI-'TTlIH-'n:

{rationale: The existing
It
is attempting to describe the
biennial
election but seems to
into the conduct ofa
special
by a midterm
This revision removes the
words describing
election from this
section" and a new Section 6 below authorizes
special elections
the conditions for
them. This change also leaves it to
Rules to prescribe deadlines for
counting ballots in a
iJiennial election,
and the Standing Rules
do this in
Appendix B.}
The candidates with the plurality of votes
shall be declared elected and assume office at
the designated time. The Chair of the Elections Committee shall receive and count the
votes and report to the Officers. The results
of the elections shall be announced to the
Membership
as soon as is convenient.

{rationale: This implies that a speciaimailing
should be made to the IJ1r:'IJ1lf)Pf,i11'n

ELECTION SHAll NORMALLY BE CALLED
TO FILL THE VACANCY, BUT MAY BE
DEFERRED AT THE DISCRETION OF COUNCIL. IF THE VACANCY IS IN THE OFFICE OF
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OR TREASURER,
THE
WITH THE APPROVAL OF
COUNCIL, MAY APPOINT A PERSON TO
ACT IN THAT OFFICE UNTIL A NEW PERSON IS ELECTED.ll

{rationale: the existing By-Laws are silent about
what to do in the event of a midterm vacancy
in office. The new section is a common-sense
provision for handling tha t situa tion and conforms to past practice in handling such vacancies when they have in fact occurred. It allows
appointment of an acting Executive Secretary or
Treasurer to fill the office until (In election can
be held. It also gives Council the discretion to
defer a special election, as would be appropriate
if the vacancy should occur close to the normal
end of term.)

{rationale: corrects grammatical mistakes}
[[SECTION S. THE PAST-PRESIDENT SHAll,
ASSIST THE PRESIDENT AND PERFORM
OTHER DUTIES AS MAY BE J-\.CI."!IJ.'LJTl'U:~.L"J
tHE PRESIDENT OR COUNCIL.ll

Article V- Duties of Officers
Section 1. The President shall be the chief
executive officer of IPS. He/she shall preside
at general meetings of the membership and
all Council meetings and shall be an ex-officio member of all standing and special committees, except as otherwise stated in these
By-Laws; he/she shall solicit written invitations to host the biennial meeting of the
membership during the term which follows
his term of office I-a€'ffl'ffit~-ffi.-Af*i-e-liftr.
Section 1.] [[AS PAST-PRESIDENT. THE PRESIDENT, UPON COMPLETING IDSIHER TERM
IN THAT OFFICE, SHALL ASSUME THE
POSITION OF PAST-PRESIDENT IN THE
NEW TERM OF OFFICE.ll

{rationale: The
the position of Past-President. Though it is commonly understood what that position is, the
new wording defines it for completeness.}
Section 2. The President-Elect shall assist the
President and in the event the President cannot or will not act in any matter
incapacity or any other reason, with the
approval of the Council, the President-Elect
shall assume the duties of the President.
He/she shalllINORMALLYll assume the position of President in the new term of office.
UHVUF',"

{rationale: to cover cases ofextenuating circumstances}
Section 4. The Treasurer, if required to do so
ILll shall
a bond at the
expense. The Treasurer shall have
and
of and be responsible for
all funds, securities, ITANDll assets of the
and shall deposit all such funds,

m
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assets or securities in the name of the
in such bank depositories as shall be
by the Council. He/she shall
a
accounting of all the
financial
transactions and shall draw checks as authorized by the Council. He/she shall file
reports required by the laws of any state,
local and national government and shall
der a statement of the conditions of
finances of the Society at all meetiJ:1gs
the Council and give a full financial report
the general meeting of the mE~mIJership.
He/she shall, in general,
all duties
incident to the office of Treasurer and
other duties as may be
to him/her
by the Council.

Planetarian

{rationale: this section formalizes the role
Past-President which up until now has just
been implied, and is consistent with
the Past-President as an
ARTICLE VI - Council
Section 1. The Council shall consist
Past President,] the Officers and one
sentative selected
and from each
group. The word "Council" as herein
and the word "Directors" as may be used in
the Articles of Incorporation and for other
legal documents, shall be held to mean one
and the same

{rationale: no longer necessary
is listed as an officer}
Section 3. The elected officers named under
Article IV L the Past President,] and the
of the affiliates have
one vote at Council meetings ['ll except for
the Chair of the meeting, who shall not vote
except to break a tie.

{rationale: reference to Past-President is no
longer necessary if listed as an
improves the grammar}
ARTICLE VII - Meetings [AND "','OJ"'LCL""ENCESll

(rationale: Existing
tween"meetings" and "cnntl?relVlct"S.
wording remedies that confusion.
refers to the biennial IPS rm'1tpTPI"1{"()
refers to the business
conference (this means the general business
meeting of the membership, not the meeting
Vol.

the Council, which is defined in Section 2.) The
business meeting must be mandated to ensure
open governance of the Society; the conference
is an essential function of the Society. The
revised wording ofSection 1 explicitly requires
that both be held and conforms with current
practice.}

Section 1. A
[[GENERAL]] meeting
[[AND CONFERENCE]] shall be held every
even -n urn be red year. t-f-j'tt5'offleeifflfflRtH+fl1€

in: v itatien:. Tfie lecaHen: sfiaH be an:n:e I:mced
tributien: ef tfie slate ef efficers.l [THE GENERAL MEETING SHALL BE HELD AT THE
~~!~rJ~,!~~~SITE/~CHSHALLBE

SELECTED BY COUNCIL FROM WRITfEN
INVITATION.]] The written invitation shall
be from the governing body of the host institution, and it shall be submitted to the
Presiden t. ~~l'f'-1fT1+¥-+~,,*",I"ffi:e-ttre~T¥H"8tien: ef ten'fl: ef effiee.] [[ A LOCAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE OiAIRED BY THE
CONFERENCE HOST SHALL PLAN AND
EXECUTE ALL ARRANGEMENTS FOR TH.E
CONFERENCE, SUBJECT TO RATmCATION
BY COUNCIL.]]
{rationales (in order):
"regular" is changed to "general" for clarity.
common-sense statement that the business
meeting shall be held at the Conference.
awkward wording about site selection is corrected
announcing site concurrently with officer slate
at conference business meeting assumed site
selection was made at conference council meeting 4 years in advance. Now that we are selecting sites 3 years in advance, this requirement is
archaic (and impossible!
authority to set due date for proposals is given
to Council; this level ofdetail should be in the
Standing Rules, not the By-Laws.

Section 3.
The existing Program Committee is renamed
the Local Organizing Committee
and its duties are defined. The defining sentence has been moved to here
Article VII,
Section 3, which in turn has been reworded to
define the IPS Conference Committee, that provides IPS oversight to the conference planning
process.

Section 3. Special Meetings of the Council
may be held upon the consent of the majority of Council members. Special Meetings
may be held by telephone [[OR E-MAIL]] or
through the [[POSTAL]] mail, providing all
Council Members are polled on each issue,
otherwise the rules of Section 2 for Council
Meetings apply to Special Meetings also. No
meeting shall be planned unless a majority
of members indicate they
[[PARTICIPATE]].
{rationale: brings this section up to date with
current technology and allows a Council vote
by e-mail. This also allows Couneil to act during the year-long gap between meetings when

ARTICLE VIII Committees

since Council
are open to any member
of the Society, the sentence that the chair may
attend Cunci!
is
and thus
is removed.}

Section 3. The ~~ffiTI[[CONFERENCE]]
Committee shall consist of the Chair and as
many committee members as he/she deems
necessary. t-H'tt5'~ffl1HT~~-!'if1arH-l'7tafl:-e~

THE CONFERENCE HOST, AND TO ADVISE,
CONSENT, AND ASSIST IN CONFERENCE
PREPARATIONS AND
ESPECIALLY THOSE RELATED TO IPS NEEDS

{rationale (in order): see also Article VII, Section
1 rationale.

Section 1. Committees are established by the
Council and/or President through the
appointment of a committee Chair. The
Chair shall select committee members from
the list of members or as otherwise stated in
these By-Laws [[SUBJECT TO TH.E APPROVAL BY TH.E PRESIDENT]]. The term of

BY COUNCIL SHALL]] continue until the
next Council
in an odd-numbered
year except where specified otherwise [[AND
IS SUBJECT TO RENEWAL]]. [Tfic Cfiair sfiaH

TERM OF OFFICE OF A COMMITTEE
ESTABLISHED BY TH.E PRESIDENT SHALL
CONTINUE UNTIL THE END OF Tfm PRESIDENT'S TERM OF OFFICE, EXCEPT AS SPEClFIED OTHERWISE AND IS SUBJECT
RENEWAL.]] All Committees are to report to
Council Meetings as required.

The By-Laws and Standing Rules are not clear
with respect to committees connected with conferences. These proposed changes together with
the revised Conference Planner clarify this situation by making a common-sense definition of
two committees, the Local Organizing Committee at the host site and the Conference Committee which provides IPS oversight The Conference Committee is defined in Article VIII.

{rationale: The existing wording does not distinguish terms ofcommittee tenures in a way consistent with the term of office ofCouneil or the
President. The new wording resolves this. Com mittees created by Council run until the next
Council meeting in an odd-numbered year (as
now). Also, the new wording lets Couneil create
committees at any meeting, whereas existing
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with
makes
committees created
the President valid
until the President's term ends. III/r,rrl,rla
added to ov/".l1rl'rill
tees, as commonly is done now

this section will now refer to the IPS
Committee, not the LOC (Local Organizing
Committee) as
the former
refers to the Local Organizing Committee,
hence is moved to Article VII, Section 1, where
theLOCis
defines the Committee and its role.
gives IPS an oversight role in the
and a mechanism for exercising
the makeup of the ComThe revised SR
mittee and name the President as the normal
chair, continuing the current role of the President as
liaison with the rnrlTP1'Pnt~p
host. The
of the committee as
in the SR also bring continuity to the
process by including
ence hosts on this committee.
rl11L>rC"TVlr

Section 9.
of the Committees may
be held in person,
[[OR Eor
the [[POSTAL]] mail, provided Committee members are polled on
each issue.
{rationale: allows committees to meet
conforming to current practice}

ARTICLE IX - Finances
Section 1. Annual dues of Members ~

e-mail,

PatroRs, of Corporate MemBers, aRd of
IRstitt:ltioRal MemBers] of the Society shall
be set by Council.
{rationale: to be consistent with revised Article
III, Section 1}

Christine Shupla has provided a list serve
for officers of several U.S. regionals and proposed to expand this service for officers of all
IPS Affiliates. * President and Council felt this
would encourage more communication
among our Affiliates and recommended that

Christine pursue this endeavor.
Section 3. There shall be faR atldH] [IAFORM
OF AUDIT APPROVED BY COUNCll,n of
Finances of the Society at each change of
office, for approval of Council.

* President Dale Smith announced that
would be replacing Bill
Gutsch as Chair of the IPS Outreach Committee.
* President Dale Smith announced that

{rationale: to allow Council to determine the
formal of the Audit}

john Dickenson would chair a committee
addressing the restructuring of IPS and to
present proposals to Council at the next

ARTICLE XI - Awards Committee

meeting. The committee will include Shawn
Laatsch, Jim Manning and others to be
announced.
In response to questions from several
Council members about when IPS Conferences are held and how the dates are determined, President Dale Smith reviewed the
history of date selections for conferences.
This question has been asked on member
surveys and various affiliate polls and
although there is no perfect month that
stands out for selection, the consensus favors
the June/Jul y / August time frame. Undine
Concannon suggested that periodically we
include a question on the renewal form ask-

Section 1. the Officers laRd tfie Past PresideRt]
of the Society, meeting in person at the
Society's conference site, shall appoint a
three member standing Awards Committee.
{rationale: to be consistent with references to
the Past-President as (1n officer}
OldBusID~

Under Old Business, most items were dealt
with in Committee Reports.

(International, continued from page 41)

ersley, and others. As with the first show,
there will also be a Teachers Guide, full color
poster, and merchandizing opportunities.
Both shows should be available early in
2001. For more details, contact Gutsch at
<W2417.2073@compuserve.com>.

Southeastern Planetarium Association
Saving the Night, a mini-show dealing with
the topic of light pollution, has been distributed to all SEPA members and will soon
be available through an arrangement with
IPS to planetariums worldwide. The show
was furnished to Loris Ramponi for presentation at the Italian Planetarium Conference
in October (see under IPFA above).
Negotiations are presently in the formative stages between SEPA and NASA's JPL for
another production that would be made
available to the planetarium community.
Incoming SEPA President, Dave Manness
of the Peninsula Planetarium in Newport
News will take office on 1 January. He has
some large shoes to fill as outgOing President
George Fleenor has left some ambitious projects and two years of hard work behind. For
more information about SEPA please visit
out website at <www.sepadomes.org>.
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Christine

Awards Presented at

ing members for their
conference
month. Council agreed that we need to be
sensitive to this issue and follow up on
examining factors influencing choices of
dates for IPS Conferences.
President Elect Martin Ratcliffe will communicate with Council in the next month
regarding a site for the 2001 Council
Meeting. Several locations are being considered and a decision will be made
With business completed,John Dickenson
moved to adjourn the Council ME'enn!!.
onded by Jack Dunn and
Council.
Respectfull y Submi tted,
Lee Ann A. Hennig
IPS Secretary
July 9, 2000

During the General Business
of
July 10,2000, there were no additional nominations to the slate of candidates for office.
Motion to close the nominations was made
by John Schroer, seconded by Jack Dunn and
approved by the membership.

July

in
The highest award given by IPS is the Service Award. At the Montreal conference, ServiceAward plaques were presented for longtime dedicated service to:

jane Goehegan Hastings, for writing Jane's Corner for the Planetarian since its

in
1972. This column is the human element of our association and the one that keeps us connected across the span of time between conferences.

john Hare, as the IPS Historian and Photo-Archivist for more than a decade. This responsibility also keeps us connected but over an even longer historic span of time.
New Fellows certificates for active involvement in IPS were presented at the 2000 conference
to:
Canter, Rosy
Chastenay, Pierre
Dickenson, John
Fairall, Anthony
Fentress, Stephen
Grafton, Teresa
Hughes, James
Manning, James
Morris, Tony

Planetarian

Radbo, Marie
Rahunen, Timo
Sampson, Gary
Sanchez, Asuncion
Scott, Kevin
Sitkova, Zina
Smolders, Piet
Towne-Huggins, Joyce
Victor, Robert

Vol.

No.4, December

A very nice
happened to me at IPS. I
received a special "Service Award" from IPS,
mainly for the many years of doing this column. I was overwhelmed, to say the least. I
hope you have enjoyed reading the column
as much as I enjoy doing it!

A

in

Life

a Planetarian

Most planetarians that I know wonder,
from time to time, if
should be doing
something else for a living.
planetariums are staffed
people who were classroom teachers or were somehow involved in
education. If you are one of those planetarians who feel you may be wasting that education training, you have probably considered whether you should stick with the planetarium, or maybe go into the classroom.
Please read on. I think you will figure out
what to do.
Yep. I always like a new challenge. So, for
this school year, I have volunteered to teach
a high school astronomy class. Now in some
previous columns I have spoken of teaching
a high school astronomy class. That was for
gifted and talented, who wanted to be in the
class. Those classes were a delight. In opposition, this year's endeavor was to teach regular students. Some students who enroll in
this
class wanted to take the class, but
some had failed some other science courses
and just needed some sort of science credit to
fulfill graduation requirements.
In case you're puzzled as to why I would
agree to such folly, remember, I wanted a
challenge! I wasn't sure how I would teach
astronomy to that diverse a group, but it
intrigued me to try.
During the first week of class, I asked each
student to tell me why he was taking this
astronomy class. When I asked David why
he was in the class, he said he didn't know
how he got assigned to this class, but he did
like the stars. That sounded like a good
enough reason to me. A week later, David
missed a whole week of school because he
was sent home for pushing a security guard.
Read on.
It is now six weeks into the semester and I
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am still getting new students and
old
ones! It seems that one month into the
school year, the administration "downtown"
observed that our enrollment was lower
than
decided we had too few
students for the number of teachers, and
took three teachers away. All their students
had to be re-scheduled, and, as our school is
small, there are not many concurrent classes,
so some students had to be
rescheduled, in and out of all their classes. (I
wish Antoine would return the magnetic
compass I lent him to see what direction was
south at his house. He was in the class one
then his schedule was changed, and I
haven't seen him since.) There's more.
With all this in and out enroilment, I can't
remember which students were present for
what topic. The first test I gave, I had to cross
off different questions for each student,
reflecting the portion of class time he was
enrolled! Very confusing.
Here's a recent conversation between
John, one of the students, and me:
"Mrs. Hastings,
going to be mad at
me."
"John, what's happened? Did you
your homework for this astronomy class?"
"No."
"Don't tell me you lost the textbook
issued to you the last time we met. Maria lost
hers the day she received it."
"No, that's not it. You're
to be
Inad."
"Oh, don't tell me you're going to
the class. You're the best student in the class!"
"Nope."
(Sigh) "I've run out of guesses. Please tell
me."
"Well, you know that project we had to do
at home, the one that takes two weeks, and
you said it would count as one-fourth of our
grade; you know, the
project and we were supposed to draw a picture of the moon on our homesite that we
did of how we look south somewhere out
our front door, with the horizon and trees
and east and west on the picture?"
"Yes, I do know of what project you
You seem to have a lucid grasp of the intent
of the project."
"W-e-l-l, er, my grandmother threw my
project away."
"What? How could that happen?"
"I don't know. I had it taped to the front
door so I would remember to go out each
night. It must have fallen down, and she
thought it was trash. So she picked it up and
threw it away."
"Is this sort of like, 'the dog ate my homework'?"
"Mrs. Hastings, what do you mean? I told
you, my grandmother threw it away!"

Planetarian

room. Fake skies are

tarium on
pus in Menasha, Wisconsin,
how to choose from the many nic,nc>i-cl1-n
show kits "out there", offered
urns and other vendors. Her suggestion:
one that has Leonard
and
be
trekkies!
- Martin

years:
urn] twice in their lives: once, taken
AHH~',"HH1Jl'-l. and another, when you take
your gra.ndchilld!
- David Chandler gave out (and also sold) a
lot of
from his booth at
vendor area. His generosity was
noted as he had this
at
dian customs counter when he was
into the country:
Customs official: "Do you have
to sell or give
David: "Planisphel~esn
Customs official: "Oh
What
you do wi th them?"
David: "Give them away."
Customs official: see. How
are
they worth?"
about $2."
David: " I don't know.
Customs official: "Well, you must
tax on them!"
[This is jane's 176 th "jane's Corner.}
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